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PREFACE. 

TTHE Society for the Promotion of Agricultural 

Arts and Manufactures having expired by the limit¬ 

ation contained in the act of incorporation, another 

act of the legislature has been obtained, reviving 

its corporate powers under its present name, and a 

modification in some respects altered. It was 

found by experience that much of the business of 

the society could not be so well conducted at meet¬ 

ings of its members generally, as by a few selected 

for the purpose of devoting their special attention 

to those objects that required a considerable share 

of deliberation. The new act therefore provides 

for the appointment of a council, whose duties are 

particularly defined by a by-law, and embrace all 

such matters as were judged to merit more than 

ordinary investigation or care in their adjustment. 

Some other alterations were made, but this is the 

most important, and that from which the most be¬ 

neficial effects are anticipated,, as it will always 

secure a select number of the most efficient mem¬ 

bers to watch over the concerns of the society, and 

infuse a spirit into its proceedings. 

The present publication comprehends discrimi- 

nately the transactions of the society, both before 

and after its re-incorporation, a circumstance which 

it was not thought necessary to notice in the title- 
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page. On perusal it will be seen that very little 

borrowed matter has been admitted ; such it was 

considered would too much exclude what was ori¬ 

ginal and esteemed of sufficient merit to be pre¬ 

sented to the public. It will not be amiss in this 

place to observe, that communications of any use¬ 

ful discoveries will always be thankfully received | 

and gentlemen, whether belonging to the society or 

not, who are disposed to make experiments in agri¬ 

culture, or who may be so fortunate as to become 

acquainted with any thing original that may pro¬ 

mise to be productive of a public benefit, are invit¬ 

ed to impart them to the society. 

For the patronage of the state the gratitude of 

the public is due, but it is regretted that this pa¬ 

tronage has not been extended so far as to confer 

the ability of accamplishing designs which aim at 

more extensive iisefaloess t/han has yet been attain¬ 

ed : Still it is hoped, that, eniulating those wise 

governments which have considered it the best po¬ 

licy to assist, v/ilh adequate means, the eitorfs of its 

individual or associated subjects, engaged in plans 

for promoting the public good, our legislature will 

not deem it impolitic profligacy to permit a trifle of 

its vast revenue 'tO' be employed for purposes ac¬ 

knowledged to be essential to the prosperity of a 

nation. It has long been contemplated to attach to 

the society so much soil as would suffice for agri¬ 

cultural experiments. The uses of such an acqui¬ 

sition need not to be detailed, they will spontane- 
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ously rise in numerous forms to a reflecting mind ; 

but the means of encompassing this end have hither¬ 

to been unattainable. It is also intended, if possi¬ 

ble, to establish a library, to be composed of publi¬ 

cations relating exclusively to the arts ; this would 

be the means of bringing home to us the improve¬ 

ments that have been made, and which are daily 

making in other parts of the world. Besides the 

fund of useful information which this would pro¬ 

duce, and which would otherwise be lost to us, it 

would enable those who are in pursuit of any un¬ 

discovered good to avoid the track of useless re¬ 

search, and take that which would most probably 

lead to a successful issue; it would also, in many 

instances, save them from the toil and expense of 

inventions which others have achieved before them, 

and it might give an impulse and a direction to 

some genius that would eventually be productive 

of some inestimable good. But this likewise is al-- 

most a hopeless object, unless public aid appear iii 

its favor. 

Distributing premiums for useful discoveries 

and for executions in the arts of extraordinary ex¬ 

cellence, has ever been considered among the most 

powerful stimulants, and much good has been pro¬ 

duced by the energies thus excited. The little 

that has been done by the society in this way it is 

believed has not been without effect; but it is to 

be lamented that but a little is all that could be 

done. The patriotic wish of doing more was 
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cramped by a poverty of means, and not permitted 

^to expand into action. 

. Although the title of the society points at the 

USEFUL ARTS generally, it is intended to consider 

agriculture the chief, and to make improvement in 

it always a principal aim. Possessing a soil and 

climate different from those of the countries to 

which we are accustomed to look for precedents ; 

finding labor more difficult to be obtained than 

lands, and being in a variety of other respects situ¬ 

ated under circumstances dissimilar from those of 

other nations, we have a field for improvement be-^ 

fore us, absolutely boundless, and no pains should 

be spared to make advances in it; but the means 

competent to this end can be expected only from 

the government. Here to be lavish would be true 

national economy. The future usefulness of the 

^ociety will therefore, in a great measure, depend 

on an extension as well as a continuance of the 

patronage of the state. 



TRANSACTIONS, &c. 

/ 

A Letter from Robert R. Livingston, Lsq. 

President of the Society^ and Minister Plenipo¬ 

tentiary oj the United States in Franees, to Ben¬ 

jamin De Witt, M» !)• of Albany, 

Paris, 24/>6 Non), 1802^ 

DEAR SIRy 

There are many obstacles to a stranger’s 

learning the arts or agriculture of a foreign coun¬ 

try, in a short period—the prejudice of the pea¬ 

santry, the want of faculty in their language, and 

the mistakes that this naturally leads him into, 

both in putting his questions and receiving their 

answers ; yet these may be overcome by a man 

who makes it his object and devotes his time to 

the acquisition of this knowledge, but never by 

one who only travels post, and is compelled to con¬ 

fine his observations to what he sees, or to the has¬ 

ty information he can pick up at the post houses. 

This must be my apology for the imperfect re¬ 

marks I now propose to submit to the society. 

I LANDED at L’Orient, the 16th November. 

This season of the year is extremely unpleasant in 

3 
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Frances and more particularly on the eastern sea 

coastSs where it rains continually ; while in the in¬ 

terior, though they have less rain, they have thick 

and heavy fogs, during which, as far as I may 

judge from the autumns I have seen, weeks pass 

away without a clear view of the sun. The ex¬ 

treme bad weather we had upon our voyage, and 

the necessity of having our baggage unpacked, 

ivashed and dried, our trunks having been several 

times flooded in the cabbin, compelled us to remain 

eight days at 1/Orient. We did not reach Paris 

till the 3d of December : I mention this, to shew 

how unfavorable the season was for the acquisition 

of agricultural knowledge on our journey. 

L’Orient is an extremely pretty town, and like 
most of those in France, is built of white stone and 

paved with the same. It was formerly the emporU 

urn of the East-Inclia trade, by favor of which it 

flourished—the magazines of the company were spa¬ 

cious, elegant, and well arranged ; but at present 

they are only melancholy monuments of their for¬ 

mer splendor, and contain nothing but a few car¬ 

goes of American tobacco. I could not find that 

there was any manufacture introduced there to 

supply the vacuum made by the diminution of its 

commerce, except a small fabric of China, which I 

visited. It is made with the same materials as are 

used here for making the Seves. These are 

brought from Paris ready mixed for the use of 

the manufacturer, and as fltr as I can judge, neither 
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the forms nor quality of painting were inferior 

those of the Seves, except that having no vent for, 

they did not employ themselves in those expensive 

works of ornament which occupy the artists of Pa¬ 

ris ; to give you some idea of which, I will Just 

mention a set of China now here, and made for 

Lord Oxford, each plate of which cost 17 guineas 

the first hand. This fabric of L’Orient is worthy of 

mention, because as we indulge ourselves in the 

luxury of French China, on account of the beauty 

of its forms, we may obtain the sort we use front 

thence cheaper, and at much less risk of breakage, 

and not inferior in quality to that exported from 

hence, I ha ve sent to Dr, Mitchill samples of the 

earth made use of in this manufacture. Could it 

be found in our state, it w'ould be very easy to-seed 

you artists who would gladly go over to work it. 

The market of L’Orient is one of the best I have 

seen in France. It abounds in sea and river fish, 

poultry and game. The carcases of beef and mut¬ 

ton are small but fat, and the last, of the finest Sa¬ 

vor of any I have met with either here or in A- 

merica, where, by the bye, the mutton is incom¬ 

parably better than at Paris. Fruit is also very 

plentiful and very fine. Perhaps the adoption of 

the form of their markets might contribute to the 

health of our cities. It does not at L’Orient, nor 

at any other place which I have seen in France, 

consist as with us in a building appropriated to that 

purpose. The market women (for no men engage 

in this employment) assemble in a square, in the 
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centre of which is a fountain. Each has a large 

umbrella, which covers her and her productions 

from the rain and sun. The fish women, the poul¬ 

terers, the herb women, See. all have their separate 

quarters, so that you are never at a loss to find what 

you wish to purchase, nor are any suffered to deal in 

different sorts of commodities. Butchers, or rather 

butcheresscs, for these too are women, their hus¬ 

bands after having killed the cattle assigning to 

them the care of disposing of it, being in a dif¬ 

ferent quarter from the rest of the market. By this 

regulation the market affords no place for the col¬ 

lection of filth, or the stagnation of air. When the 

market hours are over, the stalls and umbrellas are 

removed, and the whole may be perfectly cleaned ; 

whereas no care can keep our markets from being 

sources of corruption, at least till we give them 

brick or stone pavements : For the animal and ve¬ 

getable substances, which even, in the very act of 

washing, find their way below the flooring, garri¬ 

son an impregnable fortress, from whence in hot 

weather, with certain aim, they shoot envenomed 

arrows winged with death. I'hough the decay 

of trade makes this place abound in beggars; yet 

there is much less appearance of poverty than 

one would expect to find. This is probably ow¬ 

ing to the ease of subsisting near the sea, where 

fish is easily obtained ; to horses not consuming 

the food of men, for none except post horses are 

kept in L’Orient, all transportation being done by 

porters ; and above all, to the fgrests and chesnuts 
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which are in the vicinity of the town, and which 

alFord bread to many of the inhabitants, if I may 

judge by a view of the most frequented streets, 

which, when I was there, were literally paved with 

their rinds; that they are very wholesome food, the 

looks of the children, who chiefly live upon them, 

manifest; for never have I seen any more healthy 

and ruddy. This, with the warmth and comfort of 

their cloathing, would repel your charity, were it 

possible to resist the importunity of those little 

chubby cheeked beggars, whose innocence and 

good^nature forbids you to be angry, though you 

know they have no physical wants to supply with 

the produce of your charity. 

The soil in the vicinity of this town, appears to 

me chiefly gravelly. The stone used in building 

is brought down the Loire, and transported by sea 

to L’Orient. The enclosures are made of earth, 

sometimes, but not often, faced with round stones. 

On the top of the bank we now and then see an im¬ 

perfect hedge, but in general they are covered with 

genista, which grows wild here in great abundance, 

and is extremely beautiful, with its fine pendant 

branches of light green, covered with thick yellow 

flowers. These enclosures are for the most part 

extremely small, seldom containing five acres, and 

very often not more than one. For what purpose 

this extreme small division is made, I know not, 

and it surprised me more, as many of these enclo¬ 

sures seemed to be very imperfectly cultivated, 
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and some not at all. Bot as Brittany, of which this 

makes a part, has suffered more than any other de¬ 

partment of France by the war, perhaps this want 

of cultiYation may be derived from the same source, 

and yet the abundance of villages and their appa^ 

rent population, speak a different language. 

As the route to Nantz runs along the sea coast, 

which in all countries exhibits the worst lands, we 

passed over several barrens though of no great ex-, 

tent, covered with heath. We found them pai% 

ing it in some places—for the common husbandry is 

to mix it with stable dung, and when rotted applying 

it to their grain. I afterwads found that it is also 

burnt, and the ashes applied to that use, more par¬ 

ticularly upon the downs in Flanders and Holland. 

We passed on this route through a great number of 

villages and some very considerable towns; in none 

of which, contrary to our expectation, we found 

the beggary we had left at L’Orient. The villa¬ 

ges are all built of stones. The streets so extreme¬ 

ly narrow that in many of them two carriages can¬ 

not pass. The stable forms the front of the far¬ 

mer’s house, and you generally go through this to 

his own habitation—though some few have courts, 

the stables forming the sides. This gives the vil¬ 

lages a gloomy appearance, and contributes to ren¬ 

der them extremely dirty. As you leave the sea 

coast the soil improves, and no land is to be seen, 

except such as is left in wood, that is uncultivated. 
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After leaving Nantz, which contains about 

70,000 inhabitants, and lays upon the river LoirCs, 

and has been and still is the centre of a very consid¬ 

erable commerce, but which I shall not stay to de¬ 

scribe, as I am not writing travels, a brief 

sketch of the agricultural state of the country ; 

we travelled, for the great part of the way, to Or¬ 

leans, through the most beautiful and fertile coun¬ 

try ill the world. The road lays along the Loire^ 

and is altogether on a bank raised above ten or fifteen 

feet higher than the level of the river—the opposite 

bank of which is elevated and covered with towns^ 

villages, and the ruins of churches and castles ; 

for it was here the barbarous rage of destroying 

every monument cf religion or the ancient grandeur 

of the nobles most prevailed ; while the side on 

which we were consists of low or interval lands, 

whose average breadth, for an extent of about fifty 

miles, I take to be not less than eight. The back, 

ground is elevated, and like the opposite side of the 

river, covered with towns and villages. This low 

ground is all in the highest possible state of cultiva¬ 

tion. Adjoining the road, and below the bank, are 

the farm houses, surrounded by a garden filled with 

fruit trees, with vines, trained up the trees and ex¬ 

tended from one to the other—every house also is 

covered vvith a large grape vine, at least on three 

sides. Next to these gardens, are the arable lands, a 

few spots only excepted, which are turned to grass, 

as being too low to plough. The grain is all sown 

upon narrow ridges, made by laying two furrows 
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back to back ; these are raised so high that I con¬ 

ceived it hardly possible to eftect it with a plough, 

which they assured me was generally the only imple¬ 

ment made use of: However, I saw some instances of 

their rakine«oiit the intervals with hoes. In the man- o 

agement of the plough, they certainly are more skil¬ 

ful than in our country, or in any other I have 

seen, though their ploughs appeared to me as i!l« 

constructed loot ploughs with very long beamsd 

But as the season for ploughing was over, and the 

heavy rains had set in, I did not see them used. 

Permit me here to remark, that the practice of 

planting a few vines round the house, might be 

usefully followed by our small farmers; and 

though its product should not be wine, yet the 

fruit would add to their enjoyments and their 

health. The advantages of this mode of planting 

are, that by a straw mat, or by drawing the vine 

into the house during the winter, it might have the 

fullest protection fromi the cold—that if the stem 

is long, it Wyants none from cattle when growing— 

that the soil about the house is always rich and 

warm, and that the fruit will be secure from rob¬ 

beries : Add to this, that it adds much to the beaiN 

ty of a small house, and shelters it from the heal of 

the sun. 

After leaving the low lands upon the Loire, we 

enter a country of light loam, upon a bottom of 

white soft stone, which continues all the way to Pa- 
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ns. Vrotn this stone all the buildings are created> 

not only in Paris, but in the towns and villages up¬ 

on this route. It cuts, on first coming out of the 

quarry, with almost as much facility as wood, and 

never becomes very hard. Blocks of the most enor¬ 

mous size, are raised for steps, troughs, See. for 

many miles together where the country is elevated. 

This stone is excavated, and the caverns make ve¬ 

ry comfortable cottages. The chimney passes thro^ 

the top, and is the only part of the house, except 

the door and windows, that appears. The earth a- 

bove the house forms a little garden, or makes part 

of a vineyard. I stopped to visit some of these 

houses, or rather caves, which I found neat and 

warm. A pole in the middle, generally propped 

the roof, where the room was large. From this 

country to Paris the vine was generally cultivated, 

nor were any enclosures to be seen, except parks 

or garden walls. At Orleans, I found a large 

manufacture of cotton yarn, worked by ArkwTight’s 

machine. This employed about three hundred 

people, and was capable of employing as many 

more. The motion was given to the works by a 

steam engine. This establishment was originally 

formed b^ the late Duke of Orleans, in company 

wdth a Scottish gentleman, by the name of Forlow, 

who is now the sole proprietor. I received many 

civilities from him while at Orleans, and was shewn 

every part of this extensive manufactory. The 

yarn is principally worked up at Tours into coarse 

cotton cloths. I see no country in which these ma- 

Q 
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chines can be more usefully introduced than in 

France, since the labor of women and children is 

extremely low, and these alone are necessary to this 

manufacture. Should this ever be extensively done, 

it will be a fatal blow to the fabrics of Britain ; 

cotton being at present the most extensive branch 

of them. They however flatter themselves, that the 

scarcity of coal, and the dearness of fuel in this 

country tvill always aiford them great advantages o- 

ver France ; thougli I believe they will be more in¬ 

debted for them to their extensive capitals and their 

knowledge of business upon a great scale. Of this^ 

for the most part, the merchants of France are ex¬ 

tremely ignorant, nor, ifl may judge by the late 

commercial regulations, are they much better un¬ 

derstood by the governmentc 

On the third of December, I arrived at Paris, and 

have given you this general sketch of the country, 

that I might introduce those fev/ particulars that 

might afford you a comparative view of this coun¬ 

try and our own.—First, the peasantry, or more 

properly speaking, the cultivators all through Brit¬ 

tany, are difle-rent from what British prejudice has. 

represented them. They are a strong, healthy peo¬ 

ple the women, for the most part, fair and ruddy. 

Neither the men nor women are so tali as the 

Americans, but they are more spread, and they cer¬ 

tainly are not less hardy, than the people of our 

country ; since, at the season that I saw them (the 

.last of November) they were constantly in the field. 
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the women washing at every brook, or spinniag 

with a clistaiF, while they were tending their cows ; 

though it never failed to rain every day during the 

period of my journey ; to this I attribute their 

'healthy, ruddy appearance, at very advanced peri¬ 

ods of life. Even their pleasures are found sub joi^e ; 

on Sundays we found them dancing every where ; 

not as with us, in a little close room, but in the o- 

pen air ; and indeed, every village has a little wood 

which serves as their dancing chamber. This is 

lit every Sunday or holiday night with a few lamps, 

when all the villagers assemble immediately after 

dinner, and dance till about ten at night. Their 

dress is warm and neat, but never fine ; how rich- 

soever a cultivator is, neither his wife or daughters 

ever change the form of their dress, or ape the high¬ 

er ranks. They wear a stuif gown, generally 

‘brown, with a red bib and apron, and plain linen 

cap, yarn stockings fsiid wooden shoes, which are 

well calculated for this climate, and for people who 

.are always abroad. Leather shoes would be con¬ 

tinually drenched with water, while those of wood, 

in which they place two pair of socks, are ve¬ 

ry warm and dry, and are left at the door when 

they come into the house. I found at every 

house, at which I stopped, good bread, plenty 

of milk, and the best butter I had ever met with ; 

though I also found cheese at every fann house, I 

met with none that was good, and a great deal that 

was excessively bad, made of skim milk, or butter 

milk, after it had begun to spoiL As this was not 
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a wine country, the common drink of the farmers 

was a light weak beer. Upon the whole, I saw no 

reason to believe, either from the looks of the pea¬ 

santry or from the provisions I found in their hou¬ 

ses, that they were in want of any comforts of life, 

which their station required. Their moderation in 

the article of dress, in which they made no sacrifi¬ 

ces to vanity, and their sobriety (for I have not seen 

three drunken men in France) enabling them, not 

ouly to procure more of the necessities, but even to 

afford more to their amusements, than the people of 

any other countries. Their pleasures are all social, 

and they know of none in which their women do 

not participate; which may, among other causes, 

contribute to their sobriety and cheerfulness. 

The farm-houses are very generally built of stone, 

and covered with thatch of rushes. The thatching 

is very thick and neat, and near the sea, it is gener¬ 

ally overgrown with moss and other plants, so that 

it is a warm and not a dangerous covering, as it 

would be in our country : you will remark that 

these observations are to be confined to the coun¬ 

try I travelled through on my route to Paris ; and are 

not applicable to many other parts of France. 

ENCLosiJiiEs.-~~Few of these are to be seen af¬ 

ter leaving Nantz ; those between that and L’Ori¬ 

ent I have mentioned. On the low grounds along 

the Loire, fields are separated by ditches only ; but 

enclosures are of little moment, where no cattle are 

guffered to rim at large without a keeper. 
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Cattle.—At L’Orient and on the sea coast of 

Brittany, they very particularly resemble those of our 

state in the hands of bad farmers. The cows are 

rather smaller than our Dutch cows, but in return 

their butter has a flavor, which is no where else to 

be met with. It is in such request as to be carried 

from Rennes to Paris for breakfasting butter. As 

you advance into the country, the cattle are much 

larger and finer, and equal to our best Connecticut 

cattle ; but are in general more compact and square. 

They are almost without exception either cream or 

dun colored, with black or dark mouse colored 

mussels. They were ail housed at night when I 

travelled through that country, and indeed are so 

all the year round. In the day they were led out 

to pasture, and always with their backs and loins 

covered, both cows and oxen, with a linen cloak—a 

woman or boy tended them, even though there was 

but a single cow ; but that the time might not be 

lost, they were employed in spinning with a distaff, 

and sat with as much ease and gaiety upon a wet 

bank in the month of December, as one of our 

country women would do upon a bank of violets in 

June. I could not find that this had any effect up¬ 

on their health. Rheumatic complaints are un¬ 

common here, and colds much less so than with 

us. May not this be owing to the habit of living 

in the open air, contracted by all classes of people 

from their infancy. I do not know whether the co¬ 

lor of the cattle is of any importance ; but it is cer¬ 

tain that our dairy maids insist that the milk of a 
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red cow is richest; may it not arise from the co- 

lor being indicative of different races. What leads 

me to think so is, that in France black cattle are 

very uncommon ; whereas through the whole of 

South-Holland and Brabant, I did not, though the 

fields were covered with droves of cattle, see a sin¬ 

gle cow that was not either black, or a mixture of 

black and white, which rendered them either pied, 

or of a kind of blue grey ; not one w^as either red 

or spotted with red. Nor did I find any butter in 

Holland that equalled the flavor of the Brittany 

butter ; so that it is possible that the American 

cattle may be from this or other stocks, which dif¬ 

fer not only in their color, but in the quality of 

their milk. 

The horses in Brittany are small, and not re¬ 

markable for any peculiar beauty or defect ; but as 

you advance towards Paris, those in common use 

are of the Norman breed. These are evidently the 

parent stock of the Canada horses, but are much 

finer for their having been more attended to. They 

are remarkably square and heavy, particularly in the 

hind quarters, and are broader across the buttocks 

than other race I have ever seen. Their forehand 

is not fine, their necks being generally short, though 

there are many exceptions to this defect. Their 

head and eyes are good, and they are found to be 

the best and strongest race of horses in Europeo 

English and Holstein horses have been frequently 

tried in Paris, but they are said to he found not to 
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bear the shock of hard driving upon the pavement 5 

however, diis does not accord with my own expe¬ 

rience. Among those I drive, I have an English 

horse and three Normans, and I see no diiference 

in the looks of any of them, though they are kept 

and driven alike. The weights carried in the carts 

here would atonish yon, and I am quite convinced 

that either our horses are inferior, or that we do 

not put them to exert half their strength. I mea¬ 

sured one of the country waggons in Flanders ; 

I found it 11 feet from axle to axle, and the box 

18 feet long, and about twice the breadth of our 

waggons. These are drawn by four horses, gene¬ 

rally one in shafts ; but as if this enormous ma¬ 

chine would not carry enough, there is frequently 

a box hanging by chains below the waggon (for 

the wheels are very high) which also carries a part 

of the load. To shew how much every thing de¬ 

pends upon custom or prejudice, and how little up¬ 

on reasoning, in Holland, where horses are large, 

fat and fine, and the road a dead level, the only 

carriages used by farmers are Dutch waggons, ex¬ 

actly resembling those of our own country, except 

that they are not much more than half the width in 

the bottom, and of course do not carry more than 

half as much. But to make up in show what they 

%vant in use, they are covered, painted, and often 

gilded in the most superb manner; and that their 

finery may not escape your notice, in many places 

there are two large round plates of copper, sus¬ 

pended on a pin passing through the centre and 
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fixed in the axle-tree, which serves the double pur^ 

pose of musick to the driver and notice to the tra¬ 

veller* 

Asses are much used between Nantz and Paris, 

and I am convinced in this particular our prejudices 

have deprived us of an extremely useful animal* They 

are in general very small, even less than those brf)ught 

from the Cape de Verd Islands ; but their size bears 

no proportion to their strength. You meet num¬ 

bers of them on the road at the same time carrying 

two large loaded paniers and a stout fat woman, whose 

feet nearly touch the ground as she'rides. Some¬ 

times you see them loaded with hay, or rather you 

see a walking hay cock, for the ass is so complete¬ 

ly covered by the load as to be invisible ; even the 

wood is carried upon their backs by fixing crotchet 

sticks upon their pack saddles. They also carry 

light loads in small carts ; a great part of the wa¬ 

ter dealt out to the inhabitants of Paris is brought 

in this manner. I am satisfied that poor tradesmen 

ifi our country, and especially in the small villages, 

would derive great use from them, at half the ex- 

pense that it costs them to keep a horse for draw¬ 

ing their wood, going to mill, &c. since they sub¬ 

sist upon almost nothing, and are satisfied to be 

perpetually employed. 

Sheep.—The common sheep of France, I think 

very much resemble the sheep of New-England. 

The best are rather inferior to the best of New- 
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York, but more so in their wool than in their cat- 

cases, which are as large if not larger than ours; 

but the flesh of those is much less esteemed than 

that of the small breed of Brittany, which is extreme^ 

ly delicate and high flavored. AH the sheep of this 

country are parked or housed at night, and attend¬ 

ed by a shepherd in the day, who leads them over 

the commons and stubble grounds, and though 

there are no enclosures or any thing to separate 

them from gardens and sown fields, yet so vigilant 

are the shepherd’s dogs that they never trespass, 

but satisfy their hunger on the coarsest food while 

dainties are in their view. I should except from 

these observations, the race of the Merinos, or 

Spanish sheep which have been lately introduced, 

as they well deserve a very particular notice, and 

the rather as I have now some in our state, and I 

am told that a number have also been imported by 

Col. Humphrey ; so that with a little attention we 

may be amply stocked with the only species that 

produces wool which is of sufficient fineness to 

make broadcloths, and who on many other ac¬ 

counts will claim particular attention. But as the 

vessel that takes this is on the point of sailing, I 

must defer this and a variety of other matters to the 

next conveyance ; and the rather as I believe the 

society will see little in this to compensate the time 

that I have already detained their attention. I 

hope you have received my letter, together with 

the samples of pyrites used as a manure, since I 

consider that as a very important discovery, and I 
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believe one that is quite new in America, as indeed 

it appears to be in Europe, a small part of France 

only excepted. 

I PRAY you to present me respectfully to the gen¬ 

tlemen of the soc.iety at large, and very particularly 

to my friends among them ; and believe me to be, 

dear Sir, 

With the highest esteem, 

Ybur most ob’t. humble serv’t. 

■ ROB. K. LIVINGSTON. 

To Doct, De Witt, Secy, ' 

to the Agricultural Society^ 

State of Ne%\)-Tork, 

DESCRIPTION 

OF A CHURN ON A NEW CONSTRUCTION, 

By SIMEOA^ BE WITT, 

Figure i is a section of the Churn. A B 

is an upright post, which may be fastened at top 

to a beam of the milk-room. C C are two arms 

mortised into the post, at such a height as to be 

level with the lower part of the breast of a common 

sized man. D is a representation, as seen from a- 

bove, of one of the arms, with its tenon its open 

mortise to receive the churn stick, and pin c 

to confine it to its place. E F is the churn-stick. 

G G are two leaves of the dasher fastened to cross 
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pieces passing through the churn-stick. Two o- 

thers placed at right angles to these are not repre¬ 

sented. The leaves of the dasher are perforated 

w^ith holes. H is a roller fastened to the churn- 

stick. Its diameter is about ten inches, and its 

thickness about two and a half or three inches, 

with a fiat groove in its edge. To the top of the 

churn-stick at E is fastened a button, by which it is 

suspended so as to keep the roller exactly half way 

between the arms C C. On the lower arm at I is 

fastened a strip of wood, to raise the bow stick, 

when used, level with the middle of the roller. K 

represents the bow stick, as seen from above. At 

d an open mortise is made into one of its ends, 

into which a cord/f is fixed, having a knot at its end 

to prevent it from slipping. The cord is then taken 

two turns round the roller L, and fastened to the 

other end of the stick, through wdiich a pin about 

eight inches long is driven half way to serve as a 

handle in working the churn. M M is the churn 

made in the common form. 

When the churn is to be used, it is brought near 

to the ends of the arms; the milk and churn-stick are 

then put in, and the churn shifted to its place, the 

churn-stick at the same time slipped into the mortises 

at the ends of the arms, w^ith the roller between them, 

and the pins r r put into their holes. The bow stick 

is next to be passed through between the arms at I, 

and two turns of the cord (as already mentioned) 

taken round the roller, drawn tight and fastened 
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to the other end of the stick. The cover, which is- 

divided into two parts through its centre, with a 

sufiicient opening for the churn-stick to move in, 

is next put on. The churning is then performed 

by working the bow stick backwards and forwards, 

as is done in drilling ; and from the similarity of the 

two operations, it will not be an improper appella¬ 

tion to call this by the name of the Drill Churn. 

Note—It is to be observed that although for dis¬ 

tinction sake, the stick by w^hich the churn is work¬ 

ed is called the bow stick, it does not resemble in 

shape the instrument of that name used in drilling, 

for it is to be perfectly straight. Its thickness 

may be about an inch and a half, and its length a- 

bout five feet. 

In contriving machines for facilitating manual 

labor, a principal thing to be considered is the 

direction in which the human strength can be ap¬ 

plied to the greatest advantage. In this churn the 

operation is performed by drawing and pushing in 

a horizontal direction at the most convenient ele¬ 

vation ; the legs and thighs bracing the body 

backwards and forwards and yielding to its motions, 

assist the tvork, and very much lessen the labor of 

the arms. In this attitude the muscles all act to 

the greatest advantage ; whereas in the common 

mode of churning, the human strength is applied 

in the most unfavorable manner, for it is most ob¬ 

vious, that to raise or depress any thing at arms 

length requires much more force than most other 
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positions, and it is nearly in that manner that the 

common churn is worked. A second consideration 

is to simplify the machine and save friction as 

much as possible, and this could not be done more 

effectually than by adopting the drill method of 

turning the churn-stick. Cogs might have been 

used for this purpose, but they would very consid¬ 

erably have added to the complexiiess aifd friction 

of the work, as well as to its liability to be impaired. 

A third consideration of essential importance is to 

what degree dhe power of the machine is to 

be multiplied; and this is to be governed entirely 

by the force that is to work it and the resistance 

to be overcome. The size of the roller has been 

calculated on this principle. Its circumference is 

about thirty inches, which is about the length of 

each stroke that the operator will naturally 

make : So that every stroke will make a complete 

revolution of the dasher, and throw its extremi¬ 

ties 30 or 40 inches through the milk. It will be 

found also on trial that the operation is not too la¬ 

borious for a person of ordinary strength, and in¬ 

deed much easier than the common mode of churn¬ 

ing. If it had been required to adapt the machine 

to persons possessing but half the ordinary strength 

of men, the diameter of the roller would have been 

doubled ; but it is evident that then one half of the 

effect would have been lost, for every stroke would 

ill such case have made only half a revolution of the 

dasher according to the axiom that what is gained 

in power is lost in time or space.. All the use of 
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multiplying the powers of a machine is to bring 

its operations within the reach of the force to be 

applied : More than this will only cause a loss of 

time in working it. A fourth 'point to be consult-f 

ed is, that no part of the power applied be wasted 

in producing useless effects. In the. common mode 

of churning, in lifting the dasher the resistance 

caused by the weight of the milk above is to be 

overcome, in order to produce the agitation requi¬ 

site for separating the butter from the milk, and in 

depressing the dasher it meets with equal- resist-: 

ance in forcing the milk from below. These are 

therefore effects that waste the power unnecessari¬ 

ly, for equal agitation can be produced without en¬ 

countering such resistances, and this is done by 

giving the dasher a horizontal instead of a perpen¬ 

dicular motion. It may be supposed that if there 

be any milk above and below a dasher moving 

horizontally there will be an unequal agitation« 

This however will be prevented by an incidental 

cause; for while the churning is performing, the 

milk will be carried by its centrifugal motion with 

considerable velocity against the sides of the 

churn, and their direction not being at right an¬ 

gles to the motion of the milk, but widening be¬ 

low, they must necessarily reflect it somewhat 

downwards. The consequence is that the milk will 

thus be continually, though slowly, forced down by 

the sides and made to rise through the middle of 

the ehiini; of course, all its contents will come 

successively under the strokes of the dasher* 
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This churn has other advantages over the com- 

mon kind, that have not yet been mentioned. It can 

be filled nearly full, and used even without a cover, 

and yet none of the milk will dash out of it. In 

these respects the other is very deficient, less neat, 

and considerably troublesome. When the milk is 

churned together with the cream, as the practice is 

where butter is made of the best quality and in the 

cleanliest manner, these advantages arc of impor¬ 

tance, as will be readily perceived v/ithout further 

explanation. I have now only to add, that 1 have 

superintended the construction of such a drill 

churn in a friend’s dairy, and have attended to its 

operation ; that it fully answers every purpose on 

which I had calculated, and that it was supposed 

to separate the butter from the milk more com¬ 

pletely than the ordinary method of churning. 

While on this subject, it may not be amiss to 

take notice of the Whip Churn. I am induced 

to this by finding that it is not so generally known as 

I had supposed it to be ; for although I have known 

it in use from my earliest days, and now know 

families who have not been without it for SO years, 

I have lately seen it advertised as a new invention, 

for which an exclusive right has been obtained by 

patent. 

The chum, churn-stick and dasher, are in every 
respect of the common kind. Its distinction is de¬ 

rived altogether from the manner of w'orking it^ 
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which is contrived to be done in a horizontal in^ 

stead of a perpendicular direction. Figure 2 re¬ 

presents such a churn. A is a piece of timber 

fastened to the beam of the milk-room. In a mor^ 

tise in the end of it moves the whip B C. To 

its end c is connected the upper end of the churn- 

stick, so as to move freely on a pin driven through 

the mortise which is made to receive it. From 

this representation it is evident that by moving 

the end B of the whip backwards and forwards the 

churn-stick and dasher will be made to move up 

and down. All the advantage which this churn has 

over the common kind, is the direction in which it 

is w^orked. This, however, is amply sufficient to 

give it a decided preference. 

HOW TO PRESERVE THE SWEETNESS OF RUTTER. 

By SIMEOJy DE WITT. 

In cities it is extremely difficult, and often 

impossible to obtain regular supplies of fresh but¬ 

ter during the winter ; it is therefore customary in 

most families to procure in the fall, at least for 

ordinary use, as much of that article, laid up in 

firkins, as will serve till the return of the grass 

season. But firkin butter, it is well known, will be¬ 

fore spring acquire that offensive flavor which is 

distinguished by the term strong, and which ruins 

the taste of every article of cookery into which it 
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I's admitted. My extreme aversion to strong biiV 

ter, in whatever compounds it may be presented to 

the palate, has induced me to try which way it can 

be best preserved in its original state, and neither 

theory nor practice has been able to suggest a bet¬ 

ter method than to take it fresh from the dairy and 

keep it immersed in a strong pickle made of com¬ 

mon salt and water, with the addition of some salt¬ 

petre to increase its anticeptic quality^ My prac¬ 

tice is, to purchase such of the fall butter, brought 

to market in rolls, as on trial I find to be fresh and 

sweet, and if the whey does not appear to be suffi¬ 

ciently worked out of them, I have them immediately 

worked over again, and their surfaces smoothly fin¬ 

ished, and then put into the pickle* The next thing 

to be attended to as an essential matter, is to pre¬ 

vent them from coming in contact with the air, which 

they will necessarily do by their own buoyancy, if 

care be not taken to guard against it. How to do 

this may appear too simple to require particular di- 

reetioils, but on trial it will be found otherwise. 

The first method I took, was to load a circular board, 

laid on the rolls, with weights attached to it, and to 

fasten the ends of three cords to its edge, equi-dis- 

tant from each other, and join their other ends to a 

piece of wood, to serve as a float as well as handle. 

But I soon found that this circular board, with its 

weights, would frequently tilt and sink down edge- 

wdse in the cask, owing to the unequal pressure of 

the rolls upwards* In order to rid myself of this in¬ 

convenience, as well as of the trouble of lifting these 

£ 
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weights whenever butter was to be taken out, I had^ 

a vessel constructed with an apparatus in the follow¬ 

ing manner : 

A B (Fig. 3.) is a cask, tonvhich a cover is fitted, 

with a hole through the middle to receive a round- 

stick C D, the lower end of which is strongly fasten¬ 

ed into the centre of a circular board of such diame¬ 

ter as to pass freely into the cask. E,.E, are two 

staples, to one of which the end of a cord is tied,> 

then carried over a notch in the end of the stick at 

G, and taken through the other staple, where, after 

having pressed the stick hard down, to sink the but¬ 

ter below the pickle, it is made fast. As salt in a- 

state of solution cannot penetrate the oily substance 

of butter, the pickle may, without injury, be made 

of any degree of strength and it will be of service' 

to clarify it by breaking a few eggs in it, simmering 

it on the fire, and clearing away the scum as it rises.. 

This method of preserving butter is not only use¬ 

ful in private families, but may be extremely ser¬ 

viceable to country merchants, who are in a measure 

under the necessity of purchasing this article, as 

well as others that are from time to time brought in, 

for sale, or to discharge debts. L have been told 

by one of my acquaintance, that uy thus taking the 

butter of his customers, and coiloeting it in vessels 

of strong brine till he found it convenient to pack it 

in firkins for market, its superior quality di^ not fail, 

to procure it a ready sale. 
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ON ’CIDEE. 

% the Reverend JOHJST B, JOIIjYSOJW 

HE art of making Cider is, in our country, little 

attended to; and, I am persuaded, little understood. 

It is well known that we have many sorts of apples, 

some of which are remarkable for a fine delicious 

taste, and others for an aromatic flavor. This assured¬ 

ly indicates that they are possessed of a juice, which, 

milder the management of adequate knowledge, 

might be made a fine bodied, wholesome, and plea¬ 

sant liquor. That the cider which is generally 

brought to our markets, is of an opposite quality, 

every one knows. It is neither agreeable to the 

palate, nor, I presume, from its early acidity, salu¬ 

tary to the stomach, Jf it be not an important ar¬ 

ticle for exportation, yet as it is in very general use 

throughout our country, and especially among the 

great body of our farmers, it presents itself as an 

object of attention, and deserves every exertion for 

its improvement. That it is susceptible of great 

improvement, generally, is obvious, from the per¬ 

fection to which it has been brought by the farmers 

mf Newark ; and wdll farther appear from the fol¬ 

lowing fact: In England, a certain farmer has, of 

late years, made cider of such an excellent quality, 

that it might be said to rival the nectar of the grape ; 

and actually sold for the enormous sum of 60 guin¬ 

eas, or B280 a hogshead. This singular fact is 

mentioned in one of our public prints, and first 
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drew my attention particularly to this subject; but 

the process by which this summit of perfection was 

reached, was not detailed. However, if we are not 

possessed of the knowledge requisite to reach this 

high degree of excellence, every one, who has inde¬ 

pendence of mind enough to think for himself, must 

be convinced that the general practice of manufac¬ 

turing cider in this state is notoriously absurd. 

,What then is the process, which our fumers gene¬ 

rally adopt ? In almost any period of autumn, apples 

of all tastes, sweet, tart, sour—of all sorts, from the 

aromatic spitzenberg to the acrid crab—of every 

condition, unripe, mature, mellow, sound, knotted, 

rotten, depending from the branch or mouldering 

on the ground, are all gathered together; and, as 

though they had not already contracted impurity 

enough, and a sufficiency of the discordia semina 

rerum” irreconcileable principles, they are heaped 

into one huge mass, to ferment and rot, for a period 

of time, which conveniency, or perhaps chance, may 

prescribe. Here they are exposed to sun-shine and 

dew, to heat and cold, to all sorts of v/eather, and 

actually sweat themselves into insipidity ; or, if you 

may judge by the fine savor with which they salute 

the olfactory nerves, as you approach the cider- 

press, into acidity. In this delicious state, the rot¬ 

ten and the sound are mashed under the wheel, or 

ground in the mill, and pressed together, mingle, 

with reluctant concord, their contrary juices. The 

must, or juice which flows from the press, is poured 

into casks not always sweetened with the utmost 
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care. Here it is siiiFered to undergo a fermentation 

regulated by no rules^ until the pomace which, 

during the fermenting process was cast up to the 

surface, has been’siilFered gradually to subside, with 

all the additional acidity acquired by its exposure 

to the air; and to diffuse, as it descends, its obnox¬ 

ious taint throughout the whole body of the fluid— 

And then, behold! you have cider. Now, whatever 

may be the right method, this rnust be downright 

wrong. It is taking pains to abuse the bounties of 

a kind Providence. It may be called the art. not 

of making, but of spoiling cider. Any plan of ope¬ 

ration that varies greatly from this must hold out 

something like the hope of success, si^nd encourage 

us with, at least, the plausible promise of doing bet¬ 

ter. Suffer me then to offer, what reason appears 

to suggest on this subject; and also to express a 
hope, that those members of the Society, who can 

pluck the fruit, and walk beneath the shade of their 

own orchards, will, at the very next season, make 

some experiments, in order to correct or improve 

the method of making cider, which I now proceed 

to prescribe and recommend. 

In order to manufacture the first rate cider, let the 

apples be chosen at that period when they are per¬ 

fectly ripe, but before they begin to degenerate into 

iTlellowness; and let those be refused which have 

fallen to the earth, which are knotty, or in the least 

degree rotten. Those which are thus refused may 

serve for a bad cider, such as we now drink. They 
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should then be laid up together in a place, where *nei« 

ther the sun by day may exhale, nor the clews by 

alight alloy, their delicious fragrance. In this state 

they will soon begin to perspire—that is, they wiM 

throw olF those juices which most easily ferment, and 

by that mean get rid of the lighter, and perhaps more 

crude particles, the retention of which would proba¬ 

bly prevent the general mass of the expressed juice 

from acquiring such a good body as might otherwise 

be expected; and assimilating it to the lighter wines., 

would effectually present it from attaining the first 

degree of excellence* Here I vrould remark, that 

the people of Devonshire, in England, prepare their 

apples for the press by laying them in heaps in an 

open part of the orchard, having found that under 

.cover, they sustained, by excessive sweating, the 

loss of a great proportion of their juices, and were 

reduced to one half their weight, though I am per¬ 

suaded that the evil complained of, arose from suf¬ 

fering them to remain too long in that confined and 

warm situation, and affords no argument against the 

|)ractice of keeping them under roof. A very little 

experience will enable us to ascertain how long they 

should be kept in this state. After they have thrown 

out the degree of moisture which may be deemed 

requisite, and which may probably he effected in 

three or four days, they should be exposed a while 

to the air and sun, before they are ground, in order 

that the fermented vapor which covers their super¬ 

ficies may escape, and leave the fruit perfectly dry. 

Now they are ready to be ground, and should he 
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immediately put into the mill,, which should,, if po's-:^ 

sible, be so close set as to break the seeds of the 

apple. For these, it is-well known,. coiitai.ii an a- 

greeable bitter, and would communicate to'the must 

a certain taste which could not fail to be ex-tremely 

grateful to the palate. The vessels which receive 

the must should be so perfectly clean as-to emit no.'- 

kind of odor. Merely to rinse them with water is 

not always sufficient. It is indispensable, in order 

to procure the best cider, that the- cask in which it 

is put, either to ferment or to preserve, be perfectly 

sweet, otherwise the very best must will turii' out an 

indifferent liquor.. The manufacturers of wine take' 

immense pains with their casks, and if I mistake 

■not, begin the operation of cleansing them many 

months before the time of vintage. Some of theim 

burn a match in the cask just before the must is. 

poured into it. The best method of cleansing ves¬ 

sels, so as to leave the liquor free from any minatu- 

ral or adventitious taste, may perhaps be known tov 

some gentlemen of the Society ; if so, they will see 

the necessity of communicating it, in order that 

nothing may be wanting to ensure the success con¬ 

templated. [See Note, at the end.] 

Having now filled the casks with the new must, 

as it ran from the press, you approach the very cri¬ 

sis, the most difficult part of the whole process, that 

is, the period of fermentation. How long this should 

be suffered to continue, before the cask is closed 

tight, and the liquor secured from all external air, 
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good observat ion will be able better to ascertain front 
nice and repeated experiments, than any directions 
which I am now able to give. This I presume will 
be admitted as a sound principle, that while on the 
one hand, an incomplete or too short fermentation, 
;must suffer the cider to retain too much acid, and 
what may be called irritable matter ; on the other 
hand, excessive fermentation must leave a light and 
weak bodied liquor, similar to the poorer sorts of 
wine; and if the pomace be suffered to descend 
again, which it will do when the fermenting process 
is over, the two evils of weakness and sourness will, 
by uniting their bad qualities, inevitably spoil the 
finest must which can be pressed from the apple* 
The common practice with us is, to let the fermen¬ 
tation take its own course, and throw off from the 
cider all the spirit it can ; and after it has subsided, 
to let the crude and acid substances which adhere to 
the pomace, sink down with it in the very liquor, 
which, by its own native efforts, had meant to throw 
off all foul and disgusting matter. The whole pro¬ 
cess is begun and finished in the same vessel. But, 
would it not be more reasonable to observe that point 
of time when the fermentation is beginning to cease, 
and before the pomace descends, to rack off into a 
s'weet cask about four fifths of the liquor, now con¬ 
siderably purified, and to close it tight from the op¬ 
eration of all external air ? Thus, what nature meant 
to expel, will have escaped ; and no new evil quali¬ 
ty, derived from the acid substances which cover the 
surface gf the fermented liquor, will be admitted or 
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detained. A gallon or two of brandy, is sometimes 
added to a hogshead of wine ; perhaps this might 
improve the body, and also the taste of cider. It 
is remarked by some that the juice which flows a- 
bout the middle of the pressing process, makes the 
most excellent liquor. It would then be prudent 
to refuse a certain proportion at the commencement 
and at the close of this operatiorij and preserve it 
for a more common drink. 

In these observations I may not be perfectly cor¬ 
rect : improvement must be expected from repea¬ 
ted experiments, faithfully made and accurately no¬ 
ted. I 

ArURTHEiimean of improvement, which oughtto 
be suggested^ is this—to separate the different spe¬ 
cies or varieties of the apple, and learn what de¬ 
grees of excellence, each possesses with respect to 
this domestic manufacture. An additional reason 
for this, is, that they are not only of different tastes, 
but ripen at different periods. If kept separate, it 
will easily be perceived that we would have cider, 
as well as wines, of various name. The spirited 
champaign might be rivalled by the sparkling pear- 
main—the sweet malaga, by the delicious red- 
streak sherry, perhaps even madeira, by the ar¬ 
omatic spitzenberg ; and old hock yield its honors 
to the acidulated juice of the crab apple. 

An apple at Newtown I.ong Island—remarkably sweet. 
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NOTE. 

METHOD OF CLEANSING CASKS, COMMUNICATED?’ 

By EZRA IJHOMMEDIEUs Vice-President of the Society, 

TAKE, for a barrel, one pint at least, of unslak¬ 

ed lime ; put it in the barrel; pour in a considera¬ 

ble quantity, two or three gallons, of hot water ; 

bung the barrel, and shake it. While the lime is 

slaking observe, occasionally, to give it vent, lest 

the barrel should burst. Let it stand in till cool¬ 

ed, and then rinse the barrel with cold water 5 it 

will be perfectly sweet for use. 

ANOTHER METHOD, COMMUNICATED 

By Mr, VAJV DER VEER, of Kings county, 

TAKE, for a barrel, half a bushel of hickory-nut 

leaves, gathered from the tree—boil them in 2 or 

3 pails of water—after boiling \ or ^ of an hour, 

poor the water and the leaves into the barrel ; 

bung it up close, and let it stand over night. In 

the morning rinse out the barrel with cold water, 

and it is fit for use. Note.—The former method 

communicates no taste to the cider ; the latter gives 

it a taste and flavor which is extremely agreeable 

to some. 
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AN ESSAY, 

‘SUGGESTING A PLAN TO INTRODUCE UNIFORM¬ 

ITY IN THE WEIGHTS AND MEASURES OF 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

By PHILIP SCHUYLLEi Esquire, 

O introduce an uniform system of measures 

and weights, that shall prevail in the several com¬ 

munities composing a nation, it seems essential 

that the deductions should be made from a stand¬ 

ard the least variable ; that it should embrace 

properties, by means whereof^ the measures and 

weights to be derived therefrom, may with facility, 

and certainty, be communicated to other nations, 

with whom commercial intercourse prevails, to 

enable such other nations to compare and esti¬ 

mate their measures and weights with those of the 

nation who has deduced them from the standard. 

That as the nation, where such uniformity is to 

be established, must be supposed, already to have 

measures and weights, the deductions from the 

standard should be such, as that the old measures 

and weights may easily be compared with and es¬ 

timated in the new ; that the new should retain, as 

far as possible, the denoininations of the old, and 

approximate, as nearly as may be, to the length, ca¬ 

pacity and weight of the latter. 

Sir Isaac Newton, and many others, both prior, 

and subsequent to the period in which he wrote^ 
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down to Mr. Jefferson, late secretary of state, who 

has treated the subject in question, in a report to 

congress, all agree in opinion, “ that matter by its 

mere extension furnishes nothing invariable,’’ and 

that recourse must therefore be had to its motion. 

That a pendulum vibrating seconds of time, in any 

place, in any given latitude, will be of the same 

length, in the same latitude, in any other place, 

however remote the two places may be from each 

other, provided it vibrates in places on the level of 

the ocean ; and that “ such a pendulum, becomes 

itself a measure of determinate length, to which all 

others may be referred, as to a standard,” 

But as the center of oscillation, in a pendulum 

with a bob, is not susceptible of accurate determin-f 

ation, several writers on this subject have proposed 

as a substitute for such a pendulum, a rod without 

a bob, particularly the ingenious Mr. Graham, who 

in 1721, so constructed a rod, that neither the ex¬ 

tension of the metal, of which it was constructed, 

occasioned by heat, or its contraction from cold, 

liad any perceptable effect on its length, and he 

found that it vibrated seconds for a very long time 

without any sensible error. 

Having premised thus much, the following 
deductions will be made from an uniform cy-. 
lindrical rod, that shall vibrate seconds of time, 
on the level of the ocean, and in the comple¬ 
tion of the forty.fifth degree of latitude ; for 
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although both the rod^ and the pendulum with a 

bob, may be divided into such equal parts, that a 

given number of those parts, shall approximate the 

length of the common or English foot, within less 

than the lOOGOth part of an inch, yet the former is 

preferable, as a standard, because it is susceptible 

of more correct mechanical division than the latter. 

Sir Isaac Newton’s computation of the length of 

a pendulum, to vibrate seconds of time at the com^ 

pletion of the 45th degree of latitude, as stated by 

Mr, Jefferson, is 39. 14912 inches English meas¬ 

ure, and as a rod, to vibrate seconds in the same 

latitude, must be one half longer than the pendu¬ 

lum, the length of such a rod will be 58. 72368 

inches English measure. If this rod be divided in¬ 

to 587 -j equal parts, as Mr. Jefferson proposes, in 

that part of his report, where he supposes the pre¬ 

sent measures of length might be retained for the 

United States, each part will be so very nearly one 

tenth of an English inch, that 120 of these parts, 

tvill not exceed the English foot in length, more than 

the 1330th part of an inch ; but In that part of hi^ 

report, where be supposed a decimal series in meas¬ 

ures of length, capacity and weights might prevail, 

he proposes a division of the rod, into five equal 

parts, and that one of these parts should be deemed 

the American foot, or unit, from whence our meas¬ 

ures of length and capacity should be deduced, 

such a foot would be equal to 11. 744736 inches 

English measure, and the American inch would be 
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equal to 1. 1744736 English inchesj blit if one fifth 

©f the rod should be established as the length of 

the American foot, the appendix to Mr. Jeffer¬ 

son's report shews, that there cannot in a single in¬ 

stance, be a coincidence between the old and the 

new measures of length, capacity or weights, in the 

decimal series, and it is evident, that whenever a 

conversion of the old, into the new measures, and 

visa versa, becomes requisite, such large factors 

must be employed as will render the operation ex¬ 

ceedingly lengthy and laborious, even where the 

area of a superficies only, is to be converted from 

the one to the other admeasurement, and much 

Biore so, when the cube is cbncenied, as it must 

liecessarily be in all measures of capacity. It seems 

therefore of some considerable importance, to take 

such a portion of the rod, for the standard unit, of 

the new measures, as shall forego the necessity of 

such large factors, by a division of the rod, which 

may be performed with more accuracy than that 

proposed, to wit : into 587equal parts, or into 

i equal pans. 

Let then the rod be divided into 23 equal parts, 

let one of these parts be subdivided into ten equal 

parts, then will four of the 23 equal parts and 7 

tenths of another, so nearly approximate to the 

English foot, as that the excess will be only about 

the 18000th part of an inch, a difierence so ex^ 

tremely minute as not to be perceptable to sense; 

but if this fractional excess., minute as it is, should 
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l3e deemed worthy of attention, it may be rendered 

of still less moment, by taking a rod, which shall 

vibrate seconds of time, in the latitude of 44 de¬ 

grees 56 minutes and 4 seconds, which divided as 

above mentioned the 4 7-10th parts will not exceed 

the English foot, more than 2,090,000th part of an 

inch. 

Let then these 4 and 7 tenths part of the rod^ 

when divided into 23 equal parts, be called the 

standard unit, or American foot, and this foot, di¬ 

vided into ten equal parts, each part to be denomi¬ 

nated the American or standard inch, and each inch 

into ten other equal parts to be called lines, and 

each line into ten other equal parts to be called 

points, and to be the least measure of length, and 

theft wt may have a series as in the following ta¬ 

ble for 
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SUPERFICIAL MEASURE,' 

May be estimated either duodecimally, or vvhere 

the sides are measured in feet and parts of a foot, 

decimally ; if in the latter, the area will be expressed 

in feet and decimal parts of a foot, instead of being 

expressed in feet, inches, primes and seconds Scci 

and when requisite the decimal parts of the footj 

may be converted into duodecimals by constantly 

multiplying such decimal parts by 12, and the re^. 

suit will be old inches, primes, 

There will be no alteration in land measure^ 

which may either be decimally expressed, in square 

chains and decimal parts of a chain, or reduced as 

now usual, to acres, roods, perches, and parts of a 

perch; for the chain will still continue to be sixty- 

six feet in length, divided into 100 links, of the 

same length as the present link ; for 6 new inches 

and T^ths are precisely equal to 7 old inches and 

Tw of an inch. 

CUBIC measure, or measures of capacity. 

Let the unit of measures of capacity be the pre¬ 

sent Winchester bushel of 2150.4 cubic English 

inches, equal to 1244new or standard inches, 

and let the least measure be a metre, or cube of one 

new inch, and let the series be as in the following 
G 
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In the above series, the bushel, half biibhel, 

peck and half peck, will be the same as the present, 

deduced from the Winchester bushel ; and hence 

no variation ia what may properly be called dry 

measurei. 

The present wine gallon contains 231 cubic 

inches, English measure, which is equal to 133 

44 cubic new, or standard inches; and as the 

gallon, in the above series, is the one-ninth of a 

bushel, it will contain 138 |-x standard cubic 

inches, which exceeds the present gallon by a little 

more than 4 cubic inches, or nearly a gill ^ or more 

correctly 3465 new or standard gallons, of nine, to 

the bushel, are equal to 3584 of the present wine 

gallons; and the same proportion holds, in all the 

measures below the gallon, to the gill inclusive. 

Dealers in spirits and wines will therefore readily 

compute the value, and compare it with the old. 

It having been found, by most accurate experi¬ 

ment, that an English cubic foot of pure rain water 

weighs precisely one thousand ounces avoirdupois; 

and as the standard or American foot will be the 

same as the English, but divided into ten inches,, 

the cubic foot will consist of one thousand standard 

cubic inches ; and thus one standard cubic inch of 

pure rain water will precisely weigh one avoirdu¬ 

pois ounce; and as the avoirdupois weight will pre¬ 

vail in the series of new weights, herein after men¬ 

tioned, it is evident that those who have/measiires 
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of capacity, and have no weights, may, by means of 

the former, determine the weight of any commodity. 

Thus, if I place on one scale the water that willliil 

a gallon, and counterpoise it by the commodity to 

be weighed, I immediately know that the commo¬ 

dity weighs 138 ounces avoirdupois, or eight 

pounds 10 ounces parts of an ounce ; and 

thus those, who have weights but no measures, 

may, by means of the former, determine the con¬ 

tents of the gallon or other measures of capacity ; 

thus, if I wanted to measure a gallon of wine, I 

place in one scale 8 pounds 10 ounces, and 

parts of an ounce, and counterpoise with wine in the 

other scale, which will then be a gallon, except the 

very minute difference between the specific gravity 

of wine and pure rain water. 

weights. 

Since a standard cubic inch, of pure rain water, 

weighs precisely one ounce, let an inch of standard 

measure cubed, and filled with pure rain water, be 

the unit of weights, that is, one ounce avoirdupois, 

and let a droit be the least weight, and then we may 

have a series for weights, as in the following 
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CoiNis, precious stones, gold, silver and medi¬ 

cines, are perhaps the only articles to which troy 

%veight has been applied, and as the ounce troy con¬ 

tains 480 grains, and the avoirdupois ounce 437“” 

grains, or the former to the latter as 192 to 

the dealers, in the articles above mentioned, may 

readily estimate their value in the new weights* 

Merchants, grocers and others make use of the 

avoirdupois weight in all the denominations of an 

ounce and upwards, and these being equal to the 

present weights, of the same denominatioiij no in¬ 

convenience can result. 

But if it should be judged more eligible, that a 

decimal series should prevail in the American mea¬ 

sures of length, capacity, weight and coins, we must 

still have recourse to the pendulum, as a standard, 

from which to deduce the series, and as before by 

dividing the rod into 23 equal parts, and taking 4 

and -A-ths of these parts, as the unit of long mea¬ 

sure, or American foot, we may have a series, as 

In the following table for 
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Furtpier comparison between the new and old 

measures : 

30 new inches equal to the old yardo 

37 j new inches equal to the English ell of 45 inches 

English. 

new inches equal to the Flemish ell of 27 

inches English. 

100 new feet, or a new perch, equal to 6 old perches 

and 1 footi 

1000 new feet, or a new furlong, equal to 1 old fur¬ 

long, 20 old perches and 10 feet. 

10000 new feet, or a new mile, equal to 1 old milc^ 

7 old furlongs, 6 old perches and 1 foot. 

StTPERFICIAL MEASURE, 

Will continue to be estimated in squares of the 

measure of length, if the sides are given in inches, 

lines and points, the product will be square inches, 

lines, points and decimal parts of a point; and mul¬ 

tiplying the product by 1,44, the result will be old 

inches, lines, points, See. and the lines and points, 

8cc. may be converted to the duodecimal denomina¬ 

tion of primes, seconds, thirds, &c. by constantly 

multiplying by 12. 

If the sides are given in feet, the product or area, 

will be the same in the new as in the old. 

If the sides are given in feet^ inches, lines, Stc. 

the feet part of the product will be indifferently old 
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br new feet, and the inches, lines, fee.may be'con¬ 

verted into old inches, primes, fee* by constantly 

multiplying by 12. ’ , 

LAND MEASURE^ 

The present land measure being made by a chain 

decimally divided, may continue to be measured as 

it now is, by a chain of 66 feet divided into 100 

links, each link being 6 standard inches iong^ 

which is 7 inches old measure, the present 

length of the link, and the area may be expres¬ 

sed in square chains, and decimal parts of a chain, 

and may be converted into acres, roods and perch¬ 

es, as now customary0 ^ ; 

CUBIC MEASURE OR MEASURES OF CAPAGITYo 

Let the standard unit or foot cubed, be called a 

bushel, and a pint the least measure of capacity, 

and let the series be as in the following 

H 
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WEIGHTS, 

Let the weight of a standard cubic inch of rain 

water, which is equal to 1 ounce avoirdupois, be 

the unit of weights, and then we may have a series, 

as in the following table, in which a droit is the 

least weight, and progressing decimally to a ton, 

as the greatest w^eightj 
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0

0
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Comparative vaiu© between the above standard 

weights and those in present use of the s^me de« 

nomination. 

Droit—i new equal to Si old droits troy weight. 

Mite—4 new equal to 35 old miteSj Do. or 1 

new equal to 8- old. 

Grain—8 new equal to 35 old grains, Do^ or I 

new equal to 4 4 old. 

Pennyweight—96 new equal to 175 old, Do^ or 1 

new equal to 1 old. 

Ounce—the new equal to the old ayoirdapois. ounoe^ 

Pound—\6 new equal to 10 old pounds, or 1 f 

new equal to 1 old avoirdupois pound. 

22*4 new equal to 125 old hundreds of 

112 lb, avoirdupois. 

^on—^^448 new equal to l‘?5 old tons of 20 hundred 

avoirdupois. ^ 

The new or standard weights compared witl^ 

apothecaries weiglit. 

Grains—62 new or standard Grains equal to 7 scru¬ 

ples troy weight. 

Peiiny^veight—^ '^nAzid pennyweiglats equal to, 

35 drams. 

Ounce—192 standard ounces equal to 175 tray auiu 

ces. 

pounds—IIB2 new or standard pounds^ equal to 

875 troy pounds. 
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- ■ • COINS. 

If the value of the coin of the United States 

.dtmild be deduced from the standard of measure of 

'length, capacity and weights, proposed in the fore¬ 

going decimal series, then, instead of an unit, com¬ 

posed of 371,25 tFoy grains of pure silver and 44,75 

grains of alloy, the new unit might be 9^1-J new”’ 

or standard grains of pure silver and 8 j grains of 

alloy, it would then be precisely of th-e -weight of 

one cubic .standard inch of water, and the alloy 

would be precisely one*eleventh of the weight of 

.the )p!ijire silver, and th,e, value of this/new unit or 

dollar Would be equal to 108 cents 02469 See. ]?arts 

of a cent of the . present dollar ; but as the excess 

above 108 cents; would create much labor in con- 

yerting the present ciiirrency of the several states to 

this new currency, and vice versa, and as that ex¬ 

cess is of too much value to be slighted, let there¬ 

fore the value of the new unit be equal in value to 

108 cents of the: present unit or doilar, then the 

pure sliver Ja it would be 91-j%-new standard 

grains and 8 new or standard grains of alloy, 

instead of 8; and thus, with the diminution of 

of a new grain of pure silver and the addition 

of of a grain of alloy, we should have an unit 

weighing precisely one ounce standard, and to con¬ 

sist of 100 cents, equal in value to 108 of the pre¬ 

sent cents ^ and the value of this unit, compared 

\yith the value of the present dollar and the state 

currency, would stand as follows, 25 of the propos¬ 

ed units equal to 27 of the present dollars. , 
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% f2>s. 125 proposed units will be equal to £5^^ or multiply the unit hf 
0.432, 

^81, 
<£81, 

<£27, 

<£63, 

£243, 

do. 0.405. 

do. 0.324. 

do. 0.27. 

do. 0.252. 

do. 0.243. 

A golden unit, of equal value with the proposed 

silver one, will contain of pure gold 6 grains, 1 

mite and 1 droit standard and one eleventh part of 

alloy, or 5 mites and 5 droits alloy, making the 

W'hole weigh 6 grains, 6 mites, 6 ^ droits stand¬ 

ard weight, equal to 29 4 troy grains, equal to 

one-fifteenth of the weight of one cubic standard 

inch of rain water ; hence 400 grains, 19 mites 

troy, of pure gold, and 36 grains 11 mites of alloy, 

making together 437 grains and 10 mites troy, will 

precisely make 15 golden units of the value of 108 

cents of the present dollar. 

As it is possible that some who may peruse this 

essay will not easily comprehend how the measures 

of one nation can be communicated to another, by 

means of the pendulum or pendulum rod, I shall 

therefore explain It. 

Let us suppose, that the pendulum rod, vibrat¬ 

ing seconds of lime in the 45th degree of latitude, 

be made the standard from whence the American 

measures are deduced, the lengtbof this rod, inthe 

new or standard inches, proposed in this essay, is 

48.9364 such inches, and divided into 23 equal 

parts, 4,7 of these parts will be 10 inches, or the 
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Ametican fodt ; and a rod of 10 siich indies will 

vibrate 132.73 times in the time that the second 

pendulum makes 60 vibrations. 

If then, a French mathematician is informed that 

the American foot is divided into 10 inches, and 

that a rod of the length of that foot will make 132,73 

vibrations in the same time that a second pendulurri 

makes 60 vibrations, he will immediately know, 

that the time of a single vibration in each must be 

inversely, as those numbers, and that the length of 

those pendulums were as the squares of the times, 

hence he would have the following equation : 

As the square of 132.73 to the square of 60, so is 

the length of the pendulum rod vibrating seconds 

in the 45th degree of latitude, in French measure, to 

the length of the American foot in French measure.* 

If this length should be found 11.25 inches French 

measure, he would know that the American foot 

was equal to 11.25 French inches, and consequent¬ 

ly 15 French feet equal to 16 American feet. 

Or, if a French mathematician should be in- 
i 

formed that if the length of a pendulum rod, vi¬ 

brating seconds of time in the 45th degree of lati¬ 

tude, was divided into 23 equal parts, 4.7 of these 

parts would make the American foot, he would 

find the length of such a rod in French measure, 

and dividing it into 23 equal parts, and taking 4.7 

of such parts he would find the length of the Ame- 
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Hcau foot in French ineasnre, as before, 11.^1 

inches:. 

If it was certain, that we had triie avoirdupois 

weights in America, we might find the length of 

the English foot by means of such weights and of 

pure raisi water, supposing a cubic foot of such 

water to weigh precisely 1000 ounces., thus : 

Let a cubic Vessel of capacity be constructedj 

of any dirnensions at pleasure, the longer the bet» 

ter, for instance, let its sides be, at giiess some¬ 

where between a foot and a yard, let its inside 

be either lined with metal or varnished, to pre¬ 

vent its absorbing water ; placing such a vessel 

perfectly horizontal, then correctly weigh any quan¬ 

tity of water, and pour it in the vessel, having done 

this, mark the depth of the water on a plain brass 

ruler, and divide the depth on the ruler into 1000 

equal parts, and then the length of the foot may ba 

found by the following analogy i 

As the weight of water, in Avoirdupois ounces, 

to the weight of water, in an English cubic foot, so 

is the cube of the parts, into which the ruler is 

divided, to the cube of the parts which will be 

equal in length to an English foot. 

E!)^ample. 

Suppose the water contained in the vessel to 

weigh 15625 avoirdupois ounces ; then, as 15625 
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aVoii*du{)ois ounces is to 1000 ounces, the weight of 

water in a cubic foot, so is the eube of the parts, in* 

to which the ruler is divided, (to wit. 1,000,000,000) 

to the cube of the parts Which will naake a foot in 
length, that is as 

id635 to 1000, ao is lOOGOOOOOO to 
1000 

I§425) 1000000000000(^4000000^ the Cube root> , 
,93750 ? 

• ■ . ’ €2500 

625-0 

t)F which is 400; and thus, 400 of the parts, into 
which the ruler is divided, is precisely one EngUsli 
or standard foot i and this may be thus proved 'i 

As the Vessel contains 15625 ounces of water, or 
15625 cubic inches, if an ounce can be contained 
in a cubic inch, then the side of such a vessel 
must necessarily be 25 inches, that being the cube 
root of 15625 , the solid contents of the water in the 
vessel; but 25 inches are to 10 standard inches, 
the length of an English foot, as the cube of 10 or 
1000 is to 400 ; and hence, it results, that if all our 
weights were lost, but any standard of the measures 
of length retained, we should be able to make new 
weights ; and hence it appears also, that as the cube 
root of any given Vi^eight of water in avoirdupois 
ounces, contained in any cubic vessel, is to 10, the 
new inches in a foot, so is 1000 to the number of 
parts when the interior side of such vessel is dividedl 
into 1000 parts. 

l 
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But as troy weight is known and used in most, 

if not all, the European states, the length of our foot, 

may be determined by means of that weight and, 

pure water, as well as from the avoirdupois weight; 

for, since 480 grains troy make a troy ounce, and 

437.5 grains troy make an avoirdupois ounce, and 

the troy pound having only 12 ounces troy, and the 

avoirdupois pound 16 ounces avoirdupois, it fol¬ 

lows, that 144 pounds avoirdupois is equal to 175 

pounds troy ; and since a cubic foot of water con¬ 

tains 1000 ounces avoirdupois or 62.5 pounds a- 

voirdupois ; then, as 144 to 175, so is 62.5 to 

75.95486111, the pounds troy in a cubic foot, and 

then we may have the following analogy : 

As the weight of water in troy pounds, to fill any 

cubic vessel, is to 75.95486111 troy pounds, the 

weight of water in a cubic foot, so is the cube of 

the parts, in which the interior side of the vessel is 

divided, to the cube of the parts making a foot, the 

cube root of which will be the number of parts 

taken from the side of the vessel, which shall be 

equal in length to a foot. 

And a Frenchman may also compare the Ameri¬ 

can foot with the French foot by means of troy weight 

and pure water ; for, if he should find that a cube 

of a French foot, being filled with water, the wa¬ 

ter will w^eigh 92.181 pounds troy, and be informed 

that 75,95486111 pounds troy: of water are contain¬ 

ed in a cube of an American foot, he will have the 

following analogy : 

/ 
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As 75.95486111 is to 92.181, the pounds troy 

in a cube of a French foot, so is the cube of 1000, 

the parts in which he would divide the vessel, to 

1213629622, the cube of the parts contained in a 

French foot, the cube root whereof is 1066.666 ; 

and as 1000 to 1066.66, so is 15 to 16, and thus he 

W'ould know that 15 French are equal to 16 A- 

merican feet. 

If instead of cylindrical vessels of capacity it 

should be deemed convenient to substitute vessels 

with either square bottoms or paralelograms and 

with sides at right angles to the planes of the bot¬ 

toms, then the interior of the bottom, and height 

of the sides for the bushel and its subdivisions, and 

the wine gallon and its subdivisions, may be as in 

the following table. The bushel contains 2150 

cubic inches and -I, and the wine gallon 231 cu¬ 

bic inches. 

I... - 
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'TASLE, 

Ni^mesi of the Measvr.es. 1 Contents in. cu- 
1 bie inches. 

j Length hi 
j irifhes. 

\Bvcq(ll.h, 
I , inrhi's. 

[. HeigU 

iiusbel ' ' • I 2150.1,. m Ifi 8 4 
Half 1075 1 12 w T 8 
Peck 1 5371 Hi 8 6 
Corn Gallon 268 4 8 6 54 
Half Gallon 134 ^ 54 ■ 6 
^art ' 67 f 4 3 54 
Pint S3f 4 3' 24 
Half pint: 16 ± 3 2 4 
Gill / 8 4 2 24 
Wine gallon 231 6 7 ■' 
Wine half gallon 115 k 6 3 -i- '>2 

: .'3 
54 

Mine quart 5-7 1 3# 5 4 
Wine pint 28 1 s 2i : 34 
Wine half pint 
Wine gill 7* 

0 
2i 
H 

47 

1 4^ “1 

0 
Q 3, 
^ 4 

DESCRIPTION 

OF AN OFFICE PROTRACTOR, 

SIMEOJV^ DE WITT^ Survey or-^GeneraL. 

A B C D is a frame of mahogany or other well 
seasoned wood, A B & C D being an inch and a 
half broad, A C Sc B D three inches broad and the 
whole three quarters of an inch thick. This frame 
rests on two bars of wood crossing each other in 
the centre and screwed fast to the underside of the 
frame at E. F. G. H. On the centre of the cross a 
perpendicular pin or pivot is fixed about a third of 
an inch high, a quarter of an inch thick and made 
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perfectly This pin or pivot enters a box of 

brass exactly fitted to it and let into the bottom of 

the circular board exactly in its centre. The cir¬ 

cular board is 22 inches diameter, precisely of the 

thickness of the frame, made of well seasoned wood, 

secured in the best manner against warping and 

graduated as represented in the draught. At thes 

bottom of the letters N. S. E. W. are cavities made 

with a centrebit about half way through the circu¬ 

lar board to serve the fingers in turning it. At H 

a plate of brass or ivory is laid in the frame with a 

nonius graduated on it to adjust a course to parts of 

a degree. , ’ 

To USE THE In STRUM EKT, fasten a sheet of pa¬ 

per on the circular board by means of a little bees 

wax applied to its corners ; then turn the degree of 

the course to be protracted as marked on the edge 

of the circle to the o on the nonius : Have a square 

with a projecting shoulder which slide along the 

lower edge of the frame till it touch the point from 

which the course is to be drawn and then draw the 

course along the edge of the square. For e^ampk. 

If a course south 30 degrees east is required to be 

drawn from the point 5 in the traverse represented 

on the draught ; bring the division marked SO in 

the graduated circle between the letters S & E to o 

on the nonius. The square (represented by the 

dotted lines) with its shotilder pressed etose against 

the frame is then moved till it touch the point 5 aitd 

the line 5, Is drawn along it, which^ as is 
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fest from inspection, must be south 30 degrees east. 

Remember always to draw the courses towards 

you. 

If a traverse be so large as to require to be pro¬ 

tracted on more than one sheet, draw north and 

south and east and west lines as 1 d. b 7. a 1. c d 

^ through the extreme points of the protraction on 

each of the sheets, before taking them off the 

board, as guides by which to join them properly to 

each other. 

The instrument may be made more complete by 

filling up the spaces at 1. K. L. M. so as to make 

them useful 'receptacles for dividers, pencils See. 

To do which fasten the rims oo. oo. oo. oo. to the 

frame so as not to press on the moveable circular 

board, and make a thin bottom to the spaces be¬ 

tween them and the corners of the frame. 

In the right hand part of the frame a recess may 

be sunk to lay a scale in, when wanted for use, so 

as that it shall not impede the sliding of the square 

over the instrument. 

I HAVE found this instrument to facilitate and 

expedite protracting more than any other that has 

hitherto been brought into use. In lengthy traver¬ 

ses of roads and waters its service has been found 

to be very great. In such protractions as much can 

be done in one day with it as can be done in four at 
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least with any othet in common use. The large¬ 

ness of the circle on which the graduations are 

made contributes much to its accuracy : Be¬ 

sides, the mind is entirely relieved from that con¬ 

stant attention, which is required in the usual way 

of protracting, to determine whether a given course 

is to be laid oif to the right or left of the me¬ 

ridian. The operation is more simply mechanical 

and therefore less ^iresome and less liable to mis¬ 

takes. 

DESCRIPTION 

OF A FIELD PROTRACTOR, 

By the same» 

A, B. C. D. is a box constructed like a back¬ 

gammon box, but not so deep, having the sides ex¬ 

actly at right angles to each other : The size when 

shut is 8 by 14 inches, or 17 by 14 inches, when 

open. A a Sc a B are plates of brass laid into the 

back of the box along its upper edge, a b is the 

line on which the two parts of the box when opened 

are made exactly to join, c d e is a bevel, the limb 

c d of which moves on the centre d and is fastened 

or loosened by means of a screw, when folded down 

it falls into a groove made to receive it in the edge 

of the part e d. To graduate the instrument, bring 

the end of the bevel even with the edge B D keep, 

ing the part e d pressed close against C D. Then 

from the centre d on which the limb of the bevel 
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moves describe tbe ^rc f g and bringing the lirtib at 

Hglit angles to C. D- along its left edge draw the 

line d g ; with the radius d g lay off f g which di¬ 

vide into 60 degrees and, by straight lines drawn 

through them from d, transfer the graduations to 

the brass plates A a B, numbering them as on the 

draughte ■ ' ' 

To Use the insirmnenl, OVeit it aS represented 

on the draught, and by means of a couple of small 

bolts contrived for that purpose in the inside, secure 

it in this situation. Fasten on it a sheet of paper 

with some bees waK applied tb its corners, so as not 

to cover the graduations ; bring the end of the bevel 

in a line with B D pressing the edge of the part 

e d against C D, then turn the moveable limb till 

its inhered'ge cut the degree of the course to be pro¬ 

tracted, and fasten it by means of the screw at d, 

slide e d along C D or A B till the edge of the limb 

e d cut the poktt from which die course is to be 

laid. Observing to turn the one or the other side 

of the bevel up, according as the course is to b4 

drawn east or west of the meridian and draw either 

upwards or downwards along the limb according as 

the course is to the northward or southward Of the 

point from which it is to be laid off.—if the angle j 

of the Course to be protracted exceed 45 degrees | 

take its compliment and apply the bevel to the sido ' 

A C or B D and "proceed as before directed. If | 

more than one sheet is required to contain a survey, ! 

observe the directions in tliot case given for using I 
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the Office Protractor. The limb c d of the bevel is 

made to be taken a part at h by drawing c h out of 

a brass socket fastened to h d, for the purpose of 

packing it in the box. On each side of e d scales 

of equal parts may be made^ 

In order to keep the bevel in its position against 

the edge of the protractor a small button i k is 

made to project on it from the groove and to be turn¬ 

ed down in the direction i 1 to lie below the move- 

able limb when folded down^ 

This instrument, although not quite so expedi¬ 

tious in its operation as the Office Protractor^ is yet 

so vastly superior to the common protractor, that' 

surveyors who have had it in use have considered 

it such an essential part of their equipment for the 

woods, that no consideration could have induced 

them to be without it. 

A Letter from Robert R. Livingston, Esq. 

President of the Society, and Minister Plenipo^ 

tentiary of the United States in France, Ben¬ 

jamin De Witt, M> B, of Albany, 

ON THE USE OF PYRITES AS A MANURE. 

Paris, 10tb October, 1802. 
Dear Sir, 

T 
A HAVE it not yet in my power to reduce to any 

order the few observations I have been able to make 
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oTi the agriculture of such parts of Europe as I hare' 

yet seen ; which, however, I shall do, I hope in 

time to submit to the consideration of our society , 

for useful arts, who are neither out of my mind, 

nor of my heart, and with whom I hope ere long to 

interchange observations, and to reduce to practice 

in my native land, whatever I may be enabled to 

learn in a foreign one. The subject of this letter 

appears to me of sufficient importance to call for 

immediate attention, as it may lead to experiments 

and deductions that may be found very useful to our 

common country. 

In' an excursion that I lately made into Flanders, 

i observed at some distance from the road, several 

large beds oF earth that appeared to me to emit 

smoke and flame, which two men were tending. I 

stopped the post-chaise and went to examine it ; I 

found that it was pyrites, sufficiently impregnated- 

with sulphur to burn when dry : This was layed 

into beds, and fire set to it; they endeavored to ex¬ 

tinguish the fire when the ashes was red, if it burnt- 

longer it became black, and the quality of it was 

not so good. This earth so burnt was easily reduced 

to powder by a wood nlallct, and in this state was 

carried upon the backs of asses forty and fifty miles 

as a manure, and v/as used particularly for grass, 

at the rate of about six bushels the acre. The seed 

grain was also covered with it as with gypsum in 

our country; this circumstance induces’a belief that 

the sulphuric acid is both in this and in the gypsum 
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tlie fertilizing principle, and may suggest many 6- 

ther ways of applying that cheap material to the 

purposes of agriculture. It is presumable that in 

this very slow combustion the sulphuric acid is ab¬ 

sorbed by the ashes, or rather earth, while the in- 

flamable matter is dissipated ; and that the union of 

the alkali and the acid forms a salt not unlike in its 

chymical relation to gypsum, or perhaps one that 

is more soluble, more impregnated with the acid— 

perhaps diluted vitriolic acid directly applied, wodlcl 

be found equally useful, or rendered more valuable 

by being combined with wood ashes, when native 

gypsum could not be conveniently had. If I right¬ 

ly recollect, Duhamel mentions that sulphuric acid 

scattered over weeds with a view to destroy them, 

made them grow with , additional vigor,.—At 

Amsterdam I found a number of vessels waiting 

for the ashes of the turf, the principal fuel of that 

place, and which is: supposed to contain sulphur.— 

This is purchased at,a high price and is carried 

into Brabant and 'Flanders as a manure, and must 

come extremely high to the cultivator because of 

the time that vessels are in waiting before they can 

receive a load, as it is sent them every day as slow¬ 

ly collected from the inhabitants—a very judi¬ 

cious regulation prevailing here which I could wish 

to see extended to all our large cities. It is found 

with us that want of proper repositories for ashes 

frequently occasions dangerous accidents. In Am¬ 

sterdam the city 'is divided into many rounds, a 

ieart goes every morning to each house and receives 
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the ashes, which it calories to the vessels in waiting,^ 

and receives the price ; a considerable revenue is 

derived from this object, and this tax is clear gain 

to the rich, whose servants would receive the ashes 

as with us, as a perquisite, and burn a proportioiia- 

bly greater quantity of fuel to increase it. 

From the place where they were burning the 

earth I proceeded to the oar bed, which I examin¬ 

ed and found the earth very similar to what I have 

seen on my own estate in Clermont, and which may 

indeed be found in many of our black meadows. I 

send you a sample of the earth as a guide to search 

it at home ; many of our fellow labourers, will, I 

•dare say, know where to find it ; I also send a sam¬ 

ple of the ashes, I would recommend to the soci¬ 

ety to have some experiments made on this inter¬ 

esting subject : first, by searching for a similar 

earth, drying and laying it in beds of about a foot 

thick and burning it, occasionally stiring it with a 

rake—^then pounding and sifting it in a lime sieve 2 

if the earth should be too inflamable perhaps a mix¬ 

ture of lime, which it would convert into gypsum, 

or wood ashes would be found useful. Second, by 

trying the effect of diluted vitriolic acid as a ma¬ 

nure singly, or mixed with ashes. Third, if it is 

clear that this acid is a fertili2;er, to endeavor to find 

one that is still cheaper, and that might perhaps be 

found still better, as it had already composed a con¬ 

stituent part of vegitables. The pyro ligneous 

?icid may be obtained at almost no expense, by coiif 
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verting wood into charcoal in a hill, and condense 

ing the vapor—the charcoal would repay the ex¬ 

pense of the operation, particularly where wood 

was cheap. If the pyrites is in lumps it must be 

reduced to a coarse gravel before burning. 

I WRITE to you in too much haste, lest I loose the 

conveyance, not to render an apology necessary, 

but you will have the goodness to excuse my inac¬ 

curacy and put nay information into such form as 

you shall deem best to render it acceptable. 

I PRAY you to present my respectful homages tc 

the gentlemen of the society at large, and my par¬ 

ticular remembrances to my numerous friends a- 

mong them, and to be assured yourself of the sin¬ 

cere esteem, with which 

I have the honor to be, dear sir, 

Your most ob’t humble serv’t. 

ROB, R. LIVINGSTON. 

Pr. De Witt, S-ecfry to the\ 
^ogisty for n.sefid arts,, ^c. ^ 
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AN ESSAY 

0N SHEEP, WOOL, AN 3? WOOLLEN MANUFACTURES* 

SHhV/ING THE ADVANTAGE OF IMPROVING A-? 

MERICAN WOOL, B7 THE INTRODUCTION OF 

SPANISH SHEEP, ScC. 

ROB, R. LIFLYGSTOJV^ L. L. D, President of the Sodetyc 

Jl HAVE seen with pleasure that the agriculture 

of my native country has improved consiilerably, 

in the short space of four years, the time of my ab¬ 

sence. Much however remains to be done before 

it acquires that perfection to which all nations 

should aspire, but which none that I have seen in 

Europe, Lombardy and south Holland excepted, 

have in any degree attained. England, though she 

boasts with reason some of the best farmers in the 

world, is but partially improved, many districts are 

ill cultivated and old habits are not yet rooted out. 

I sliall, as time and leisure admit, take occasion to 

lay before you such practices of the old world as I 

think may be advantageously adopted by the new ; 

at present I wish to draw your attention to a sub¬ 

ject which our probable rupture with some of the 

'European powers, renders peculiarly interesting at 

this moment. I mean the improvement in our 

breed of sheep. It is upon this that we must rely 

for our independence upon Europe, in an article of 

the first necessity. 

The sheep of this state, taken collectively, are 
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superior to almost any native race that I have seeri 

in France, Holland,, Lombardy or Italy, and very 

much resemble the south down sheep of England;' 

In general, the sheep of those countries are about 

the size of ours; those upon the sea coast on the 

channel and Lombardy are larger; those in Britany 

much smaller. The wool of most of these breeds is 

inferior to ours in fineness, if we except the sheep 

upon the borders of Spain, some travelling flocks 

in the kingdom of Naples, and those in the small 

district of Berry. Anderson says, that wool sent 

from New-Jersey sold at the rate of the finest wool 

in England. 

I BELIEVE in cold or temperate climates the in¬ 

feriority of quality in the wool, does not arise from 

climate, but from other accidental causes which I 

shall point out. In France I attribute it first to a 

neglect of those breeds that bear fine wool, and 

next to the manner in which the sheep are kept.-^ 

They are folded in close pens, during the summer, 

all night, and part of the day. In winter they are 

crowded in small and ill aired houses 5 they are 

fed upon the commons on the road sides, and on 

the stubbles, always confined close together by the 

shepherds’ dogs, w'ho are continually running round 

them, to prevent their straggling or touching the 

grain or meadows at the sides of them, for there are 

no fences. In dry seasons they are extremely pinch¬ 

ed for food, and in the winter, no green fodder or 

clover is prepared fur them, and very seldom everji 
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liay j they left to glean in the fields when theta 

is no snow, and when there is, to feed upon the 

coarsest hay, or the leaves and branches of trees^ 

which is frequently the only provender laid up for 

them. It is held by the British agriculturalists, that 

bad keeping makes bad wool. If the sheep are al¬ 

ternately well fedj and starved, the w’^ool will be of 

different strength and thickness^ and of course une¬ 

qual and of a bad staple^ 

THAt the climate effects no change in them, I 

infer from the great success that has attended the 

introduction of Spanish sheep, which, where they 

have been treated with a little attention, have so 

greatly improved in their si2e, form and fleece, 

without any change in the quality Of the Wool, that 

full bred rams imported directly from Spain, may 

now be purchased in France at a much less price 

than rams fi-om the national flock at Rambouillet ; 

a race that were introduced about twenty years ago 

into France, Superfine cloth can only be made 

from Spanish wool, and that without mixture with 

other sons, from which it differs so materially, that 

Anderson asserts, on the information of British 

manufacturers, that they cannot be wrought togeth¬ 

er. The different species of broad cloth are not 

made by mixture with British wool, but by Span¬ 

ish wool of different qualities. The coarse cloths 

only, are made of British wool. France, as well as 

all the rest of Europe, being dependent upon Spain 

for the wool ^used in their fabricks of fine cloth, 
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inade van oils attempts to introduce Spanish slieep/ 

in 1766, a number were imported and distributed 

among the people of different districts^ But as the 

general opinion was, that Spanish sheep could only 

thrive in Spain, that the wool would degenerate if 

they .did not travel from the plains to the moun¬ 

tains, aiid from the moantains to the plains* And 

above all as the peasantry thought, that what they 

deceived without price could ;be of little worth, no 

attention was paid to keeping the race distinct, an4 

of course little advantage resulted from the meas¬ 

ure, except to a few enlightened farmers : But their 

experiments suffciently proved the practicability of 

the project, and determined the government to 

make the attempt again, and to put the direction of 

the project into the hands of a distinguished agri¬ 

culturalist. 

AppticAtloit was made to the king of Spain for 
permission to draw from his dominions a number of 

merinos, the name by which the fine wooll^d sheep 

are distinguished. He not only permitted this, but 

ordered that they should be chosen out of the finest 

flocks in the kingdom. In the year 1786, they ar¬ 

rived at Rambouillet, the national farmL, instead 

of giving away the increase as had before been 

done, they were annually sold, which of course put 

them into the hands of the richer and more intellil 

gent farmers. At first they brought a very mode¬ 

rate price, but their superiority over the other sheep 

of the country, the great improvement in the wool 
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that resulted from crossing the breed, were so man^^ 

ifest, and the evidence that experience afforded of 

-their supporting the change of climate and treat- 

ihent without any sensible change in the quality of 

their wool, rendered the demand for thenl so great, 

that they have considerably advanced in price. In 

1796, the average price was 80’^ franks, about 

16 iB.the last sale (April, 1805,) the average price 

lo.r .a ewe was 250”, that is about 50 S ; rams 

brought from 60 to 120 E. This is •the more re¬ 

markable, as by the last treaty between France and 

Spain, the former had; a right to draw 5000 meri¬ 

nos from the flocks of the latter, 500 to be chosen 

annually for ten years. Skilful shepherds were 

sent to select them, aiid F rance now possesses a- 

bove thirty thousand of these rsheep by importation 

and by natural increase, and yet the price of the 

stock at Rambouillet has been regularly on the rise. 

The: late minister of the interior,. Mr. Chaptal, has 

novery fine flock eonsistirig of 1200 sheep.r . As the 

sales at Rambouillet were over beforeT ^retuhied 

front Italy, I requested him to spare me five from 

his flock, to which he consented, provided'I only 

took lambs and not more than two ramS) for wniclit 

I was.'to pay 1500 franks, about 300 E f this too 

was ia very special favor. The shepherd I sent to 

choose th§m found the flock infected with the scab. 

I did;pot therefore think it prudent to take. them,, 

but left the money with a gentleman who has prom¬ 

ised to bring them out next spring, either from that 

flock, or those at Raiiibouillet. I should mention 
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another elrcumstance which proves that 'the wool 

does not grow worse in France when the stock 

from which they sprung was good. In April eve¬ 

ry year, there is a sale of lambs of the preceding 

year, and qf wool ; the price of the latter was kept 

down by the artifices of the wool dealers, who pre¬ 

tended that'it was inferior to Spanish wool. Some 

of the manufacturers, however, having for the two or 

three last years produced cloth at the exhibition, 

made of this wool equal to- that from the finest 

Spanish wool, the price has advanced to^ a par with 

the wool brought from Spain, .) i li 
.1 . . , , ' . ' ■ -It 

I SHOULD observe that the fine FrencK cloths^ 

are finer and softer than those made in England, 

probably because very little of the fine'sSpanish 

wooEgoes to England, their import consisting of' 

the second and third sorts with some still coarseri 

The finest of the wool, to the amount of about 

three millions of pounds, is manufactujred at the 

royal factiiries in Spain, and the remainder goes tb 

France and Italy. The quantity of wool drawn- 

from Spain by France, was before the revolution 

about’4,C00,0b01b. but the manufactures; having 

been ruined during the‘revolution, 'it was gfektlyC 

diminished ; what it,, is no^w I cannot declare. In 

^he year ,1786, England imported only threevinii- 

liqns, but in the, ye^r 1796 the following is the state 

of the legal export frorq Spain, some is always, 

itiauggied into France and elsewhere. 
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FraBce . ^ ^ - 600,000 

England - - - ^ - 6,000,OOO 

Holland and, N. . - ^ 3,200,000 

10,800,000 

Spain employs about 3 millions of pounds in hef 

©wn manufactures. It may be proper here to, ob¬ 

serve, that all the sheep of Spain are by no mcan^ 

merinos, but more of the stationary flocks are ei^ 

tfber what they call chorinos, which are a large 

hardy coarse woolled breed, or a miiJ^ture between 

them and the merinos, part of this latter wool is 

exported.. 

As tny object in this essay is to endeavor to im^ 

press upon my country the importance of propaga¬ 

ting this breed of sheep, it may be proper to shew 

the value of this wool compared to that of other 

races, and particularly of that of England, and ta 

remove some false ideas that have gone abroad rel- 

g^tive to them., 

Tnx prices at Madrid for washed wooh in th^ 

year 1796 were as follows *. 

c Cts, 
Leonise from 5 to 5 4 about 100 

Segovieme 5 4 60 8S 

Sorfieris 4 4 25 86 

Arrogon 5 6Q 
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A^J^PERSON gives the value of wool In the Lon« 

don market about:the same period, wliicb reduced 

Ip our money stands thus ; for the best 

German 22 Cents» 

Polish 25 

British 17 

White Persian 84 

Red Carramuman 100 

Spanish 93 

appears from this, that the finest Spanish wool 

is not carried to England, since the price there was 

below the price at Madrid about the same period. 

Gov. Pownal in a letter to Arthur Youiigj 1788, 

gives the following as the average prices of British 

wool : Coarse 7 and an half pence, common 8 and 

an half pence, fine li pence the whole fleece ; that 

is, reduced to our money about, coarse 14 cents, 

common 16, and fine 20 ; the south-down, which 

appears to me to have the staple of our best wool, 

Is or Is and 9 pence our money. This difference 

between the price of British and Spanish wool, is 

the more worthy our notice because it enables us to 

combat the prejudices which so generally prevail 

among us in favor of British sheep. We should 

then stop and examine candidly, how far those pre¬ 

judices are well founded, Britain contains a great 

variety of sheep, from the longwoolled sheep, bred 

in marshy grounds, to the small fine woolied sheep 

fed on the Welsh mountains. The Durham 

breedy which is I believe thelargeslj weighs about 
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2601b. live weight, and yields from 6 to 8lbs. of 

wool; but this wool would be of little value except 

where blankets or camblets are made ; its value m 

England, is about 14 cents the pound. A Spanish 

fleece, taking the hock round, will yield, exclusive 

of tags, about three pounds each, (mine give me 

near four) worth at least 90 cents, that is, for the 

whole heece, 227 cents. The British heece at 71b, 

which, stating it high, for a flock round, at 14 is 9S 

cents, less than one third of the value of the Spanish 

fleece, and yet the sheep weighs only about one 

third of the weight of the British sheep ; and if, as 

I belive can hardly be doubted, animals of the same 

species eat in proportion, to their bulk, the expense 

pf the British sheep must be three fold greater thaii 

that of the Spanish merino ; or in other words we 

may have three Spanish fleeces, worth together six 

dolls, and 81 cents, at the same rate as one long 

w'GO.lled British fleece, worth only 98 cts ; but this is. 

not the only objection to these sheep ; the strongest 

is, that we have few or no pastures adapted to them^ 

they would then of course degenerate. Indeed this, 

breed is by no means the flivorite breed in Eng¬ 

land. Those now generally sought for rich pas¬ 

tures are the Dishly, which weigh alive about 150 

pounds when fat, and the south-down for lighter 

land. The Dishly is of the long woolled kind, and 

may give about 61b, of wool, worth 16 cents tho 

pound, so that the only advantage it has over the 

fprmer breed lays in the carcass, which is indeed 

the principal object in England, on account of the 
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low price of wool and the high price of meat, cir> 

cumstances which do not operate in this country^ 

where wool is 50 per cent, higher than in England^ 

and mutton 80 per cent, cheaper. I shall subjoin 

to this, a note of all the breeds of England, together 

with the quantity and price of their fleeces, so that 

every farmer may compare their value, supposing 

even that they would not degenerate, with the value 

of Spanish sheep, which we know will retain their ad¬ 

vantages in our pastures, and under our warm sky. 

Since however the' rage in Britain for fine sheep 

(by which is meant sheep with fine carcasses without 

regard tO; the wool) has so greatly increased, that 

500 guineas are some times given for the.hire of a 

ram for the season, no expense is spared in their 

food, and in proportion to their size must be the 

richness of their pastures, and winter provender ; 

turnips, tares, cole, potatoes andrie in the spring are 

essentials, and sometimes even wheat must be sac¬ 

rificed to them if a backward spring should prevent 

the grass from coming forward in time for the 

lambs ; for it is a rule always to keep them in an 

improving state, and this at so much expense, that 

Mr. Macro, one of the best farmers in England, as¬ 

serts, that these fine breeds sink the value of the 

wool, and altpost of the flesh in keeping, or in other 

Words are not profitable to the farmer. How much 

less pTofitable would they be here, where soi little 

attention is paid either to the summer or winter, 

provision for sheep ? And indeed experience has 

proved English sheep do not suit our climate or 

/ 
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manageitient. Numbers have been imported, but 

trace of them remains after the third or fourth geni^ 

eration, unless it be near the sea coast, where tht 

climate is moist, and where they can occasionally 

have recourse to the salt meadows. Add to this, 

that the flavor of all this factitious mutton (if 1 may 

use thjs terra) is very much inferior to that of those 

tvhich are capable of maintaining themselves in 

health and vigor with less care and attention-^ 

It should be observed, that the prices above no^ 

ted are near fifty per cent, less than wool of the sam^^ 

quality would bring in the United States, and that 

We discriminate less as to the quality. When howev¬ 

er we manufacture more extensively, wx shall ne¬ 

cessarily distinguish the different qualities of woob 

and of course Spanish wool will bear the same rela^' 

tion in price, to fleeces of inferior quality that it 

does elsewhere. Should we on the other hand 

groAV more wool than we choose to manufacture (of 

which there are strong indications at present) since 

it is the only article that has ever risen iir price, 

this many years, Spanish wool would become an 

important article of exportation to every part of 

Europe, since we find that even in Spain, it is 

worth (the finest) about 8s the pound. The mar>. 

kets of England would always be open to it, and 

such is her demand, that if we could supply her 

consumption of 6,000,OOOib. it Would restore to 

our mutual advantage the balance of commerce be¬ 

tween us. 
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The merinos are rather smaller than the largest 

sheep we raise on the north of the highlands.—^ 

Those bred at Rambouillet are better made than 

those imported directly from Spain. The belly^ 

cheeks, forehead and hind legs, are covered with 

wool that is short, curled and thick, and tho’ ex¬ 

tremely white when washed, yet brown at the ex¬ 

tremities when on the sheep, particularly if folded 

or kept on any but the cleanest pasture ; this is ow¬ 

ing to the extreme thickness of the wool, which 

encreases the perspiration of the animal, or rather 

perhaps to the greater quantity of greese that the 

wool contains, for in this circumstance it greatly 

differs from common wool, and it is never found 

harsh or dry. The wool on the thigh, which on our 

sheep is harsh and intermixed with hairs, in the 

Spanish sheep is soft and fine. From the thickness 

and evenness of the fleece the sheep is guarded 

against the wet and cold more effectually than our 

sheep, whose fleeces aie looser, and whose bellys 

after the second or third year, are only slightly co¬ 

vered with hairs instead of wool. Mr. Macro ob¬ 

serves that the mobt thrifty sheep throughout the 

winter, are those that have the thickest and most 

even coats. The fleece is entirely free from hair 

which renders other wool harsh, and which never 

takes the die perfectly.—Having procured sam¬ 

ples of all the wool that could be obtained in 

France, together with the improvement made in 

each by crossing the different breeds of sheep 

with Spanish rams, I shall lay them before the 
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society, which wiil enable them to form their aw# 

judgment as to the quality. The inferiority in 

the size of the merino, to some other breeds, 

which some make as an objection, is in my opinion 

an important advantage, not only in sheep, but in 

every other stock not designed for the draft; be¬ 

cause they will fatten in pastures in which larger 

cattle would suffer from the fatigue they must un¬ 

dergo in order to procure the food that is necessary 

for their support. This reasoning applies more 

strongly to sheep than to any other stock. They 

are generally kept upon high and dry pastures, that 

are frequently parched in summer, when ffitigue is- 

mo^i irksome to them. To which we may add, 

that the fleece" is not proportioned, as the food is, to 

the bulk of the animal, but to his surface^ and a 

small sheep having more surface in proportion to 

Iiis bulk, must ^Iso have vrool in the same propor- 

sticn. That is, a sheep whose live weight shall be 

601b. and who of course will, require but one quarter 

of the food of a sheep that weighs 240 lb. will, not¬ 

withstanding, have half as much wool (if the fleeces 

are equally thick) as his gigantic brother. The 

merino has been found in France to be quite as 

hardy as the common sheep. At Rambouillet they 

have no winter feed but hay, and yet thrive very 

tvell; but what is more extraordinary, is, that in 

Sweden, where the native sheep are extremely 

coarse-woolled, the merino has been naturalized 

w^ithout having in any sort changed the nature or 

quality ©f the wool, in the term of about SO years. 
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mncc they were introduced. They have also been 

so well cultivated there, that tho’ the eonsumptlQii 

ef fine wool has encreased in SwedeOj yet the im¬ 

portation of Spanish wool has greatly diminished. 

My own experience has convinced me, as far as 

trials upon a small scale can do so, that the merino 

is at least as hardy as our sheep. In the year 1805, 

I purchased from the national flock, at the vetene- 

rary school, at Chalons, two young rams and two 

ewes. They cost me, delivered at Paris, (five 

miles distant) 1200’’, Charges, in getting them 

to a sea-port, maintenance till the ship was ready, 

and on board, (though the patriotism of the cap¬ 

tain would not permit him to take any freight,) 

brought them to almost double that price by the 

time they arrived at my farm. One of the rams I 

spared to my brother. The other, with two ewes, 

WQYQ treated exactly as my other sheep ; they were 

fed on hay, and had no shelter. They brought me 

two lambs, and sheared eleven pounds of washed 

wool, near Sf each. The next year the lambs 

came in January, were neglected, and died. The 

wool was not weighed. Last year one of the ewes 

was sick, and brought no lamb, the other droped a 

ewe lamb ; the five fleeces (from the 3 old sheep, 

and two sherelings) when washed, weighed 18 lb. 

besides the tags and waste wool.—»The two bred 

here are in every respect as fine sheep as the impor¬ 

ted rams, without the smallest diflerence between 

the wool of Gne^ or the other.. Upwards of 3 ^ Ib^ 
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wool will be thought a considerable yield from 

small sheep kept upon hay, in a flock with 20 other 

sheep. It equals the flock at Rambouillet, and ex¬ 

ceeds by a pound the average of the Spanish trav¬ 

elling flocks. My present flock consis’s of two 

full bred rams, and three full bred ewes, including 

the lamb of this year ; eight three quarter bred 

evres, whose f rm and wool is already so like that 

of the imported sheep, that it is difficult to distin¬ 

guish them. If any diifercnce exists it is merely in 

the wool, on the extremity of the thigh, which is 

longer, and I think not so fine as that on the full 

bloods. I have also 18 half blood ewes and weath¬ 

ers, and about 20 country ewes that have run with 

the Spanish rams ; all these sheep are kept togeth¬ 

er, they have a shed that they can go into which is 

open on every side, but the north and northwest; 

they have hitherto been fed with hay only, tho’ I 

shall, just before they lamb, begin to give them bran 

and oats, having no green fodder. If any difference 

is discernable in the flock, it is in favor of the me¬ 

rinos. One circumstance is remarkable, it is that 

the half bred lambs have not only thicker, but lon¬ 

ger fleeces than the common lambs, tho’ these have 

naturally much longer wool than the Spanish me¬ 

rino. This is an important circumstance as k 

shews how necessary it is to cross the breed of 

sheep, with those of a better stock. Should it be 

objected that the object here, is to procure a great 

quantity of w^ool without regard to the quality ; I 

would observe, that this might be true, if our 
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holders were an indigent peasantry, who sought on¬ 

ly to be sheltered from the cold, instead of being 

what they are, and I trust always will be, men in 

such easy circumstances as to look beyond the 

mere necessaries, to the conveniences and comforts 

of life. Such men will take a pride and pleasure 

in being dressed in clothes whose softness and pli¬ 

ancy give warmth to the body, pleasure to the 

touch, and grace to the wearer. And they will be 

doubly proud of this, if it is the product of their 

own farms, and of the industry of their wives and 

daughters. That this is the fact, we may infer 

from the quantity of foreign clothes, that are worn 

by farmers, whose own flocks might supply them 

abundantly with cloth of inferior quality, if they 

looked only to vrarmth in their dress : and from 

the attention that those among them, whom econ¬ 

omy or patriotism induce to wear their own wool, 

pay to rendering the cloth as fine as the materials 

will admit. If however it should be thought, that 

cloth finer than the 3d quality of British cloth, 

which is generally w^orn by people in easy circum¬ 

stances in our country, would be unnecessary, this 

may be procured by crossing our breed with the 

merino, so as to have half or even quarter bred 

Spanish sheep. This would add to the quantity as 

Well as to the fineness of the fleece, and by sorting it 

in the manner described in the annexed drawing, we 

would have wool sufficiently fine for the master of 

the family and for his children, with a coarser sort 

for the domestics. In fact, the introduction of this 
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breed of sheep will enable every man to have that 

quality of cloth, that he likes best, without any 

additional expense, except that which arises from 

the spinning finer, which, being a domestic operas 

tion in most farm houses, will not be much regard¬ 

ed. In order to give some idea of the fineness and 

ductility of this wool, I cannot help mentioning, 

that Sir Joseph Banks, in a letter to Arthur Young, 

informs him, that the fleece of his Spanish sheep 

was spun into yarn 156,800 yards (about 90 miles) 

to the pound. Cotton, in machines, could only 

be spun into thread of 92,400 yards,, and in jen¬ 

nies 144,000 ; which is much finer than can be 

spun by hand in England, though it is somewhat 

exceeded in France. 

Though the climate of England, from its to^ 

great moisture, is not calculated for these sheep, 

yet St appears from this circumstance, that they do, 

not soon degenerate even there ; and I should sup-? 

pose, from what I am going to mention, that they 

are turning their attention to the improvement of 

their sheep, by a mixture with the merinos. A- 

bout 20 rams, from the King of England’s flock, 

(for he is himself a considerable farmer) were sold 

last year at auction ; they fetched from thirty to 

forty guineas a piece. It would then be unpar¬ 

donable in us, in our country, where they thrive 

so well, to neglect the propagation of them. I 

have hitherto viewed this question, with an eye 

to the domestic manufactures that we now carry 
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tjn. But what prevents our manufacturing not 

only what is necessary for our families, but for 

the general consumption of our country I Why 

should not our city beaux, who look beyond conve¬ 

nience to elegance, find the gratification of their 

taste in the product of our own, rather than of fo:^ 

reign looms ? The price of labor is the general 

objection. This is already diminished by carding- 

mills, which do the work better, and leave more 

women to employ in spinning, and of course must 

reduce the price of their wages. Mills have also 

been lately erected for spinning wool; and certain¬ 

ly if any wool can be spun fine in mills, it will be 

that which, from its softness and the evenness of its 

texture, most resembles cotton. Is it possible, 

that the price of labor can operate in an equal de¬ 

gree with the various charges that enhance the va¬ 

lue of a piece of superfine British broadcloth before 

it comes to the hand of the American consumer. 

1st. The wool must be purchased in Spain where 

a commission of not less than five per cent, must 

be paid. The mean duty upon the exportation of 

wool from Spain is 6d sterling a lb. but upon fine 

wool much higher, because the duty is proportion¬ 

ed to the quality ; this then is not less than 15 per 

cent. Transportation to the sea ports, freight and 

insurance, port charges, at landing, must amount to 

at least 5 per cent, more, before it is stored in Lon¬ 

don. The merchant’s profit cannot be less than ten 

per cent, thus, laefore the manufacturer receives the 
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wool it has paid 35 per cent, upon the first cost.^ 

When manufactured, the clothier purchases it, sells 

it to the merchant—it must be packed to send 

and transported to London, or Liverpool, or Bris» 

tol ; it pays a duty of 2 per cent, on exportation to 

America, tho’ not elsewhere ; freight, insurance, 

must be charged and commission paid by our mer¬ 

chant to his London correspondent of 5 per cent. 

When it enters our port it pays 10 per cent, to the 

government.—-12 per cent, is the smallest profit 

our merchants charge ; all these articles taken to¬ 

gether, will add one hundred per cent, to the price 

of a pound of fine wool, manufactured into cloth, 

before it comes into the hands of one of our 

shopkeepers ; and yet, this is but a small propor¬ 

tion of the charge, for the commissions, duty, 

freight, &c. are not merely paid upon the original 

price of the wool, but upon every previous duty and 

charge, and upon every expense that attends the 

manufacturing of it. Thus a pound of fine wool, 

worked into superfine cloth, is worth, as it comes 

out of the loom, E 6. The commission thus is up¬ 

on the E 6, and not upon one the original price of 

the wool : If;thcn we pay 100 per cent, on the price 

of the wool, before it reaches us, we pay in mere 

charges, independent of the price of labor, upwards 

of 600 per cent, beyond the price of labor upon the 

value of the raw material: But the price of labor here 

does not double that of England ; of course then, 

it is not the price of labor, but the want of line 

wool that has hitherto prevented our manufacturing. 
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And this every farmer knows, for all manufacture 

their wool rather than sell it, though they mighl 

buy coarse cloths relatively cheaper from the Bri¬ 

tish merchant, than line ones, because the native 

wool of England, which serves to make such clotliSj, 

comes 35 per cent, cheaper to the manufacturer 

than the Spanish wool, and w^ool of the description 

which answers for such cloths is 50 per cent, cheap¬ 

er in England than in America. Yet, even suck 

cloth, we find a profit in manufacturing for our¬ 

selves,, How much greater then would the profit 

be, upon the working of fine W’ool, where the labor 

would be but little advanced, and the value more 

than double. Let any man make this simple expe¬ 

riment; let him sort his wool with attention, ^nd 

pick out that only which will make the finest eloth 

to be made from our wool; let it be carded, spui^ 

and wove by the same persons, and at the same rate 

that his coarse wool Is fabricated. He will find, 

that one will give him cloth worth about lOf, our; 

money, or 20/. if it was the breadth of English 

cloth, w^hile the other will give him cloth only of 

6/6, at the same expense, and demand more wool. 

If then, cloth at 6/6 per yard pays him 2/6 for his 

wool, cloth of 10/ must pay him 7/6 ; but if, in¬ 

stead ©f the wool of our sheep, he has Spanish 

sheep, not the sorted only, but the whole fleece 

will be so much finer than even his sorted wool 

from a common flock, that with exactly the same 

labor that he has expended upon his eloth of 6/6 

the yard{yard wide cloth,) he will have cloth worth 
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at least 15/. that is, he will sell the whole of Msf' 

wool (supposing, which is the case, a pound of woof 

would make a yard of cloth, and the expense of 

spinning, weaving, &c. to be 5/) at 11 shillings' 

per pound. I suppose in this case the wool to be 

ail spun equally coarse, yet the difference in the 

softness, and suppleness, and in the wear, for the 

softest cloths not only wear longest, but are much 

warmer than those which are harsh—would make 

the difference I have stated in the price, I again, 

then repeat, that it is not the high wages, but the 

want of good wool that has sloped the progress of 

our manufactory of cloth. It is true, that we have 

not as yet the quantity of wool that is necessary to- 

supply our wants, but how long should we find this 

deficiency, if without any diminution in the quanti¬ 

ty, or without any additional expense, the price of 

our wool was doubled ? I confess that since the iii» 

troduction of Spanish sheep, I have become so san¬ 

guine as to look forward to a period, and that too at 

no great distance, v/hen this, and the eastern states 

will not only manufacture cloths in sufficient quan¬ 

tity for their own consumption, but for that of their 

neighbors. It is certain that no country in Europe 

is better calculated for fine wooled sheep than this, 

and the neighboring states. The price of land is 

comparatively low, our grounds are high, and well 

watered, and our pastures good, our common grass 

is of the best and richest kind, the poa pratensis, and 

poa triyialis (which we call spear grass, and blue 

grass) are the most comnion, and most nutricious 
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of all grasses. White and red clover abound, since 
the introduction of gypsum, in fields that were bur¬ 
ned formerly during the summer ; these may be 
made into hay for winter provender, at half the 
price that it would cost in the moist climate of 
Britain. Add to this, that our fields are enclosed, 
which saves the expense incurred by the constant 
attendance of shepherds. Our sheep have few mal¬ 
adies, many that are common in Europe are un¬ 
known here. There the rot sweeps off whole 
flocks. I never saw or heard of the rot in this 
state. Indeed I know of but one disorder, that is 
common among our sheep, the scab ; this seldom 
is seen where the sheep arc well kept, and is easily 
checked by removing the infected sheep as soon 
as it is visible, I have found it useful when the 
snow lays long on the ground, to carry pine or ce 
dar boughs into the fold which they eat readily; 
when these cannot be conveniently procured, tar 
spread thinly over a board and strewed with salt is 
H good substitute. 

The Spanish shepherds when they perceive by 
the wool’s rising, the commencement of the scab, 
they pull out the lock, and taking salt p their 
mouths, drop the spittle on the bare spot, which 
they say will stop its progress. The best method, 
however, when it is only partial, is to wash the 
part with soap, and to anoint it with an ointment of 
grease and turpentine. Mercui;-eal ointment rubbed 
pn the sore or on the hams of the sheep is a certain 
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remedy. The sheep should in this case be kept 

dry for some days ; this has also the advantage of 

freeing them from liee or ticks. When the sheep 

are sheared a good washing with soap suds, and a 

weak decoction of tobacco, will free them from the 

seeds of the scab. It is thought essential not only to 

the health of the sheep in Spain, but to the beauty 

©f the wool, that they should have a full supply of 

-salt. While I am speaking of the maladies of 

sheep, let me mention one that occasions more de¬ 

struction among them, than all the others put to¬ 

gether—The bite of dogs. This animal is an ab¬ 

solute nuisance in the old settled counties, howev¬ 

er useful he may be in the new ones. Nothing 

can he more vexatious, than after a man has labor*, 

ed for years to have an irhproved Hock, to see them 

destroyed in one night : yet this has happened to 

me more than oiice, sometimes from my own dogs^ 

and sometimes from those of others. The remedy 

for this evil lays with the legislarture ; a heavy tax 

upon all dogs that were seen without a collar, con¬ 

taining the master’s name on a brass plate, and per¬ 

mission to kill them ; together with a light tax up¬ 

on all dags furnished with collars, would raise aeon- 

mderable revenue^ and diminish their niimbei% The 

master should in every case be answerable for the 

damage done by his dogs. Without this few peo¬ 

ple wdU be at the expense of glOO for a ram, be¬ 

sides the risk; and trouble of importing him. You 

gentlemen, will jCidge how far, a matter so material 
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to our agriculture and manufactures, will merit the 

attention of the legislature. , 

In England where .more atteiltion is paid to the 

beauty of the form and the early fattenihg, than to 

the wool, and where in these points they have atw 

tained an astonishing degree of perfection, it is 

thought essential to provide such food as will fur¬ 

nish plenty of milk to the lambs, and so to manage, 

that they never fall off, but are kept in a growing 

state till they are fit for the knife.. 

Their winter food is turnips fed on the ground, 

potatoes, cabbage, &c.-—winter vetches, tares, rie 

sown early, are the spring provision. I see no rea¬ 

son why all these may not be obtained here on ea¬ 

sier terms than in England. The land and taxes 

are lower, tho’ labor is somewhat higher. Turnips 

may, I think, be raised without any other expense 

than the seed. When the last ploughing is given 

to the indiaii corn, harrow it smooth and sow tur¬ 

nips. The largest may be drawn, and the remain¬ 

der fed on the ground, when it is bare in the win¬ 

ter or spring. Pumpkins would I believe keep the 

fidck in fine heart till January, and if preserved 

&om the frost, to a much later period. I have 

seen them sold in Paris through, the whole winter. 

Vetches sown on fight land, and dressed with gyp¬ 

sum, would yield a certain crop, and give the ewesr 

a flush of milk, and thus save the pastures, that are 

Injured by early feeding, and preserve the grass for 
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tiae dry season. Wheat or rie sown early, and tnr? 

nip seed with it, has been tried to advantage. Tlie 

turnips are fed off when the ground is dry or frozen^ 

and the grain, tho’ fed down, has been benefited by 

the trampling and dung of the sheep, more than 

to compensate this inconvenience, 

I SHOULD, before I conclude, say something upon 

the migration of the Spanish flocks, to which the 

fineness of their wool has been attributed. The 

travelling merinos of Spain amount to above five 

millions, they are driven (to the great injury of ag¬ 

riculture) from very remote parts of the kingdonig 

to the mountains, where they pass the summer, and 

are wintered in the plains. This keeps the wool 

from degenerating, by saving the sheep from the 

fold, and affording them that shade, water, and 

nourishment, that they could not meet with in the 

dry pastures of Spain during the hot season. But 

experience has demonstrated, that this is not essen¬ 

tial where they are well kept on the plains. There 

are many stationary flocks of merinos in Spain, 

%vhose wool is not inferior to that of those that trav¬ 

el. On the other hand there are large flocks of 

sheep in the north east of France, that do travel to 

the mountains during the summer, and yet bear 

very coarse fleeces. The merinos introduced into 

France and Sweden, never travel, and yet their 

wool has not degenerated; 
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i FEAR, gentlemen, that I have trespassed iod 

long upon your patience, but I confess to you that 

I consider ihe improvement of our flocks by the in¬ 

termixture of this breed, as an important object in 

agriculture, and as one that must form the basis of 

our woollen manufacture. Happily we have the 

means of extending this improvement—Col. Hum-* 

phries has imported from Spain or Portugal a large 

flock of merinos, and I am told, lets out the rams to 

such as may require them. My small flock from 

France, together with those I expect out in the 

spring, will extend the breed to the northern parts 

of the state. Some other gentlemen have rams,, 

and the prohibition upon the export from Franco 

having been taken off* last autumn, more will proba¬ 

bly be imported. Even the half blooded rams will 

contribute greatly to improve our flocks, and of 

these I presume many may now be procured. The 

samples of wool which I procured while I was at 

Paris for your inspection, will shew the* progres¬ 

sive improvement by crossing with all the different 

breeds of sheep that could be got in France ; and 

the annexed drawing will shew the different quali¬ 

ties of wool in the same fleece, and the manner of 

sorting it. The 4th quality however being much 

finer than our first, 

I HAVE also annexed a drawing of one of my 

rams, that you may judge of his form, which by no 

means appears to me defective : tho’ some that I 

have seen directly from Spain are so. The moth- 
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er of this ram is perfectly formed, according to 

Bakewell’s rule, the Jimbs are remarkably small and 

neat, and in France they alkdge that no sheep fat¬ 

ten better. 

Having been among the first to introduce the 

use of gypsum and clover in this state, and by pre^ 

eept and example to enforce a system which I have 

now the satisfaction to find general, in spite of the 

prejudices by which it was at first opposed, I flat¬ 

ter myself with the hope of being also instrumental 

in effecting another important improvement in ag¬ 

riculture, and of laying the foundation for a useful 

manufacture, in fewer years than it has taken to 

introduce the gypsum ; which indeed, by the im-, 

provement it has made in our grass grounds, has 

laid a foundation for the amelioration of our sheep. 

It is to the substantial farmers that w^e must look 

for the first steps toward this improvement. They 

will not be deterred by the advances which the 

first cost in the selection of the best ewes and 

rams may occasion. They will not suffer them to 

degenerate through want of proper pastures in sum¬ 

mer, and good clover hay with potatoes and turnips 

in the ^vinter. And by wearing the wool of their 

own flocks, they will convince our fellow-citizens 

of the practicability of supplying their wants with 

cloths, equal, at least, to those of foreign manufac¬ 

ture, and at a much inferior price. It may indeed, 

till we have made some further advances in dying 

and dressing, want that gloss which it receives in 
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foreign fabrics ; a gloss, whick \t^ears oiF in a few 

days, a ad is known without adding to its softness^ 

warmth or beauty, to injure its strength. 

jLetterj on the subject of Sheeps continueand on 

the best method of driving Oxen. 

Ci^ERMONT, 18//6 March^ 1806^ 

I WROTE to you last week, and sent you sam¬ 

ples of wool, marking the progressive improvement 

on it in various breeds of sheep, by crossing with 

Spanish rams. I should be glad to learn that you 

had received my letter. I am happy to fiiid more 

than a confirmation of my assertion, that by adopt- 

ing my plan, the state would be enabled, in less 

than five years, to better their wool by at least 4/r 

a fieece, as you will judge from the following facts* 

stated in Bath society papers i 

The Southrdown sheep greatly resemble ours; 

their fleeces sell at about 1/. sterling the lb. It ap* 

pears, by a certificate from the woollen manufactur¬ 

er, Mr. Joice, that the cross between them and a 

Spanish ram improved the fieece to the value of 9f^ 

lb. This makes the difference of 5f sterling in a 

fieece of 4 lb. It is also worth while to know, that 

this wool, so improved, will make cloth which splls 

in America for 40/^ The Bath society sent 60 
o 
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of tinwashed wool to be manufactured; tbis, wlieii 

scoured and washed, produced 391b. of this 231b.* 

being of the first quality, made cloth of 15/6 ster¬ 

ling value. If you calculate the British and Ame¬ 

rican duties of 12“ per cent, and the package, com¬ 

mission, freight, insurance and mercantile profit, 

you will find that this cloth can not be sold at less 

than AOf. our money, if so cheap. 141b. being the 

2d assortment, made 7 yards of broad cloth worth 

\2f. sterling ; this would sell here for 35/ The 

3d, 2 lb. only, was made into list. It is evident 

then, that the finest cloth worn here may be made 

from half-blooded Spanish sheep. I venture to 

hope therefore, that, after the end of next year, the 

members of our society, the officers at least, will 

appear in homespun. 

You can hardly think what a nuisance dogs are. 

Tw'o of my neighbors have had their sheep killed 

last w^eek by them, and I have had two of mine bit^ 

ten, and only saved by an accident. This, and the 

melancholy deaths that are so frequently occasion¬ 

ed by canine madness, and the absolute inutility of 

dogs in a settled country, should certainly lead the 

legislature to some measures for diminishing their 

numbers. 

Before I dismiss the business of sheep, I would 

submit one reflection to my brother farmers, which 

they will find important. That is, that they either 

breed for long combing wool, ot for carding wool. 
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'The mixture of cloth, lessens the value considera¬ 

bly. If their pastures are rich, and moist, perhaps 

long wool will be best adapted to it. In this case, 

they should cross their flocks with British, Dutch, 

or Flanders rams, provided their ewes are long 

woolled, as too many of ours now are, by the pre¬ 

dilection which has generally determined our farm¬ 

ers to prefer English sheep ; if they are not, let him 

change them for the longest woolled ewes that he 

can find. If he wishes carding wool, let him find 

ewes with the shortest^ thickest and finest fleeces, 

gnd ci^oss them with ^Spanish rams. 

Im choosing a ram, see that his wool is thick, and 

close on the back, or he will not winter w^ell, and 

that it feels greasy which is a sign of health. Let 

him examine well, both rams and ewes when they 

are shorn. If white hairs are found in the wool of 

any ; fat those sheep off, and do not breed from 

them—r-So if they are coarse woolled on the thighs. 

By this time I presume you think I have said 

chough on the subject of sheep. I will therefore 

change it for another, which tho’ not equally 

-portant, may serve tp furnish useful hints. 

It has long been wished that some means might 

,be contrived for driving oxen with lines, as we do 

horses ; but their mouths do not appear fitted for 

the bit, and bridles would certainly be an obstruc- 

jtion to their chewing the cud. A ring fixed in 

.their noses, is apt to be torn out by bushes, 
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and is always an obstruction to tlieir feeding. I 

have seen in some parts of Italy, I think in the 

neighborhood of Rome, a mode of using lines which 

is free from these objections. It consists in two 

flat pieces of iron, that turned at the lovvcr ends, 

and formed a forceps, these bars shut over each o- 

ther, and when closed the ends gently pressed upon 

the cartilage of the nose of the ox, Tiiey were 

kept close by being tightly bound at the top, and 

strapped against the forhead of the oxen* It was 

seldom, if ever, however, that I saw lines attached 

to this, but it seemed to be used to govern the ox 

occasionally. But lines and rings might certainly 

be advantageously attached to this forceps, and if I 

remember I have sometimes seen it done—having 

seen oxen attached to lines, but at a distance when 

passing in a carriage, I had not the means of ex¬ 

amining how they were fixed* 

It is a great question iii what Way an ox draws 

with most advantage to himself ? In England they 

prefer a harness, but not meeting with it in any 

other part of Europe, I think it must be liable to 

some strong objection ^ one indeed arises from th0 

expense, which alone will keep it from being gen¬ 

eral. Yokes are used in some parts of Italy, but 

they differ from those that we have adopted in this 

particular. Instead of bows, there are four flat pie¬ 

ces of wood, which hang from each side of the yok6 

and are about 10 inches long, and hollowed so as 

to fit the side of the neck, they are so thick as to 
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admit a rope or chaiii to pass thro’ therri, by which 

they are fixed to the yoke, and each .pair of them 

are united by a ’cliaia or rope under the oxen’s 

necks. You will see that the draft is in this case, 

by the top of the shoulders only, and I belie-ve is to 

be preferred to our bows on that account, because 

the bow by pressing the shoulder blade impedes 

the motion of the animal. You Will ask how they 

hold back, as with us the ox coming down hill, 

holds back only by turning his neck against the 

bow ? This is effected thro’ all the hilly country of 

Italy, whether they use yokes or draw by the horns, 

by a contrivance that might certainly be usefully 

adopted here. The end of the pole projects consid¬ 

erably beyond the heads of the cattle, and turns up 

very much ; to this is fixed a leather strap that goes 

round the horns of the oxen, so that they keep back 

the weight by their horiis ; the cart can not go for¬ 

ward without dragging the cattle. In this way^.^ 

they keep back with much more ease than ours do 

by twisting their necks. In the flat country as it is 

very seldom that they have to go down hill, they 

seem to trust to providence when they do, having 

made no provision for a case that seldom happens, 

at least that I saw, but they may have some re¬ 

source which I know not of : as I found in Hol¬ 

land, one which I should not have thought of (ifi 

driving their waggons as they do there without 

breech harness) had I not seen a man going down 

6ne of the dykes, his farm laying below it, with two 

sprightly horses. He kept his foot against thb 
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ibuttock of the horse, and by that means kept back 

^the waggon. It was not indeed loaded, perhaps if 

it had been, he would have had some better expe^ 

,dient. If we may argue the utility of a practice 

from its extent, we must prefer drawing by the 

liorns to any other mode ; nine tenths of Europe 

make their cattle draw in this way, and from what 

I have seen of their performance, I am persuaded 

that it is to be preferred to the yoke. A builds 

strength appears to be placed in his neck, and in 

drawing in this way the whole of it is exerted ; his 

motion is not impeded, or his skin chafed as it is 

by the yoke. You will find a description of the 

yoke and strap used for this purpose, in the papers 

I left with the secretary, submitted by Mr. Noble^ 

it will not be necessary to repeat it here. In the 

mountains of Savoy I saw many cattle chiefly cows, 

drawing by the horns, npt in carts, but in waggons. 

How far the working of cows is advantageous de¬ 

serves consideration. It appears to me that k 

would be proper to have the cows of a farm broke 

to the yoke, that they might be used in harvest or 

seed time, when an ox was lame, or upon any other 

occasion when the farmer was pressed. It is ob¬ 

servable however that our cows are in general 

much smaller than those usually worked in Eu¬ 

rope. 

I would take the liberty to suggest to the Socie¬ 

ty, the propriety of having an appendix to each of 

our volumes in which we should insert matter that 
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■^as not strictly original, but which would be vtff'- 

important to difFuselthe knowledge of in a country 

where foreign books upon agriculture are difficult 

to obtain. Our newspapers also frequently contaiii 

many useful discoveries, the memor'y of which get 

lost for want of a repository for them. 

I airi, dear sir, &c. j 

ROB. R. LIVINGSTON. 

Ezra L’Hommedieij, Esq,\ \ 
Vice Pres, of the Society. J 

Letter^ containing experiments on the subject of 

Sheepj by the President of the Society. 

Clermont, Ath fune^ 1806.^ 

DeaH Sir, 

Having endeavored to convince the Society 

of the advantages that would result from the intro¬ 

duction of Spanish sheep, I think it will be useful 

to lay before them the experiments that I have just 

concluded. My flock consists of 45 sheep—5 full 

bred Spanish sheep, to wit : two rams, two old 

ewes that have lambs, and one ewe lamb of last 

year; 8 three-quarter bred ewes, whose wool is 

nearly as fine as that of the full bred, except that 

which they carry on their thighs, which as on our 

sheep, is not entirely free from hairs ; 13 half-bred 

lambs of last year, four of which have lambs, and 

19 common sheep of a very good stock, all, except 

two of these, are ewes. ^ , 
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The iive full brefl sheep g^ve me 22§lb. of wootf 

that is, each 4 ^ lb, and three lambs, one of which 

died. 

The 8 ewes of three-quarter blood, gave 291b. of 

wool, and 8 lambs, that is 8 f ib. each. 

The 13 half blood lambs, 50. lb. or something more 

than 3|:lb. of wool each, and four lambs. 

The 19 common sheep, 60 lb, of wool, or a trifle 

more than 3 lb. each, and 16 iambs. : 

The sheep were well washed before they were 

shorn, and the tags, 8cc. not counted. 

Now, Sir, taking the mere quantity bf wool, the 

advantage \vas greatly on the. side of the Spanish 

sheep and the mixtures with that race ; but, calcu¬ 

lating their value by the English prices of wool, 

will be infinitely 

Thq priq? Q/f .Spdnish Wool is sterling in Lon-* 

don ; the; vajye then, of each, sheep, 4^ lb* 

is 25/6 steili;ngyAV/itho^ lanabs. • The average 

of the threo-,quarte!,- bred, 3 |-lb. snpiposiiig their 

wool to be h^lf the price of Spanish WQdl, and it is 

certainly worth much more, would be about 11/ 

sterlingj besides a lamb to each ewe. The half-, 

blood gaye 3 f lb. and a fraction ; their wool is 

worth, agreeably to an accoont I have sent you 

b'om the British manufactuFO (supposing our c6m^- 

mon sheep to be equal, as I think they are, to tbb 

South-down) 2/6. sterling. That Is, for each' 
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slieep The coTnmbh Sheep gave 3 lb.‘ each^ 
wbrth hi Erigland 3/. sterlings or one shilling a 
pound. The keep and food of hiy sheep Was the 
same ; these different faces rml together,' Wihtef 
and sumitier. 
One hundred Spanish sheep would then pay fdf 

the keep; exclusive of lambs, IG d 
sterling, if half ewes. ... 

One hundred three-quarters, if all ewes, 55 00 0 
One hundred half bred sheep, 40 12 6 
One hundred good common sheep, 15 00 0 

So that every farmer, who keeps common sheep, 
when he might have half bred Spanish, looses 
£25 12 6 steriiiig a year upon one hundred ^lieep, 
besides the great difference between the value of th^ 
Iambs, till the country is fully supplied, which it 
will nbt be in tnanj?' year^. It is true the cafciiiatidh 
on the full bred Spanish sheep fnay be taken too 
high, from my counting two rams with the five Sheep, 

which gave the one 6 ^ lb. the other 5 j lb. of wool, 
but then the ewes Were tWo of them very old, and 
had three lambs. If therefore the flock Were td 
consist of one half tvethers the calculation wouid 
be about right. 

I HAVE made another comparative experiment, to 
ascertain the value of the wool, if manufactured here. 
Common wool afforded me cloth worth about 10£ 
a yard, and a pound of wool makes nearly a yard 
of cloth, the expence of manufacturing is 6/7, this 
leaves 3/5 for the wool and trouble of getting it 

P 
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manufactured* Spanish wool unsorted, the whofe 

fleece taken together, spun and wove as the other,- 

gave cloth worth at least 18/. deduct 6/7 for the 

expense, leaves 11/5 per pound for the wool >and 

trouble; but if this was sorted and spun finer, a 

much greater profit would result from the manufac¬ 

turing of this wool. I shall order this experiment 

to be made the ensuing season. 

I am, &c. 

ROB. R. LIVINGSTON. 
Benjamin DeWitt, 1 

Secretary of the Society, J 

N. B* I HAVE weighed my cloth, 15 yards 

weigh 9 lb. 9 ounces of the finest. I sent 15 lb. to 

be manufactured, so that the waste must have been 

uncommonly great, if all the cloth was returned ; 

7 4- yards of the common, spun equally fine, weight 

5 lb. 9 ounces. 

As the Annals of Agriculture are too expensive 

to be in many hands in America, I have extracted 

some articles relative to sheep, which the Society 

may think curious, and which may be considered 

as an appendix to what I have submitted to them 

on that subject. 
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ANNALS OF AGRICULTURE, 14 Vol. 243. 

4( 

-L HE pnce for rams by the season. From the 

first letting, in 1780, the prices kept gradually 

rising from 15/. to a guinea, and from one guinea 

to ten. In 1780 Mr. Bakewell let several at ten 

guineas each, and Mr. Parkinson for 25, a price 

which then astonished the whole country. From 

that time, 1786, Bakewell’s stock rose rapidly from 

ten to one hundred guineas; and that year he let 

two-thirds of a ram, (reserving one-third to him¬ 

self) to two principal breeders, for 100 guineas 

each. The entire services of the ram rated at 300 

guineas. Since that time the prices have been ra- 

pidly rising; 400 guineas have been repeatedly 

given. Mr. Bakewell making this year, (1789) 

1200 guineas by three rams, (brothers,) 2000 of 7. 

His whole letting this year being full 3000 guin¬ 

eas.” 

N. B. The Bakewell sheep is long woolled, the 

fieece worth only about Af sterling the wool 9d. a lb. 

The value consists in the carcass, and the readiness 

with which they fatten. 

I FIND that they are at present turning their at« 

tention much to Spanish sheep in England, as you 

will find by the following extract: 
< 

“ Mr. Mardamet, speaking of several fine ani¬ 

mals of Mr. Eceleston, mentions a Spanish ranij 
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and says, Th]s cnripMS cre£|tqre is qF a round 

broad shape, made like what the common people 

call a punch horse. The wool, compared with a 

flock of double lambed Carnavon sheep, appears 

like silk. He is valued at £500 sterling. J. am 

tpld that the ram was a present from his majesty of 

Spain to his majesty of Britain, and a noble present 

from our king to Mr. Bccleston.’^ 19 vol. 253. 

In all our manufactures, (speaking of French 

manufactures) we, mfike use of the 1st, 2d and 3d 

quality of fine Spanish wool. Of all the w^ool pro¬ 

duced in Eprope this, is most certainly (as is ac- 

knpyyle.dged by the manufacturers of all nations) 

the softest, the finest, and at the same time the 

strongest, on account of its elasticity, and the only 

fit to be used in the fabrication of fine and superfine 

cloth.” 16 yol. 228. 

“ English wool, though of great wwlh, is nei-= 

ther in ,France or England used in the fiibrication of 

superfine cloths, it is employed in that of camblets, 

serges, See. to which it is better adapted, on ac» 

count of its being rotten and dry, but long^ flue and 

shining.” ib. 229. 

The attention which has been given to wool oa; 

the Downs, among a few’ breeders has begot an 

gument, or rather assertion that the closer, finer, 

and firmer the c pat ofwpol, the better wrr[l,i the sheep 

tflriye and Py as» 
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gierticin which merits attention, that the Sp^^nlsh 

bipod, half S:pani?>h, and R}/iand, is the most thriv^ 

i'ng there is oh all the south Dovyns, but observe 

at the same time their tenderness, or not equally 

bearing the fold.” From Sir John Seaclair, An, 

Ag. 17 Yoh 302. 

I WENT two days ago to see the Hock of the 

society, [N. B. society for improving British woolj 

they are kept four miles from Eclinburgb, and are 

thriving to our wish, we shall be able to produce 

as fine wool of the growth of Scotland (particularly 

from Mr. Dauberto.n’s ewes) [N. E. Spanish sheep 

from France] as perhaps ever came from Spain. 

One experiment has answered beyond all expecta¬ 

tion ; a lamU of aboye a year old, a cross between 

Lord Cheviot’s Spaniards and a Cheviot ewe, w'as 

clippecl, and clothed on the third of October last, 

its fleece has grown about an inch since, and for 

softness, fineness and colour, exceeds almost any 

thing you ever saw, and the auima.1 is in the best 

order of apy iri the. whole flock.” 
1 

Mr. Young, speaking of a merino ram, given 

him by the King with which he appears highly 

delighted, after describing his extreme fine wool^ 

&c. adds, “ In regard to the thriving quality 

of this breed;, it is a point of such importance, that 

I was anxintis to ascertain it. Of the wool, none 

could haye any doubt, but from certain points 

which predominate in Spanisk sheep^ tills was cer- 
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talnly a question. I had it not it in my power to 

make a trial absolutely complete, but I formed a 
a comparison, the result of which follows : I Ued 

him up in stalls during part of the winter, and the 

rest of it he was in the field ; fed exactly during the 

whole as other rams that were compared with him. 

In stalls he beat the Norfolk breed. 

No. 1. Don, weighed 84 lb. 

No. 2. A ram, half South-down, one-quarter 

Norfolk, one-quarter Bake well, 141 lb. 

No. 3. A South-down, from Mr. -Ellman, 136 lb» 

These were fed ^abroad together till March 20th5 

when they weighed : 

No. 1, . . 100 1b. . . . 36 gain. 

No. 2, . 148 .... 7 

No. 3, . . 144 . . . . 8 

N. E. It appears from subsequent experiments, 

that three merinos eat less than two South-downs. 

The same food then gives 

In Merino fiesh, . . . , . . 481b. 

In South-down, . . . . , .16 

In mixed breed with Bakewell, . . . 14 

This was a superiority, of which I confess I 

did not dream.’’ 

In a subsequent set of experiments on lambs, 

the superiority is still greater in favor of the mix« 

ture of one-quarter Spanish blood, over the South- 

^.lown, Norfolk and one-quarter Bakewell, though 
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these are the finest sheep in England; the Sotith-^ 

down and the Bakewell particularly for fatting 

quickly. How valuable then must the Spanish 

breed be^ if they equal them in this point, and ex¬ 

ceed them as three is to one iii the value of their 

wool; while being oiie*third smaller, they require 

only a third less food. 

I annex a drawing of a Bakewell ram, from the 

Annals of Agriculture. 

CECONOMICAL ENQUIRIES CONCERN- 

- ING SHEEP. 

What are the sorts of sheep in England ? 

Dorset.—Very woolly, short legged, rough 

head, horns round, bred on fine hilly downs, 41b. 

wool, good, chiefly for house and grass lambs, re¬ 

quire a fine short bite and are tenderest of all. 

2. Wiltshire.“High long legs, short wool, 

bare bellies, w^hite faces, horns falling back behind 

their ears close to the head, wool 4 lb. chiefly for 

stock, hardy, require a short bite. 

3. Linconshire, Leicester, and Northampton.— 

Shortest legs of all, vast fleeces from 8 to 12 lb. 

wool long, but inferior, no horns, wdiite faces, and 

great carcasses, in strong rich pastures that give a 

mouth full, marches. 

4. Treswater.—do. but much longer legged, do. 

food. 

5. South-down.—Small black faces and legs, 
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no horns, wool very short and fine, from ^ to 31bb 

sells by Id a pound higher than the rest, very har¬ 

dy and fit for hills.’ 

6. Norfolk. Middle size, horns, long legs, black 

faces and legs, wool 3 to 4 lb. 

7. ' Nantsi Do. but longer legs,- and not so" clear 

in the bellies, do. food. 

8. Mountain, viz. Wales and north. Very 

small, indifferent ^dol tb 1 lb. long legs, horns. 

/ 

What is the proper food for sheep at different 

seasons ? 

Tn summer common grass, clover ; in winter 

turnips; from turnips, some to tares (Vetches) in 

the spring before the grass is ready^ this the uni¬ 

versal practice. 

The most common diseases are, 

1. Rot—Proceeding from springy ground.^ 

Symptoms—The red membranes of the eyeleds 

look white, gums the same, the parts on each sidb 

of the udder loose the Waxy quality which always 

adheres to these parts When in health, and the wool 

peels off; in the Extreme of the disease, a swelling 

under the throat : When they have this disease^ 

they die instantly when put to turnips* The dis¬ 

ease resembles the jaundice in the human species, 

the liver being affected and full of insects like fldun^ 

ders.—Remedy ; when suspected, put to dry food. 

Owing to black gravelly land where pennyroyal 

grows, by pond sides, and gravel pits, and water 
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flowing over land ; the vale of Aylesbuify rots iiV 

two months. 

- 2. St AGGERS—Seized with a vertigo, keep turn¬ 

ing round and die in a few days ; lambs so, called 

poddery :—No cure. When killed, break oiF the 

horn, large maggots like griibs are found at the 

root of the horn and skull, 

3. ReOwater—Seized suddenly with it and g6 

off immediately : bloody urine supposed from nox¬ 

ious herbs, or to white frosty mornings in the au¬ 

tumn, or to the dew damp. 

4 Scab—A sort of suriiet resembling the itch 

insects; proceeds from poverty, over driving, thick 

folding, heat, insects ; cured by rubbing in tobac¬ 

co water; if not, all the fleece peels ofl*. The to¬ 

bacco water must be rubbed in when the fleece is 

drv. 

5. Foot rot—-From wet pastures, soreness be¬ 

tween the claws ; apply a little turpentine. It is 

catching, owing to heat, suckling, houses, hot 

dung, on wet ground not more than dry. When 

very bad they crawl on their knees. 

6. Fly-struck, or maggot—Proceeds from be¬ 

ing fly-blown ; if not taken immediately will eat 

into the entrails in 24 hours. Cure, corrosives, 
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sublimate and turpentme dropped in between tfe 

wool and rubbed in. 

7. Wki.te WAtEi—The same as the red, ex¬ 

cept in color. 

Homi many acres 'mill maim am a gheu number of 

Sheep ? 

F OR stock sheep, IGO will require 5 acres of tur¬ 

nips and 15 clover—inclosed pasture if good will 

also carry 6 to an^ acre. A folding Hock of 500 

without common land, good dry land 50’acres of 

turnips, 5 loads of hay, 100 acres of clover. 

What quantity of hay to an hundred t 

None used except in very hard weather when 

we cannot get at turnips. 

Horn many acres mill a ghen stock fold T 

A sc^uarE yard to each sheep per night, but in 

some countries two nights in a place, 300 sheep' 

give 261 yards in a night average. 

What is the annual loss per hundred? 

Five per cent, about. 

When are sheep shorn, and mhat price of fleece ? 

At midsummer. The shorter the wool the 

dearer. 

What precautions are used in putting ernes and 

lambs in closer P 

None, but not to turn them in with quite empty 

stomachs. 
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fis£t:NTioNEB that there was no disadvantage in 

small sheep, that they eat in proporfbn 'to their 

size, where the breeds were equally good. I also 

added, that it appeared to me that the merinos were 

tnore thrifty than the common sheep. The follow¬ 

ing experiments made by Mr. Young, will eluci- 

dEVte this. He put up four rams of the following 

breeds. 

Ho. 1. Bakewell, weight aliye, 132 lb. 

No. 2. A shearling South-down, 132 1b. 

No. 3. Norfolk eight broad teeth, 144 lb. 

No. 4. A merino, do. 91 lb. 

In eleven days they eat as follows : 

No. 1. Cabbage 66 lb, bran 2 f pecks, chaff ^ 

peck, barley meal J peck. 

No. 2. Cabbage 75 lb. bran 2 ~ pecks, barley 

meal f of a peck and 1 ^ pint, chaff 1 peck. 

No. 3. Cabbage 84 lb. bran 3 pecks, barley 

meal ^ peck and 1 pint, chaff 1 peck. 

Nq. 4. Cabbage 49 lb. bran 2 pecks, barley 

meal ~ peck, chaff peck. 

This reduced to the ya}iie by a scale that he 

gives, stood thus : 

No. 1. Bakewell sheep eat - - 52 1- 

No. 2. South-down^ ? - . 52 

No. 3. Norfolkj - - - - 63 

No. 4, Mmao, 38 

Thus it appears that three merinos may be main^ 

tained 4 per cent, cheaper than two of the celebra- 

tedi South-downs^ The fleeces of the merinos 
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would in England be worth 16/. sterling each, or 

for the three, the two Souths downs at the high- 

est rate of wool and price at 12/8, and neirly as 

cheap as two Bakewells, tho’ in this experiment the 

Bakewell is 14 per cent, better than the South- 

down, the next best sheep in England. But what 

is more remarkable, the merino also gained more 

flesh, with less food than the other sheep with 

'which he was compared in another set of experi« 

snents mentioned above. 

LETTER 

ON THE CULTIVATION OF HEMPo 

By WILLIAM l^HOMPSOJV^ Esq. 

Goshen, November ^Oth^ 1803. 

Dear Sir, 

absence from home, and some inquiries I 
found it necessary to nrtake respecting the culture 

of hemp (having but lately commenced the business 

myself) before I could answer you fully on the sub¬ 

ject of your favor of the 5th ult. has occasioned the 

delay of my not answering you sooner. The im¬ 

portance of encouraging the raising of hemp in this, 

country, and particularly in the western part of this 

state, where I am persuaded many large tracts of 

land, well adapted to the culture of that valuable 

article, are to, be found, and which is almost the 
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only article that will bear the expense of transporta^ 

tion from those remote parts, induces me with 

cheerfulness to give you every information in my 

power to enable you to inform those who are de-? 

sirous of undertaking the business. 

The land in this county generally made use of 

for the raising of hemp, is our sunken swamps and 

bog-meadows, of which we have a number, and 

many of large extent, the loose black soil of which 

is frequently from 2 to 10 feet deep, before you 

reach the clay ; this we find of importance, in order 

to lay the lands sufficiently dry. When we com¬ 

mence the draining of one of those pieces of land 

we begin by removing all obstructions in the out¬ 

let, and frequently cutting through old beaver- 

dams, and clearing out the creek, or cutting a suf¬ 

ficient new ditch, wide enough, if possible, to carry 

the whole stream in the time of a freshet, and to lay 

the water from 2 to 3 feet below the surface, when 

the freshet is over ; for we find that hemp is an ar¬ 

ticle that will by no means bear overflowing, and 

does not succeed well unless you can keep the water 

in your ditches at least two feet below the surface. 

After your main outlet is compleated, your swamp 

.must be ditched into small lots, of from 2 to 5, 6 or 7 

acres, and generally long and narrow ; and if there 

are any springs, they must be led off by a ditch, and 

it requires generally a shore ditch, to be cut a small 

distance from the shore, across the heads of the lots, 

,to carry off the land springs. The division ditches 
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are generally 4 or 5 feet wide, and about 2 ^ feet 

deep. The fidl or spring after our lands are thus 

drained, and the ground a little settled, we begin to 

clear, by cutting up the bogs, hassacks and bunches 

of elders, &c. The most effectual way of doing 

which is to cut them'up by the roots, and may be 

easily done, if you have proper instruments for the 

purpose. Besides the bog-hoe, which is in com¬ 

mon use, we have two instruments, one called the 

bog.hook and the other the bog-knife—the hook is 

from 20 to 24 inches long, about as crooked as a 

common scythe, but wider, made very thick and 

substantial in the back^ with a strong round eye 

twisted a little upwards, so that the edge lies fiat on 

the ground, when a man holding the handle stands 

half erect. With this instrument, if properly and 

substantially made, a man, acquainted with using it, 

will be able to cut more in a day than two or three 

men with the common bog hoe, and with more ease 

to himself. The bog-knife is an instrument, in my 

opinion, preferable to the bog-hook ; it is made a- 

boiit 20 or 22 inches long, and about 5 inches 

broad, and round at the point ; it is laid all around 

with the best of steel, and in plating it out it is left 

thicker in the middle to give it sufficient strength. 

At the other end is made a strong tine with a hole 

punched through it to fasten it on a strong handle 

in the same manner of the common pitchfork ; the 

tine is bent a little-upwards, and the instrument 

made a little crooked, so that a man strikes hori? 

.i^ontally with it when he stands half erect. With 
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this instrument, if you cannot cut off a bog or has- 

sjvck at the hrst stroke, you may generally do il 

with a back handed stroke without moving from the 

spot- With those instruments saplings, as thick as 

a man’s leg, may be taken up with great facility# 

When the ground is thus cleared in the month of 

May, when, the weather is pretty dry and warm, the 

bogs will be dry enough to burn in eight or ten 

days, when they may be heaped and burnt. The 

ground may then be ploirghed, the share and coulter 

being ground sharp, and well harrowed with an iron 

tooth harrow till it is sufficiently mellow. The 

time for sowing old land is generally from the mid¬ 

dle till the last of May, depending on the dryness 

of the season j but I have known new lands, and 

sometimes old, in wet seasons, sowed as late as the 

middle and even the last of June, and still produced 

good crops. It is common to sow about 1 - bush¬ 

els of seed to the acre, if the seed is good. If the 

hemp is thrifty and sowed in season, it is generally 

fit to cut about the middle of August, and is often 

from 5 to 8 feet high. It requires a little judgment 

in determining the proper time for cutting, but n 

little experience will be sufficient to inform the ob¬ 

server. The male hemp shoots out in sundry small 

branches at the top, and appears to bear a small 

blossom hardly perceivable, and when nearly fit to 

cut turns a pale yellowish color, and when stirred 

by the wind emits a dust, which, in the mbruing,^ 

will appear like a faint fog rising from it, and the 

leaves for some distance up the stalk will begin to V 
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fall oiT. If let stand too long, the male hemp dies^ 

the stalk turns blackish, and will yield but little 

coat. When the hemp is fit for cutting, the instru^ 

ment made use of for that purpose is called a hemp- 

hook. It is made by our common blacksmiths^ 

something shaped like a sickle, but not so crooked^ 

the edge is smooth, and ought to be made of the 

best of steel; the blade is better than an inch 

broad, made thin, and holds its width to the pointo 

There is a small set of about an inch, just where 

the tine is formed, that goes into the handle, in or¬ 

der to set the edge a little lower, to prevent the 

cutter from being obliged to stoop too much in the 

act of cutting. There is a considerable art in cut¬ 

ting hemp, which is acquired by use. The hemp 

is cut close to the ground, and supported and gath¬ 

ered with the left arm, and the length of the knife 

across the swath generally collects enough to spread 

at a time, which is carefully done by the cutter in 

the manner you spread fiax when pulled. If the 

weather proves dry, the hemp will get dried through 

in 6 or 8 days, and then is forked up into small 

bundles about the size of rye sheafs, and bound 

with the hemp, and then carefully stacked in the / 

field until about Christmas, when it is opened and 

carefully spread on the snow, and if a foot deep the 

better, and by other snows falling on it, it is bleach¬ 

ed, and makes the hemp appear of a bright silver 

color when dressed. When the snows dissolve, in 

the month of March, the hemp will generally be 

found sivfiiciently rotted, and must then be taken 
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^yp, and set up loose in stacks about the size of 

corn-top stalks in the field, and when sufficiently 

dry, which will soon be the case, you may proceed 

to break it through the coarse break, which is car¬ 

ried from stack to stack for that purpose, and the 

hemp, thus rough broke, is carefully carried in each 

evening and laid away in the barn till you proceed 

to break it over in the fine break, 'and dress it for 

market. 1 he coarse break is made in the form of 

the common fiax breaks, about 4 feet 4 inches long, 

the slats are placed 7 inches a part in the back and 

5 in the front, and the common fiax break will an¬ 

swer for the second operation. With re^^ect to 

the method of cdearing the hemp of the shives, that 

is performed with a wooden knife, similar tQ that 

used for clearing of flax, but the shives are rather 

shook out with the point, of the knive than by strik¬ 

ing it hard, as that would tend to waste the hempj 

and not expedite the business. After it is properly 

cleared of the shives, and rolled up in handfulls^ 

like dressed flax, the loose ends are laid together 

in bundles from 50 to 100 weight, and then well 

bound round in three or four places with strong 

cords made of the hemp tow, and so sent olf to mar¬ 

ket. The produce of an acre of land is estimated 

at from 4 to 600 weight; and good land, completeh^ 

cleared, may be put out for one half of the crop^ 

prepared for market, for the use of the land, which 

will often neat a profit of from 15 to 20 dollars the 

acre. Our lands appear inexhaustible ; some have 

been in constant use upwards of 20 years^ and yet 
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produce well. If we find they begin to fail a 

tie, by scattering over from 20 to 25 bushels of 

ashes to the acre, they appear to produce as well as 

ever; and some persons are in the habit of sprink¬ 

ling over from 10 to 20 bushels of ashes yearly, 

where the lands do not appear to fail, as they say 

they are amply compensated in the superior quality 

of the coat of the hempo 

Thus, Sir, I have endeavored to answer your 

several enquiries, and to give as perfect an account 

as I am able at present of the kind of land, and the 

mode of draining, clearing and sowing it ; and of cut¬ 

ting, rotting, clearing and putting up for market, the 

hemp raised in this part of the country. Yet, 1 don’t 

hesitate to say that, in my opinion, many improve¬ 

ments may be made, I have no doubt, that where 

a person has a conveniency for erecting a small 

dam, and could let the water in and out at his plea¬ 

sure, it would be to his advantage to water-rot his 

hemp, in preference to rotting it in the common 

mode. The water-rotted hemp is of a lighter color, 

and perhaps stronger; however, it is preferred by 

the rope-maker, perhaps because he can bury more 

tar in it in the manufacturing of it into cordage, 

which he sells by the pound at the same rate. But 

where a person has not the conveniency of erecting 

a dam, as above described, the extra, labotir it would 

take to water-rot it, would make the common mode 

the preferable, while labor remains as high as it 

now is. I am also of opinian, that a great saving 
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might be made, by erecting a mill or some proper ^ 

machine for breaking of hemp ; the common mode 

is not only laborious, but slow; and I believe, by 

breaking the stalk short in the common break is apt 

to injure the coat. I should suppose, if it could be 

mashed or bruised flat in the first process, would be 

much preferable, 

I HAVE not the least doubt, that the flats on the 

Genesee and Tioga rivers, and many other tracts in 

the western country, would produce hemp of the 

first quality, and in great abundance, provided it 

was not injured by the overflowing of the rivers 

after the hemp had started. Should the people of 

the western country go largely into the raising of 

hemp, they would find their account in it to erect 

rope-walks, and manufacture it into cordage, as 

they would find it much safer and more convenient 

to transport the cordage to market than the hemp, 

as hemp is soon injured by wet, and very difficult to 

dry when wet, besides the manufactures could be 

supported at half the expense in a country abound¬ 

ing in provisions. 

I am,; with great esteenr, 

Your humble servant, 

W. THOMPSON. 

Simeon DeWitt,. Esquire. 
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ON THE CULTURE OF HEMP. 

In a letter from JAMES GEDDES^ Esquire^ of Onondaga 

COUNTY, to E. .U HOMMEDIEU^ Vice Pres, of the Society o 

Onondaga, March 6thf 1803. 

Sir, 

•.^^.CCORDING to your request, I send you the 

result of my observations and enquiries on raising 

hemp. 

Soil.—The soil must be very loose and light, 

and of the very first quality, or it will not, in its 

natural state, produce good hemp. And it ought 

then (though new) to be prepared the season before, 

with a good crop of turnips, potatoes or Indian 

corn. There is a great deal of land in the lake 

country, which has the appearance of a good hemp 

soil; and our warm moist seasons, which we call 

good corn years, will be likewise good hemp years. 

The humidity of our atmosphere will, if we can 

have a sufficient degree of warmth with it in the 

months of May and June, be very favorable to the 

growth of hemp. Notwithstanding the similarity 

of hemp to flax in every other respect, it differs 

from it in growing well on the same ground, for 

several years successively, without manure, if the 

soil be good. As to a soil for hemp, “ It is wor- 

tiiy of observation, as a fact established by much 

experience, that under proper clover and plaister 

management, the poorest soil, if not too wet and 
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heavy, may be improved into the best hemp 

lands, much to the profit of the culiivator : The 

produce will leave in his hands a very high com- 

“ pensation for his labor and expense, and a teri- 

fold increase in the value of his land. But it 

must be observed, that the best methods of in- 

creasing manure, by stabling and littering cattle, 

must be attended to*’^ 

Produce.—Hemp in length from 6 to 8 feet, 

with many and small stalks, is considered the best 

growth, and will, in some extraordinary cases, 

yield 1000 Ib. per acre ; 500 lb. is a bad crop ; 700 

or 800 lb. are good crops. 

Cultivation.—-After having received the pre¬ 

paration the year before, as above, and all the in¬ 

tended manure, if any is bestowed, the ground must 

receive a very late ploughing in the fall, another 

ploughing very early in the spring—soon after well 

harrowed—ploughed again in the first and second 

weeks of May, and then sown—From a bushel to 

a bushel and a half of seed per acre—The best soil 

the most seed. If too much seed is sown on the 

ground, there is no other disadvantage than the 

loss of a part of it; for though too large a growth 

‘‘ may start, a part of it will immediately fall back, 

and after a few good growing days cannot be dis- 

cerned.” One-third of an acre of the best hemp 

is a great day’s labor in pulling. The earth should 

be well shaken from the roots. Each hand pulls a 
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strip In breadth equal to the length of the bemp^ 

which ought to be spread as thin and even as pos¬ 

sible, Some days after the hemp must be taken 

up, and bound in sheaves of 6 or 8 inches in diame¬ 

ter, and set up in shocks for more thorough dry- 

ing~then put into large stacks until the latter end 

of December, when it must be spread out thin and 

even for watering. In the spring, particular at¬ 

tention must be paid to taking it up as soon as suf¬ 

ficiently v/atered ; for longer watering will weaken 

the filament, and increase the loss in breaking. 

Winter watering of hemp, under snow, is much 

preferable to summer watering. If hemp is of a 

good quality, it requires ordinary skill and labor to 

break 100 lb. a day. Hemp-seed is procured by 

leaving, at the time of pulling, the strongest stalks 

of female hemp around the edges of the field, or 

where the hemp stands thinnest. But seed is best 

cultivated by planting seeds inside of fences, near 

barn yards, where the ground is in greatest part 

manure. The seed ripens very irregularly on the 

same stalk ; and part will remain too green when 

a part begins to fall out, or be destroyed by birds, 

and ought to be cut as soon as the greatest part be¬ 

comes ripe. The price of hemp-seed, in PennsyD 

vania, varies from 1 dol. 25 cents to 3 dollars pef 

bushel—generally about 2 dollars. 
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RULES FOR KNOWING WHEN 

TopuIL—Hemp is fit to puli when the leaves be¬ 

gin to turn yellow and fall off, and the farina to a» 

rise freely from the male stalks. 

To take tip^ ^cohen dried,—li is sufficiently dry to' 

take up, after pulling, when the leaves fall off, the 

stalks rattle and have no appearance of moisture. 

To take up^ njohen %\)atered.—Wht\\ hemp is siif- 

ficiently watered, and becomes dry, the stalks ivarp, 

the outer covering of the stalks becomes blackish, 

the stalks brittle, and the^ filaments readily separate 

from them. 

Manuring.—Hemp ground is manured with 

clover, gypsum and stable dung. Let the land first 

be put in good order and sown with wheat; then 

early next spring while heaving frosts may yet be 

expected, sow on each acre 4, 5 or 6 quarts of clo¬ 

ver seed, and in April about 1 bushel of gypsum, 

this will afford a crop of clover, doubtless, far 

more abundant and profitable for manure, than was 

expected by the original conceiver of the plan.— 

Neither cattle nor the scythe must enter the field 

this season. Next spring, sometime in April, a- 

bout another bushel of gypsum must be put on 

each acre, and if the object is merely manuring, it 

must not be mowed and but little pastured. But 

if the trouble will be taken to mow the clover, and 

feed the hay to stabled and well littered cattle, the 

manure thus produced will more improve the land 
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than if the clover is suffered to rot in the field.— 

Late in the fall let the field be ploughed down to 

prepare for the hemp seed the next spring. This 

process will make an astonishing improvement in 

the soil. As a preparative for hemp, clover is 

found to be peculiarly effective, especially if it be 

so thick sown as to prevent the growth of other 

grass. Gypsum is used likewise by wetting and 

rolling the seed in it : And by sowing the gypsum 

on the hemp when a few inches out of the ground ; 

using about a bushel to an acre on common soil. 

Some hemp raisers use a rotation of the crops of 

hemp, wheat (or winter barley) and clover with two 

fields, putting in hemp two years surxessively ; 

while others have three fields, which gives them a 

hemp crop every year without raising it from the 

same field two years successively. 

I am, Sir, respectfully. 

Your humble servant, 

JAS. GEDDES. 

N. B. The passages marked with quotations, are 

from a letter written me by Willi m iVoDAMs, 

Esq. an intelligent friend of mine in Berks county^ 

Pennsylvania. 
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. ESSAY . ■ 

ON THE CUITUEE OF THE VINE. 

By the Reverend JOHNS. JOHmOJV. 

T^HE regions of the earth, favorable to the 

growth of the vine, extend, according to some, for- 

ty-nine degrees; according to others, from the 

twenty.fifth to the forty.ninth degree, on both sides 

of the equator. In either case, the United States, 

lying between the thirty-first and forty-seventh de«» 

gree, is wholly included within the vinous latitude. 

This fact, as it opens a most agreeable prospect^ 

ought to prompt and encourage American husband¬ 

men to make careful, repeated, persevering attempts 

to introduce and cultivate the heart-cheering grape. 

The first object which naturally suggests itself 

to the man, who wishes to bring to perfection the 

culture of the vine, is the situation and soil most 

proper for a vineyard. Every sound judgment will 

immediately declare in favor of an airy and sunny 

situation. Grounds, gently declining ; the sides of 

hills and mountains which have a southern exposure, 

ought to be preferred. It is said, the higher the 

vineyard, the richer the vine. The shelter of a 

good fence, or thick grove, to the north, should also 

be sought, in order to assuage the keenness of the 

winds from that quarter. 

S 
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The best soilsj are the rich, light, and warm, 

free from springs and excessive moisture. A rich 

mould mixed with sand, is highly recommended, as 

producing the sweetest grapes and strongest wines. 

Avoid a stiiF and clayey soil, which will require a 

Tast deal of pains and expense, before it can be ren«» 

dered sufficiently mellow and light for your pur¬ 

pose* All soils, w-hich are liable to receive and 

lodge drains of water, make the grape insipid and 

the wine weak ; for which reason flat lands and the 

bottom of vallies seldom produce good wines, ex¬ 

cept in dry seasons. Of whatever nature the soil 

be, it must be well mellowed by repeated ploughings 

and harrowings, so as to be kept loose and light. 

The more loose and light it is kept, the better it 

will be prepared to receive virtue from the air and 

sun, and communicate it to the root for the nou¬ 

rishment of the plant. Before we dismiss this part 

of the subject, it will be proper to add, that a rich 

warm soil, mixed with gravel, or a sandy mould in¬ 

terspersed with large stones, or with small rocks, is 

also very proper for a vineyard. Kocks and stones, 

if the soil be good, warm and dry, are no disadvan¬ 

tages to vines. On the contrary, they tend to keep 

the earth comfortably moist, which is favorable to the 

roots, and they reflect great heat to the fruit, thus 

contributing to the perfection of the wine. It is 

true they make it more difficult to work the vine¬ 

yard, but upon steep declivities they are absolutely 

necessary. They serve'to make low rough walls 

along the lower side of the vines to preserve the 
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good 5oil from washing away. For as it is neces¬ 

sary to keep the soil loose and mellow, it would all. 

wash away with hard rains, if not prevented, byr 

some such means. Again, such lands-are G.h^ap>" 

being unfit for other purposes, and'generally yield-^ 

ing little timber or grass. They may therefore 

purchased by poor people, who could not afford^tpv 

pay for good lands. Lastly,: these steep hills andf 

mountains always yield the finest grapes and riohestv 

wines, the value and price of which will compen* 

sate for any extraordinary labor. 

If your ground; be worn and-out of heart, it must; 

be renewed and helped with dung; with fresh 

mould ; with creek-mud mellowedi by heat and 

frost; with the rich-soil that lodges;along the sides 

of brooks, and rivers, or that settles in low places at 

the foot of hills and mountains ; with foddering 

cattle and sheep upon it; or by any other method 

which will answer the purpose and siik the owner. 

If your ground be stiff, it mayr be meiidfed by a 

good store of sand, ashes, soot, the rubbish and 

mortar of old buildings, well poUndedj especially 

if such mortar be made of Hme and/sand ; by the 

dust and small coal of coal-kilns, and the earth that 

they are covered with, when they are burnt : sea 

sand or fine gravel, and plenty of fowl’s and sheep’s, 

dung,:or the old dung of neat cattle., 
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Having thus selected and prepared the ground, 

the next object will be the most proper kinds of^ 

vines to make choice of, for plantii^. And here 

indulgent nature has poured, forth her bounties with 

a truly liberal hancL There are above a hundred v 

different sorts growing at Welbeck, England : fifty 

of which sorts are particularly described by Speedi¬ 

ly in his treatise on the vine. In this country, es¬ 

pecially in the northern states, the most hardy, and 

the earliest ripe are to be preferred. 

The twelve following kinds ripen early in Sep¬ 

tember, and will answer very well for this state : 

viz. 

4 The miller grape. J 

5 The black Hamburg, 

6 The red ; do. 

7 The white Muscadin, 

8 The Muscadella, 

L ; 9 The Melie blanc, 

10 The white Morillon, 

11 The white Auvernat, 

12 The grey, da. 

The seven following kinds, ripen also in Sep¬ 

tember, but they are more tender, and should occu¬ 

py the warmer parts of the vineyard : viz. 

1 The black Auvernat,*^ 

2 The black Orleans, 

3 The blue cluster. 

These four make 

the best Burgundy.^ 
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1 .The Chasselas Blanc, called the royal' 

Muscadine, 

2 The Malvois or Malmsey, 

3 The grey Frontiniac, 

4 The red, do. 

5 The black Lisbon, 

6 The white, do. 

7 The Chasselas Noir. 

Here are 19 different sorts, which we would ear¬ 
nestly recommend for trial ; especially the 12 first 
mentioned, possessed of most hardihood. 

We might easily increase the variety which 

would answer this climate, by importations from 

that part of Europe, nearest the northern limitation 

of the vinous latitudes. What kinds are generally 

cultivated near Albany, New-York, in Pennsylva¬ 

nia, and other parts of America, I have not been 

able to learn ; probably, some of those mentioned 

above. The states south of Pennsylvania, may 

expect to succeed in the cultivation of a still great¬ 

er variety, in consequence of the longer continu¬ 

ance of their warm and mild weather. 

We are now brought to enquire, what part of the 

vine, should be selected for planting. Take care 

to avoid all branches that have not borne fruit, all 

suckers, nephews, lateral, and secondary branches, 

and especially the long running barren branches. 

Choose your cuttings from the teeming part of the 
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^ine^ and among these, such as are short jointed i 

so shall you be sure to have thrifty and fruitful 

vines. Let them, be cut down close to the old 

ivood, for here the wood is ripest and most firm, 

the upper part of the same branch is less ripe, and 

more loose and spungy, and more apt to fail, and 

makes a less firm and lasting vine. 

Anciently it appears, that a part of the old 

nj^ood was cut off with the shoot intended for plant¬ 

ing, a little ahom and beloxu the place of its inser¬ 

tion ; so that when properly prepared for plantingj 

a vine cutting resembled a little mallet, and was 

called by the Romans, malleolus. The cuttings, 

according to this practice, were about 14 or Id 

inches long. In. Madeira, also, even at this day, 

the slips or cuttings are from 18 to 24 inches. But 

from late experiments made in England, and from 

the practice of American vinerons, it appears more 

eligible to make the cuttings about 4 or 5 inches— 

alwys. oherviug the riile^ that they be taken from 

fruit-bearing, branches^ that they he firm ^ sounds full 

and of a. healthy appearance^ thick set %\)iib eyes^ and 

the near ex the last year''s growth y the better^ 

Tuese ciittingS; should be separated from the 

mother vine, according to some, in October, accor¬ 

ding to others, in March or April. In the former 

ease, if they are not to be planted till spring, it will 

be necessary to secure them during the intervening 

\Yinter. 
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The best method of preserving the cuttings diir^ 

ing the winter, is as follows ; In the warmest part 

of your garden, or vineyard, dig a small trench, a 

foot deep and wide, and so long that it may contain 

all your branches, (The branches, you will ob^ 

serve, are still of their natural length, as v/hen they 

were separated from the mother vine; not being to 

be cut, into the proper length of slips or cuttings, 

until they are to be planted.) In this trench, plant 

them thick and close, with the butt ends down^ 

drawing over them, and pressing well down, with 

your hand, the ground, all about the bottom of the 

branches. Let the dirt rise 2 or 3 inches above the 

surface of the ground, to prevent the water from 

settling about the vines, which would rot them^ 

You ought also to label them, that when you come 

to plant them you may be able to distinguish kind 

from kind, and to dispose most favorably of each6 

The upper parts of these branches should be laid 

upon a pole, about 3 feet from the ditch, so as that 

they may be supported at 2 or 3 feet from the 

ground, which keeps them from growing mouldy 

and from rotting. The vines then are covered with 

straw, laid lengthways upon them, so as to reach a 

little beyond the trench. Thus, by this straw roof, 

the water is carried oiF beyond the foot of the vines. 

But let not the straw be laid on too thick, lest it 

continue moist too long, and occasion mouldiness* 

Fasten a pole across the top and bottom, to prevent 

the straw from blowing away. 
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The best time of planting, according to some, is 

the vernal, according to others, the aOtumnal sea¬ 

son. In the island of Madeira, from the middle of 

November to the end of February will answer. In 

the spring, with us, the months of April or May 

are best; in the fall, October and November. It 

is the opinion of many, that in America, the fall is 

preferable. However, both seasons are nearly the 

same for this purpose ; and therefore each person 

may be regulated according to his own views, or 

conveniency. The vines should, however, whether 

planted or not, be secured from the wintry frosts. 

The ground being in fine order, prepare your 

shoots for planting, by cutting them to the length 

you wish, according to the foregoing directions— 

always preferring the lower part of the shoot which 

grew nearest the old wood. If you have plenty of 

cuttings, it will be best to take only the lowest for 

your purpose ; however, if you have chosen the 

best branches, you may have four or five good cut¬ 

tings from a branch three feet long. You should 

use a sharp knife, and cut the thick end of the plant 

horizontal, the upper end oblique, about half an 

inch above the eye. 

The shoots should be planted at the distance of i 
8, 10 or 12 feet apart every way, and placed neither ! 

in a perpendicular nor horizontal, but an inclined j 
position, leaving the upper bud, or eye, nearly as j 

Ipw as the surface of the soil. When coveredj the | 
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earth should be pressed upon them with the foot, 

(always careful not to injure nor touch the eye) and 

other loose earth should then be drawn over them, 

a little higher than the adjoining ground, lest the 

rain, settling upon them, should cause them to de¬ 

cay, If planted in the fall, the shoot must be pre¬ 

served from the wintry cold, by straw or hay, well 

littered, or by course light stable manure. Even, 

in the spring, the bud, or eye, near the surface, 

should also be slightly covered over with loose soil, 

which will preserve it from nocturnal frosts, in the 

early part of the spring, and will not be unfavorable 

to its receiving the warmth of the sun during the 

day. 

Remember to insert the stake, on which the 

shoot is to be trained, at its north end, so that the 

bud may be exposed as much as possible to the 

warmth of the sun. Now the bud will soon^ begin 

to evolve, and put forth shoots. But, though the 

upper eye be calculated on for training, and only 

one shoot be wanted for that purpose, it is best to 

suffer all that appear (for frequently they spring 

from underneath the ground) to grow for a certain 

time, in order to give you an opportunity of select- 

Sometirjfles, indeed^ the shooting does not take place till the 
sun has acquired great power. In this case you must, for a time, 
cover the tender germ, with a leaf Irom ihe fierceness of his rays. 
The leaf should, as you must know, be taken off during the night, 
and be gradually discontinued during the day, til! the shoot be of 
sufficient strength to endure the summer heats. 

T 
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ing the most forward and promising* shoot among 

them. When you are able to do this, pinch off all 

the rest—let not your eye pity, nor your hand spare 

them—all the nourishment, which the roots can con¬ 

vey, are wanted to ensure the health and vigor of 

the chosen root. As it advances in growth, fasten 

it to the sunny side of the stake ; never suffer it to 

be beaten about with the winds ; and pinch off its 

tendrils, laterals, nephews and suckers, as they ap¬ 

pear. Here, I find Speechly differs from a prac¬ 

tice, I have seen pursued in New-York. The late¬ 

rals are, generally, broken off close^ leaving the 

bud, at its insertion, exposed. The author last 

mentioned, and Mr. Antill also, asserts, that the 

main branch, in consequence, loses that full and 

beautiful soundness, which indicates health and 

vigor ; and therefore they direct that the laterals, 

8^c. should be pinched off at the length of about 

four inches. This method prevents the branch 

trained, from assuming that flatness and deformity, 

which the common practice invariably effects, and 

must be contrary to the intentions of nature. This 

remark is of importance ; and attention to it, maj 

greatly contribute, not only to the beauty, but to 

the strength, fertility and longevity of the vine. 

* By the most firomiswg shoot, you will by no means under- | 
stand, that the tallest and most aspiring is meant. These are very j 
often slender and long jointed, little better than suckers, and gene- i 
rally barren. The best shoots are the roundest, short jointed, thick 1 
set with eyes—these are the most prolific, j 
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Some thrifty shoots may rise during the first 

summer, to the height of 8 or 10 feet; but they 

ought invariably to be checked at the humble state 

of 3 or 4 feet, otherwise they exhaust their 

strength, in the production of waste wood, and suf¬ 

fer the head of the vine, which is destined to sup¬ 

port the honors and burdens of many future years, 

to become feeble, and incapable of sustaining this 

important ofiice with profit or dignity. 

Here I would just mention, that some writers 

of respectable authority, direct that during the first 

summer, all the branches^ laterals^ should be suf¬ 

fered togrow—xhdit you have nothing to do, but to 

tie up the branches with soft bands to the stakes : 

And a manuscript in my possession, by a merchant, 

who resided many years in the island of Madeira, 

inculcates, that the vines are not to be pruned till 

they have been two or three years planted. This 

may induce some persons to make experiments in 

different ways. But, to me, the method first re» 

commended, appears the most rational, and the best 

adapted, to form a vigorous and durable head to 

the vine. 

Now w^e suppose ourselves to have passed 

through the summer months. In October, when 

the leaf begins to fall off, is the time for trimming. 

Some postpone this operation till spring ; but if in 

the spring the weather becomes warm unexpected- 

the vines are apt to bleed to death, I once had 
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a plant Which, during the first summer, rose to 8 feel 

(not knowing then that it ought to have been check¬ 

ed at 4) but triniiBing it too late the next spring, 

it bled so abundantly, that the subsequent year it 

did not grow two feet^ notwithstanding the greatest 

care was bestowed upon it. October therefore ap¬ 

pears, unequivocally, the best season for pruning t 

In some places a little earlier, in others a little 

later, as difference of latitude, variation of climate 

and season may demand, At this season of the 

year the sap is beginning to descend—the wounded 

branch soon heals—and the severe frosts, which 

would prove dangerous, through the wound, are 

yet at a considerable distance. The branch should 

be cut down to two good eyes, not reckoning the 

lowermost next the old wood, which is called the 

dead eye. Or, if you please, you may leave several 

eyes, which will furnish yon, the subsequent 

spring, with a greater number of shoots, from which 

to select the tvjo. best. 

Having now pruned your vine, you are direct¬ 

ed, by some, to a practice, which I believe is not 

known among us, either in this city or New-York. 

It is as follows : Carefully remove the dirt about 

4 inches down, from about the vine, and cut away 

all the upper roots which appear above that depth. 

These are called day roots, and must be taken aw^ay 
every fall, the first three years. They should not 

be cut olF close to the body of the vine, but about a 

straw^s breadth from it, so they shall not be so apt 
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to gro\v again. These upper or day roots greatly: 

weaken the vine, and hinder the lower roots from 

extending themselves, and from firmly fixing them¬ 

selves below, on which greatly depend the strength, 

durableness and fruitfulness of the vine. Beside, 

by these roots running deep, the vine is preserved 

from perishing in long tedious droughts. Let the 

foot of the vine remain open, to dry and harden, by 

the combined inlloence of the air, sun and cold— 

but it must be covered with the common mellow 

soil, when the hard frosts approach. This practice 

of exposure and excision must, as has been saiil, 

be repeated, at the same season, for the tv/o subse¬ 

quent years. i 

The only thing that remains, respecting this first 

year’s operation, is how to secure the vines daring 

the winter. In the city of Nevv^York they are suf¬ 

fered to remain above ground in the position they 

were trained. In colder climates and situatioas, 

we must lay them down and cover them with earth. 

The head of the vine, as well as the branches, 

should be covered ; a few inches of soil is however 

found sufficient to protect them during our iiardest 

winters. Other substances, such as short dry Utter, 

&c. might probably be used to advantage. It is 

said to endanger the life of the vine, to cover the 

head of it with ground. Mr. Antill lost a number 

by this management before he discovered the cause. 

The ground, he says^ in warm rains, moulds, and 

rots the vine. • Therefore he advises that the head 
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slioulcl be covered with chalF and short straw mlxed^ 

or with bog hay, or salt hay, or with horse litter 

tha.t is free from dung^ for the lieat of the dung, in 

warm rains or muggy weather, will mould and rot 

the vine. The cooler and dryer it is kept, the bet¬ 

ter. Upon these principles, the branch as well as 

the head of the vine would be preserved better, un¬ 

der the last mentioned substances, than under 

ground, however light and mellow. Careful ex¬ 

periment will be the best teacher. 

We have thus seen, what management the vine 

requires the first year. Similar must be the subset 

quent management. A few particular directions 

however shall be added. 

The second year’s growth should exhibit only 

two branches trained. When the mild weather of 

spring sets in, you uncover the vine. The good 

eyes will all shoot forth. Let them ail grow to the 

length of about eight inches before you select the 

two most proper and promising for training. Thus 

you will have an opportunity of making a choice 

from among several. If any one branch among the 

whole number, appears much more thrifty than the s 

rest, you may perhaps be tempted to save it ; but | 

let not your eye spare it : it will prove a mere thief | 

and robber. It will draw to itself the chief nour¬ 

ishment of the vine, it will starve its fellow branch, ! 
1-1 

and after all will bear but little fruit. You will re- 

member the universal rule, to keep the vine hum- j 
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fcle. You will therefore check this second year’s 

growth at about five feet, pinching ofi* the laterals^ 

See. at about four inches as before directed. In the 

fall, when the leaf begins to drop, you will proceed 

to trimming the vines. Now you have two main- 

branches to trim. Cut them down, to within 4 or 

5 good eyes of last year’s wood ; deal with the day 

roots as before, and guard your charge against the 

inclemency of winter. 

The third year will of course, present you, In 

the spring season, with two main branches, each 

furnished with 4 or 5 eyes. Proceed as before in 

the choice of the reserved shoots, training only two 

shoots ii'om each branch-—thus you will have four 

main branches this year, which will of course in¬ 

crease your labor, and call forth additional indus¬ 

try. With respect to cropping and pruning the 

vine, be careful always to observe such a manage¬ 

ment as shall check its aspiring nature, and keep it 

humble. Thus it will be more under your maniial 

government, and better protected from winds and 

cold. 

Nothing more need be said respecting the 

management of this year, than that, if you should 

observe considerable fruit in your vineyard, not to 

covet it~and therefore pinch off the little clusters. 

If you suffer your vines to bear at this early age^ 

you greatly debilitate them, and shorten their exis¬ 

tence. Their fruit also is less perfect ; and if you 
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stjlFcr your curiosity or avarice to tempt you to art 

infraction of this role, you will repent of it, but 

probably when it is too late. But as it is very 

natural to indulge the desire of tasting the fruit 

which one’s own hands have raised, you are per¬ 

mitted to keep some fruit upon each of the kinds of 

vine which shew it. Thus you may gratify your 

taste v/ithoLit materially injuring your vineyard. ^ 

In the fourth year, training again two branches, 

from each trained branch of the previous year, you 

will easily perceive that you will have eight branch¬ 

es growing,.under your care. This year you pro¬ 

ceed as before, humbling the vine, and proportion¬ 

ing its burdens of fruit, to its ability to bring what 

it bears to perfection. Many a blushing cluster 

will please your eye, and all will plead to be spar¬ 

ed. But attend to the rules given in the earlier 

stage of year vineyard, it is tmahle to ripen all the 

fruit it %villgenerally bear ; or if it were able, such | 

a practice would bring on premature weakness and 

decay. The treatment for future years must de^ 

pend upon your own judgment, which, if you shall i 

have carefully attended for four years, to the pre- | 

ceding rules and regulations, cannot fail to be suf* ; 

hciently enlightened, J 

I 
You will be pleased to take notice, that the I 

ground of your vineyard is to be kept continually | 

light, mellow, airy, and in proper heart. It should I 

not by any means become worse, after your vines | 
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^re planted, but ought yearly to improve. You 

^re therefore to keep the ground free from weeds 

and grass ; which are great enemies to vines. If 

-you have any litter, short straw and chalF, the 

shives of broken hemp or Hax, the chalFof flax-seed, 

the dust and chaff of buck wheat, and the straw 

trod fine by horses, when it is dry, any or all of 

these spread over your vineyard, after it is well 

hoed or ploughed and harrovv^ed, will keep down 

the grass and weeds, .preserve the .ground moist and 

mellow, and greatly prevent the good soil from 

washing away. If this he done the first three or 

Jour years^ it vnll greatly forward the mnes^ and it 

w^ili finally prepare the soil to produce good crops^ 

by keeping it loose, airy and mellow, in which 

vines greatly delight. 

You will easily perceive the necessity of plant¬ 

ing a nursery when you plant your vineyard, in or¬ 

der that every plant that dies may have a ready and 

thrifty successor, and no ground go to waste. Your 

cuttings for the nursery, should be selected and 

prepared with the same care as those for the vine¬ 

yard. They should be planted in even rows, at 

six inches distance, and the rows three feet asunder 

that they may be hoed and kept clean, and scatter 

some short straw and chaff along between the rows 

to keep the ground moist and the weeds down. Let 

the ground of your nursery be in good heart, but by 

BO means so rich as the soil of the vineyard ; if it 

is, when the plants are removed into the vineyard 
U 
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they will pine and dwindle, and seldom flourish and 

become fruitful. The reason of planting the cut¬ 

tings so close, in the nursery, is to prevent their 

shooting their roots too far into the ground, which 

would render them very difficult to take up without 

damaging the root, and more tedious to plant out. 

You ought not to plant too great a variety of 

vines in your vineyard, especially where you intend 

to make wine. A sensible writer says, that a vine¬ 

yard of one acre should contain only two sorts of 

grapes ; two acres, four sorts ; if it contained three 

or four acres, he would choose no greater variety.- 

But, if it contained six, eight or ten acres, an ad¬ 

ditional number might be admitted. But then the 

best kinds should be preferred, and those that do 

FiOt come in at the same time. If this rule be not 

observed, you will be overdiurried in time of vint¬ 

age, and run the risk of having some of the fruit 

spoil upon your hands. Or, if the season proved 

unfavorable, and some were cut off by the unfriend¬ 

liness of the weather, others, which ripened later, 

might escape the injury. But, whatever be your j 
choice, as to variety, be sure to plant each sort in a i 

■ distinct quarter by itself. j 

! 

You are also carefully directed not to hoe, dig, I 
plough or harrow in your vineyard, nor even to walk I 
in it, when the ground is wet—for this would only | 
tend to bake the soil, and make it stiff, hard, &:c. ; 

which you know is contrary to wdiat a vineyard I 
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ought to be. Neither should you disturb it, when 

the vine is blossoming. The reason of which will 

appear on reflection. Your vineyard also should be 

well fenced, to guard again'st the depredations of 

boys and base men, so that you may have as few 

obstacles as possible to your successful cultivation 

of the first of plants. 

Before the subject is dismissed, I would call 

your attention to the advantages which may be ex¬ 

pected from this elegant branch of husbandry. 

These arise from the great longevity of the vine, 

and the large profits^ which its successful cultiva¬ 

tion ensures. 

Though the vine appear but a feeble plant, and 

for support must depend upon some friendly aid ; 

yet, in strength and duration, it sometimes rivals 

the venerable monarch of the woods. Speechly 

quotes a passage from Evelyn^s Sylva, where men¬ 

tion is made of a vine, which v/as grown to that 

bulk and woodiness as to make a statue of Jupiter, 

and columns in Juno’s temples ; and where it is far¬ 

ther added, that the great doors of the cathedral at 

Ravenna, are made of vine-tree planks, some of 

which are 12 feet long and 15 inches broad—that 

Strabo speaks of a vine 12 feet in circumference ; 

and that Oliarus affirms, that he found many vines 

near the Caspian sea, the trunks of which were as 

big about as a man. Speechly^ p. 235, 
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With respect to i\\Qgreat age, to which the vine: 

may, under the most favorable circumstances of 

soil, climate and cultivation, attain, the same au¬ 

thor mentions one, at Northallerton, in Yorkshire, 

supposed to be 150 years old, and which once co¬ 

vered a space containing 137 square yards, (p. 242.) 

He mentions also, from Millar’s Gardiner’s Dic¬ 

tionary, that the vineyards, in some parts of Italy, 

will bold good above 300 years ; those of 100 years 

being called young. He adds also, that Pliny knew 

a vine in his time, which had arrived to the pro¬ 

digious age of 600 years, (p. 235.) From this mass 

of surprizing evidence, it is extremely probable, 

that vineyards in this country, planted in the most 

friendly soil, favored by eligible situations, and 

iiurtiired v/ith tender care, would probably be coe¬ 

val, at least, with a century. How far, in this res¬ 

pect, does the vine surpass the various species of 

stone fruit known among us ; which, as the peach, 

generally decay within a fourth part of that peri¬ 

od ! and how profitable, on this account, its cuiti^ 

vation i 

I PROCEED now, to form an estimate of the pe¬ 

cuniary advantages which, a well cultivated vine¬ 

yard, may be expected annually to afford ; but here 

I must regret the want of sufficient data, to make 

an accurate calculation. However, from the facts 

which have occasionally come to my knowledge, I 

am persuaded that the profit must be very great. A 

gentleman in the city of New^York, planted with 
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vines a small yard, (about 40 feet by 60) and, la 

their 5lh or 6th year, the grapes, which they pro¬ 

duced, were worth, at 2s, the pound, 200 dollars. 

Speedily to whom frequent reference has been 

made, says that a single vine near Ilford, in Essex, 

had, when the grapes sold for 5s sterling the pound, 

produced about 100, annually. In Albany and 

New York they are generally sold from 2s, to 2s^ 

the pound. If the quantity were increased twenty- 

fold, the price would not probably fall below fifty 

per cent. From these flicts, you may be able to 

form a probable estimate of the yearly income, 

which a single acre of fruitful and well cultivated 

vines would produce. At a moderate calculation, 

it would exceed 600 dollars. That those who re¬ 

side at a great distance from any city, may not, on 

that account, be deterred from pursuing this agree¬ 

able and profitable branch of husbandry, I am hap¬ 

py to mention, for their encouragement, that grapes 

put up in dry saw-dust or dry bran (gathered pro¬ 

bably before they are quite ripe) are imported from 

Europe into this country ; and that 1 have seen 

them in New-York in a state of great preservation. 

So that the vine*dresser might send his fruit to any 

part of the United State—to British America—to 

the West-Indies—and to other quarters of the 

globe. Btside, if he chose, he might turn his at¬ 

tention to the making and selling of wine. And it 
is almost certain, that it would be much more grate¬ 

ful and salutary, than li large portion of the mix^ 

tiire, which goes by that name, but which has been 
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adulterated with an infusion of disgusting, perhaps 

poisonous ingredients. For the method of manu¬ 

facturing winesy information may be obtained from 

Dictionaries, and especially the Encyclopedia ; al¬ 

so from Winterbotham, who, in his 3d voL (Hist. 

Amer,) details, what to me appears, a plain, sim¬ 

ple and rational process. Attempts should be made 

to manuficture wine also from the dilferent species 

of our wild American grapes, Spcechly encourages 

such an attempt. He says, (p, 264) Experience 

proves, that good bodied or generous wines can be 

made from grapes of an austere taste^ and that 

too, even before they are arrived at a state of ma- 

turity : But then wine, from such crude grapes, 

requires to be kept to a good age.’* When the 

vine grew wild in Sicily, the liquor which it affords 

ed was not grateful to the taste of the inhabitants : 

but, under the subsequent management of art, what 

a delightful change ; what rare improvement, did it 

r.ot sustain ! ^Why are not the vines of our own 

soil susceptible of equal improvement ? And why 

do we not, from their seed, produce new varieties, 

out of which we might select some, equal to the 

finest plants of Europe ? These would also possess 

the peculiar advantage of repelling the severe frosts 

of their native clime. When we reflect that the 

whole of our country lies within tlie vinous lati¬ 

tude, experiments faithfully made, and patiently 

pursued, promise the most splendid success. 
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My information on this subject, has been derlvecl 
from authors, and from my own limited observation 
I have consulted Speechly, the Encyclopedia, Win- 
terbotham (Am. hist. vol. 3.) the 1st vol. FennsyL 
Phil, trails, which contains a very intelligent trea¬ 
tise by Mr. Antill, particularly adapted to this 
country, and certain manuscripts. From these sour¬ 
ces, I have endeavored to collect the most valuable 
and necessary facts and precepts—to arrange then^ 
in proper order, and express them with the utmost 
plainness. 

Since writing the above, I have met with Mr» 
Forsyth’s treatise on fruit trees ; which is deser¬ 
vedly held in the highest estimation. And as his 
method of training and pruning the vine, is differ¬ 
ent from all premoiis practice^ I shall conclude this 
essay with certain extracts from his book. 

Observations and experiments on training and priuu 
ing vines.—Ytom Forsyth, p. 77. 

The foilov/ing is the method that I pursued with 
some vines which were planted against the piers of 
a south w^all. When I took them in hand, the 
fruit was so small and hard as to render it unfit to 
be sent to the tabic. The vines were trained up¬ 
right, which caused them to grow so luxuriantly 
that the sap flowed into the be an c he s instead of the 
FEU IT, 
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In the year 1789 I let two strong branches groW 

to their full length %mthout topping them in the sum¬ 

mer, In 1790 I trained them in a serpentine form, 

leaving about thirty eyes on each shoot, which pro¬ 

duced 120 bunches of grapes, weighing from one 

pound to one pound and a quarter each. The grapes 

ere fine and large ; while those produced from 

branches of the sameMne^ framed and pruned in the . 

old way, ’were bad natured grapes^ and not above 

twice the size ofi large currants. 

. 

More fully to prove the success attending this | 

expniment, I next year trained live plants in the | 

same way, allowing the shoots intended for bearing j 
wood, to rim to their/iz// length in summer^ without | 

topping them. In winter (in the fail or spring in j 

America) I trained them in a serpentine manner, j 

so as to fill the wall as regularly as possible. They i 

■were as productive as those in the former year. I 
! 
I 

After a three years trial I thought I was war- | 

ranted to follow the same practice with the whole ^ | 

and in the year 1793, I gathered 378 baskets of I 
grapes, about 31b. weight each-—the same vine hav- | 

ing the preceding year, produced only 56 baskets 

of the same weight, and those so bad and ill-ripen- ! 

ed, that they were not fit to be sent to the table.—> j 

Thus, without planting a single additional vine, ; 

this new method produced about seven times the | 

quantity according to the former method. ; 
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Although the above statement may appear like 

an exaggeration, it is strictly within the bounds of 
truth. And every one who will follow the direc¬ 
tions here given, has it in his power to prove the 
advantage that will accrue from this method of 
training. It may be proper to observe, that the 
shoots should be brought as near as possible from 
the bottom of the vine. 

On Primings, 
It is to be observed, that the wood must be 

strongs or the vine will produce small bunches.—> 
To obtain strong fine wood and large bunches, cut 
the branches down to three or four eyes, to have 
strong wood for next year. Vines bear their fruit 
on the wood that was produced the preceding year. 
If there be a great deal of old naked wood on them, 
as generally is the case, with some small weak 
shoots at the extremities, always cut them down as 
near to the ground as possible ; you will then ha^e 
no fruit for that year. Or, you may cut every oth¬ 
er shoot, leaving the old ones to produce some small 
grapes, as they were wont. The next year you 
will have plenty of fine wood, provided you take 
care to fasten up the strongest shoots, and pick off 
all the side shoots that are produced from the eyes, 
pinching them off with the finger and thumb, or 
cutting them out with a sharp penknife close to the 
hud or eye but never twist them i for by twisting 

* This contradicts the rule given bv others. See p. 142. 
W 
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them you will hurt the bud that produces the grapes 

next year. While you are careful to fasten the 

branches as they grow, never suffer them to run to¬ 

gether in a cluster and to mat, which will infalli¬ 

bly ruin them for bearing the succeeding year.— 

Top the shoots that have been trained in a serpen¬ 

tine manner, as soon as the grapes come to ihe size 

of very small green peas, a joint or two above ihe 

fruit ; but never top the leading shoots nor that which 

you intend should bear fruit ne^t year, 

I sHi^LL now give some directions for the second 

year’s pruning. I would never recommend the 

pruning of vines till the beginning of February.^ 

(March for America :) It is, however, very common 

with some, to begin pruning, soon after the fall of 

the leaf; but if the frost sets in before the wood is 

hard, in particular after wet summers and autumns^ 

it will be very much injured. I have frequently 

seen it almost killed after autumnal pruning. 

In pruning, always make choice of the strongest 

and largest branches, leaving them as long as you 

find the eyes good and plumpy and the wood sound ; 

but, by no means leave them when they become flat; 

as in that case, they seldom bear fruit ; and if they 

do, it will be very small. I never lay in any that 

has less than 15 and from that to 30 good eyes, ac¬ 

cording to the strength of the shoot, which will 

produce two bunches from every good eye, I have 

See page 143. 
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had 70 bunches from one shoot. The shoots that 

have borne fruit the preceding year should be cut 

out next year, except when you want to fill the 

wall, and the shoots are very strong. You will al¬ 

ways get plenty of fine healthy young wood, if you 

are careful in pruning—therefore never leave any 

but fine strong wood ; always cutting at the second, 

third, or fourth eye j remembering to rub the low¬ 

est bud oiF, and also that which comes out at the 

Joint between the new and last year’s wood. By 

these means, e^en these shortened shoots^ will bear 

as much fruit as they would in the common way of 

pruning : Beside which, you have the long branch¬ 

es of last year’s growth, trained also for bearing, 

Mr. Forsyth invariably applies a certain com¬ 

position after pruning vines, and all other species 

of fruit. For the invention of this composition, the 

British Parliament presented him with four thou¬ 

sand pounds 5 and subsequently, it was published 

for the good of the nation. He first applied it as a 

plaister, but afterward found it answer as well, to 

make it of the consistence of paint, and apply it to 

the pruned branch, with a painter’s brush. That 

this treatise may be rendered more perfect, and that 

the members of this society may have an opportu¬ 

nity to pursue Mr. Forsyth’s system ;; directions 

for making the composition, follow. 

I 
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Mr. Forsythes Composition. 

Take one bushel of fresh cow-clung, half a bush^ 

el of lime rubbish of old buildings (that from the 

ceiling of rooms is preferable) half a bushel of wood 

ashes, and a sixteenth part of a bushel of pit or ri¬ 

ver sand : the three last articles are to be sifted 

fine before they are mixed ; then work them well 

together with a spade, afterward Vi^ith a wooden 

beater, until the stuff is very smooths like fine 

plaister used for the ceilings of rooms. As the 

best way of using this composition, is found by ex¬ 

perience to be in a liquid state, it must be redu¬ 

ced to the consistence of pretty thick paint, by miX“ 

/ ing it up with a sufficient quantity of urine and 

soap-suds, and laid on with a painter’s brush.-— 

Then take a quantity of dry powder of wood ashes, 

mixed with a sixth part of the same quantity of the 

ashes of burnt bones ; put it into a tin box, with 

holes in the top, and after the composition has been 

applied, as above directed, shake the powder on its 

surface, till the whole is covered over with it, let¬ 

ting it remain for half an hour, to absorb the moist¬ 

ure ; then apply more powder, rubbing it on gent- 

ly with the hand, and repeating the application of 

the powder, till the whole applied composition be-> 

comes a dry smooth surface. 

If any of the composition be left for a future oc-. 

casion, it should be kept in a tub, or other vessel i 

and urine of any kind poured upon it, so as to co- 
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ver the surface ; otherwise the atmosphere will 

greatly hurt the efficacy of the application. 

Where lime rubbish of old buildings cannot be 

easily got, take pounded chalk, or common lime^ 

after having been slaked a month at least. 

LETTER 

TROM THE HON. R. R. LiVIN G STON, TO EzRA 

L‘Hommedieu, ESq. 

Dated^ Paris^ 1th Nov, 1803. . 

Dear sir, 

I HAVE written you two letters, but I have not 

had the satisfaction of learning whether they have 

reached you. It is probable, that by the time this 

finds its way to you, the agricultural society will be 

about to assemble, and as I shall under every cir» 

cumstance feel am interest in their prosperity, I 

could wish to have been able to collect such infor¬ 

mation as might be useful to them : But I fear that 

this wish will be very imperfectly answered in what 

I am enabled to offer. The fact is, that the life of 

a public man in Paris affords very little leisure.— 

Business, ceremony, society, that your duty, your 

improvement, your pleasures lead you into, occupy 

every moment ; and perhaps it is the only place in 

the world in which a man is never at a loss for 

something to do. I have indeed availed myself of 

the few days that I could be spared from Paris, to ^ 
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nm over Flanders., Holland,and some of the southern 

departments of France. I have skirted Piedmont, 

Switzerland and the Alps. But in travelling by 

post your motion is too rapid to let you examine any 

thing 'thoroughly ; this applied more particularly 

to me who was compelled to see what I did see in 

the least possible time. 

Instead therefore of giving you anything like a 

regular detail, I will pray you to accept hasty and 

desultory remarks. It is however very satisfactory 

to be enabled to assure you, that from what I have 

seen, I have no reason to think that the farmers of 

our state, or those to the east of the Chesapeake 

have much to learn from those of Europe, notwith^ 

standing the idle boasts of travellers that visit our 

country. 

Houses, 

Through the greater part of France that I have 

visited, the houses are made of a w^hite stone, that 

underlays almost the whole of the country in vari¬ 

ous directions ; where this is wanting, timber, 

plaister, and in some few places brick is used : upon 

houses of this kind no observations are necessary, 

but those which relate to their distribution ; they 

are generally large for farm houses, and commonly 

have good rooms in the second story. But what 

contributes to their size, is, that it is almost a uni¬ 

versal practice to annex the stable to the house, so 

that the farmer goes directly from the room he lives 
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in, into that which his horses and cattle inhabit; a© 

these are stabled (at least for the night) both summer 

and winter, you will easily believe that this fashion 

does not contribute much to neatness or cleanliness. 

And indeed as the French houses are all collected 

in villages, and those villages more irregularly built 

than you can well conceive, and the streets ex¬ 

tremely narrow and encumbered with the dung of 

their cattle—their villages are in general very dir» 

ty ; to this however there are some exceptions, par¬ 

ticularly in Flanders, and in the new built villages. 

Where slate is to be got, the houses are covered with 

it; where it is not, which is commonly the case^ 

they are thatched with rushes. The thatch is very 

thick, and extremely well laid, and would certainly 

make the best of roofs, were it not for the melan¬ 

choly accidents by lire that it occasions 5 these are 

very frequent, and when they do happen it is seh- 

dom that a single house in a village escapes. I 

have seen in Franche-Comte a large extent of coun¬ 

try, where the houses were covered with stones 

which are thin and iiat, but not so thin as not to 

form a very heavy roof, when laid as these were in 

the manner of tile, and considering that the walls of 

the houses were made of the same small stone, I 

think it required some degree of courage to live in 

such shackling quarries. In the Alps, the houses 

are covered with shingles, put together without 

nails, and confined by a pole laid across every se¬ 

cond or third layer, and kept down by fiat stones. 

Thro’ ail that i saw of Piedmont, and the Pays de 
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Yaud, the barn and stables were annexed to the 

bouse, and in many of them, tho’ large and con-^ 

venient, there was no other chimney than a scuttle 

of boards above the roof, through which the smoke 

finds its way as in our wigwams. In the villages^ 

however^ chimneys were generally used. 

I SHALL annex the plan of a good house, that of 

the post-master’s which I sketched upon Mount Ju¬ 

ra, which resembles most of those I saw in the Pays 

de Valid. I have also observed in Normandy a 

mode of building that might be usefully practised 

when building stone is scarce, and brick dear.:—= 

The corners are run up with brick in the usual 

mode. But above and below the windows, and in 

ether parts of the wall, which sustain the least pres¬ 

sure, a thill ivall is built with small fiat stones, over 

which again is a course or two of brick, on which 

the window frame is set, so that the wall is pannel- 

led with brick and stone ; when finished the stone is 

covered with mortar and sometimes painted ; as the 

brick projects over the stone and plaistenit never peels 

or comes off, and thus forms a much handsomer front 

than the brick alone would do, while by this means 

one third of the brick are savedo But what princi-. 

pally leads me to touch upon the subject of farm 

houses, is to give you an account of the houses in 

the neighborhood of Lyons, and through a very ex-, 

tensive country where they have no good building 

stone ; since I think it will afford a very useful 

hint to farmers who are in similar circumstances. 
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These bouses are built of earth, m the following 

manner. First, a stone wall is built about 18 inches 

or two feet high, a box is then prepared of boards 

roughly plalfied with ah end piece, these are about 

three feet deep, kept about 14 inches apart at the 

bottom and top by three pieces of joist, ;^hich form 

a frame, and united by three other pieces of wood, 

which are framed into the bottom pieces, and uni¬ 

ted at the top by ropes which are, drawn tight by 

twisting a stit^k in it,-a$ is dbne.iu o hand saws. ' 

(The annexed drawing will best explain my mean¬ 

ing ) This franie;is|)laeed:upon the wall, and earth' 

taken a foot below the surface, or any greater depth,, 

without any other than its natural moisture, except 

in extreme dry weather; two men get into the frame 

with beetles of wood that have a sharp edge, while 

a third throws in the earth ; they beat it together 

till it becomes as harcl as stone, and when the box 

is filled they loosen the ropes, t^ke out the joists, 

and move it along, the wall i the corners are form¬ 

ed by putting in the Cnd piece. The partition walls 

are made like those of the front. When the whole 

is finished the holes made by the joists that passed 

through the walls are filled up; for at every new 

layer, holes must be cut to admit the joist, and the 

joining covered with mortar ; so that the wiible ex¬ 

hibits the form of, a house built of stones of three 

feet high and six feet long. It is: not necessary to 

cover these houses with plaister, since they will 

stand the frost and rain without it ; many are now 

standing of upwards of 100 years old, though in 
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general they have a thin coat of plaister, and are 

painted in fresco, so as to resemble in every respect 

very beautiful stone houses. You will be surpri¬ 

sed, that not only the common farm houses, but 

most of the gentlemen’s country hoi^ses, in the 

neighborhood of Lyons, are built in this way. That 

few are under two and some of them three story 

high, and tho’ the walls are only fourteen inches 

(French measure) thick, are covered with tile roofs. 

The barns and garden walls are also built in this 

manner ; every species of earth is proper for this 

work except pure sand, or pure clay ; almost every 

admixture of one with the other in any proportions, 

answers the purpose. At Lyons the earth is gravel 

mixed with what we should call a loam^ in the pro¬ 

portion of at least one half gravel. The extreme 

cheapness of these buildings, the facility with which 

they are made, their warmth, their security against 

fires, recommend them so strongly, that I shall 

make myself complete master of the art before I 

come over, and teach it to niy countrymen ; there 

is another way of making them, that I have seen 

practised, in which mode, very handsome pillars 

may be made for piazzas, &c. A mould is made 

in strong timber of the form in which you wish 

your stone for building, in this the earth is rammed 

till it becomes as hard as marble, when it dries a 

little, it shrinks so as to come out of the mouldy 

though it is best to make the mould in two pieces, 

and confine it between strong timber, or by sinking 

it into the earth. Thus you have cut stone which 
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yoiir hands make under a shed in rainy weather^ 

with which you build as well as with other stone* 

A man will make 30 stones a day of 14 French 

inches square ; this, where stone is scarce and dear, 

may often be of use. If the mould is round, you 

form stones for columns, which when covered with 

plaister, in every respect resemble stone, and are as 

hard as marble; this stone will make more wall 

than 1000 bricks if the brick wall is 18 inches t 

1000 bricks are with us, I believe, five dollars, be¬ 

sides the expense of cartage, and the greater quan¬ 

tity of lime and workmanship in building the wallj 

this difference will pay for giving the earthen wall a 

coat of plaister, which will render it as durable 

and more beautiful than brick. 

Ploughs, 

WiTii w^hatever plough the work is done in 

France, the ploughing is much more perfect than 

with us, nothing can be more even than the fur^ 

rows, and where the soil requires it, the water fur¬ 

rows are well cut, cleared and drawn out occasion¬ 

ally with a spade or hoe. Through great part of 

the country, the most common plough is an enor¬ 

mous large wheel plough, the wheels higher than 

the fore wheels of our waggons, and the fin of the 

plough very broad ; this is drawn by three horses, 

commonly two to the beam, and one leader. I 

have seen some few foot ploughs, but they are not 

common ; they break up in French Flanders, and 

indeed in many other parts of France with a double 
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finned plouglu, which has a moveable mould board 

fixed on a hook at the share, and by a pin at the 

broad end, which passes through the mouldboard 

and into the beam ; when they come to the end of 

the furrow, instead of making a land, they shift the 

mould board, which is done very quickly, and has 

the advantage of throwing the furrows all one way, 

Th^ usual course of ploughing, is to break up w’ith 

this plough ; then to cross plough with the large 

plough ; then to go over the ground with the first 

described plough, but with two mould boards, 

which leaves the land in ridges ; then to split the 

ridges with the same plough ; afterwards to lay the 

furrows one way, with the plough with the move- 

able mould board. When the side of a hill is 

ploughed, the furrows are not straight, but waved 

as the hill is, so as to prevent the water from running 

too rapidly and harming the furrows. The bar- | 

rows are commonly of wood, but as the ground is j 
thoroughly ploughed, and free from stone, they ; 

work very well. In the Lyonnais and many of the | 

southern parts of France, as well as in Piedmont, j 

oxen are generally used for the plough and other | 

draft. They all draw by the horns, and have only 

a very light yoke to keep up the pole of the waggon, 

for they use waggons for them instead of carts. . 

The draft oxen are in general smaller than our 

Connecticut cattle, and are for the most part creani 

coloured or red. It is very common too, to see ! 

cows worked in the same manner as the oxen, and I 
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particularly among the Alps, and certainly is good 

husbandry in small dairy farms, and perhaps in any 

farms when harvest or seed time calls for addition¬ 

al teams, 

Grass grounds. 

Of these I have seen very little in France, the 

whole country in every direction that I have travel¬ 

led, is under grain, except a few watered meadows 

upon the rivers, and in the hilly country of the 

Alps and Lyonnais. Artificial grasses are much 

less common than I had reason to expect from 

what I have seen written on the husbandry of this 

country ; clover is by no means so common as it 

generally is in our state, since the use of gypsum ; 

lucerne is more common, and near Paris very good ; 

but the culture is not so extensive as I had expect¬ 

ed, nor do I recollect to have seen more than 4 

acres together any v/here in France. Sainfoin is 

cultivated upon the sandy or gravelly soils, and 

yields more than any other grass I am acquainted 

with, would do, upon the same soil ; these grasses 

are generally broke up once in eight or nine years, 

when they are found greatly to have enriched the 

ground. In v/hat I say of grass grounds, I should 

except the country upon the Loire, from Nantes 

nearly to Orleans, which is, without exception, the 

finest country I ever saw, and alike productive of 

grass and grain ; the low or interval land extends 

along the river for the length of near fifty miles. 
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Tobacco 

Is cultivated in many parts of Flanders and 

bant^ but either from the climate, or not understand^ 

ing the culture or the mode of curing it, it has lit^ 

tie flavor-—what I saw looked pale and sickly. It is 

cured not in the shade, biit by hanging against the 

houses, at least I saw much of it in that state. 

Poppies, 

Poppies are cultivated throughout the whole of 

Flanders, in very large quantities ; they are appli¬ 

ed to the making of oil, which approaches olive oil 

so nearly, as to be used for the adulteration of it 

without being easily detected ; all other oils, ei¬ 

ther require more or less cold than olive oil to con¬ 

geal them ; that of poppies congeals at the same 

temperature. It certainly would be an object wor¬ 

thy the attention of the society to make some ex¬ 

periments on this culture. Since the oil is better 

than that which we receive from Florence, which 

is generall}^ spoilt before it reaches us They are 

sown in broad-cast thin, and stand till they are quite 

ripe, v;hen they are cut and put in bundles and car¬ 

ried home when dry. 

Hemp 

Is also raised through all France, tho’ in gener¬ 

al, even in Flanders, it is much smaller than ours, 

but then it must be considered, that it is sown very 

thick and supplies the place of hax, of which I have 

seen very little in France ; the stem of the hemp is 
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seldom thicker than a quill, except in Flanders, 

where it is larger. It is not usually broke as ours 

is, with the brake, but after it is rotted, the women 

break and strip separately every stem with their 

hands, which leaves the line very long and free 

from chips ; tho’ this would seem a tedious pro¬ 

cess, yet they do it very rapidly, and it employs 

them as they stand at their doors or walk. 

Indian Corn, 

A GREAT deal of it is raised in Champagne and 

Burgundy, but the culture does not do them great 

honor, whether it is owing to the soil or want of, 

proper cultivation ; I saw very little that one of out; 

farmers would not have been ashamed of. What 

is very singular, it is almost a general practice to 

sow hemp among the corn, either promiscuously or 

in rows ; the male hemp I presume is plucked out 

early, for what I saw standing among the corn the 

latter end of September, was all female hemp, left^ 

for seed. 

Vines. 

In the neighborhood of Paris, are many vine¬ 

yards, but the wine is of inferior quality. The 

manner of cultivating the vines, differs in different 

parts of France ; in some places I have seen it led 

into fruit trees, and trained from tree to tree ; in 

others it is kept short, and is not supported by 

sticks, but then the vineyard must be old, so that 

the stem has sufficient strength to support itself.— 
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The general practice inChampaigne and Burgundy, 

is, to sulFer the vines to acquire no greater height 

than two feet, or two feet and a half, and to support 

them by small sticks ; these are taken up on the 

autumn and laid in heaps ; at this season too, the 

vine is trimmed, and the prunings preserved for 

fewel ; early in the spring the ground is carefully 

labored',^ and this labor continues at different sea¬ 

sons in so much as to leave the vineyard always 

free from weeds; the sticks are then put in, and the 

vines tied to them by withes of osier ; thro’ the 

whole summer they are tended, the suckers pluck¬ 

ed out, and the ends of the branches plucked off, 

so as to keep them at the height I have mentioned» 

The vines are planted in rows about three feet a- 

part, and about two in the rows. From the little 

height that they are suffered to gain, I see no great 

trouble in covering them as they do in Germany in 

the wdnter, with a little earth, in which case they 

might be cultivated in the state of New-York ; the 

severity of the winter being the only difficulty we 

have to encounter—my own experience at Cler¬ 

mont, having convinced me, that the grape looses 

none of its size or flavor, from being transported to 

Its. The vineyards in the wine countries occupy 

much less space than you would imagine, it being 

the universal practice, never to place them but on 

the declivity of a hill ; the flat ground is always ap¬ 

plied to corn or grass ; the. labor they require, and 

the riches they impart, always produce a village or 

town in the neighborhood of a large vineyard.— 
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Nor have I ever seen from ten to forty acres of 

vineyard without this accompanyment. At Arbois 

in Franche Comte, the best wine of a particular 

species is made from the grape, after the frost has 

touched it, and so also (as I am informed by count 

Rumford) is the best wine made in Germany. This 

fact perhaps might enable us to make good wine 

from our frost grape, from which I have indeedi 

made some that is now seven years old, is a strong, 

rich, but hard wine ; perhaps had the frost passed 

over the grape, might have lost this imperfection. 

The manner in which the wine is made differs from 

what I had supposed, and may be usefully commu¬ 

nicated to those who wish to try experiments upon 

the grapes of our country. 

The grapes when gathered are put into very 

large vats, without being broken or pressed ; the 

vats are shut up so as to be kept at a certain 

temperature ; here they ferment and break, the 

juice runs out; this is drawn off and carried in the 

neighborhood of Paris, in baskets of withes (which 

are made so tight as to hold water) to the cask, 

where it undergoes a further fermentation, which 

is stopped at a proper period, this makes the wine 

of the first quality. When no more will run, men 

go naked into the vat, and stamp the grapes with 

their feet, what is drawn off from this is very in¬ 

ferior ; after which they press the grapes, which 

makes the last and worst quality, and is generally 

the perquisite of the ’^igneron, 
Y 
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It might be worth an experiment to determine 

what wine our grapes would produce by this pro¬ 

cess. All, I believe, who have hitherto made wine 

in the United States, pressed the grapes in the first 

instance, which would not make good wine even 

from the best grapes* 

It might also be useful to try what the effect 

would be of making cyder by sufiering the pumice 

to ferment, and separating the cider of that running 

from what comes off by pressure. 

There are some other subjects that I would 

wish to touch upon, but I have not leisure to add to 

the length of this, in any other way than by expres¬ 

sing my hope, that you have not suffered the useful 

occupations in which you were engaged, to lan¬ 

guish ; but that the improvements of the society 

have kept pace with the rapid improvements of the 

country. 

Present me respectfully to them as a body, and 

affectionately to my particular friends among theni^ 

and believe me, 

Dear sir, 

With much esteem, 

Your most ob’t, 

Humble servant. 

ROB. R. LIVINGSTON. 

The bon, ilfr. L’Hommedieu, Vice-presi ? 

dent of the Society for Agriculture^ 5 



To the President of the Society for the promotion of 

Agriculture^ Arts and Manufactures^ 

Sir, 

ITH great pleasure I subjoin an abstract of 

a letter of the 23d of Sept, last, from the honorable 

Robert R, Livingston, the American minister at 

the court of France ; (having formerly had a con¬ 

versation with him on the practicability of so 

ing a boat, as that it would beat to windward with 

great expedition on the ice ; he has gratified me by 

an accurate description of one he saw in Holland, 

as a proof, that my ideas on the subject were 

not barely imaginary ;) supposing that the subject 

thereof will come within the objects of the societyo 

I am, sir, with every consideration 

Of respect and esteem. 

Your most obedient servant, 

GILBERT LIVINGSTON, 

Poughkeepsie, Jan, 28, 1803. 

‘‘ At Amsterdam I saw a beautiful ice boat in 

the navy yard, mounted ; I took a sketch of it, from 

which I shall endeavor to describe it. A thick 

plank ten feet long was placed at each end, and 

upon a runner of 28 inches long, these runners 

were segments of a circle, being 8 inches deep at 

the centre, and run to a point at the board ; they 

were shod with iron about one third of an inch 

thick, and half an inch high without the wood into 

which it was sunk, as is usual in skates. The boat 
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differed in nothing from a common keel boat (tho^ 
a flat one would be better) except that at the stern a 
false keel or runner was placed, turned up before, 
and perpendicular behind, touching only about two 
indies, so as to bring the boat nearly to a level 
when on the boards, and support her back parts ; 
the board that was to support the front of the boat, 
was one third of the length from below, and direct¬ 
ly under the mast ; the rudder of the boat was of 
the usual form, except that the irons were reversed, 
as the pressure was from below, and was shod with 
iron, that was not however as sharp as I should 
have expected. The boat was 12 feet long, and 
was strongly fixed by a cradle and screws passing 
through her bottom into the board. The mast was 
thirty-six feet long, and supported not only by the 
usual stepping, but by shrouds that were fixed not 
to the boat, but to the ends of the planks that co¬ 
vered the runners. The boom was eleven feet long ; 
by this you may judge of the size of the sail, which 
was increased by a foresail (or jib) the stay passing 
from the mast to the end of a bowsprit ; both to¬ 
gether were much more than could have been car-. 
ried with safety on the water. You will easily see 
from the form of the runners and the few points on 
which they touch, that the slightest matter will steer 
this boat, so that it is not necessary to have the 
rudder very sharp. 

Bo ATS of this kind and form will sail within two 
points of the wind, and they assured me that with a 
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moderate breeze they went thirty-six miles an hour, 

which I can readily believe from the sail they car¬ 

ry, and the little resistance they meet with ; they 

stop them by throwing them in the wind. They 

say they are not attended with the smallest danger. 

Indeed I cannot see how they can upset.— Snow 

upon the ice, unless very deep, will not prevent the 

use of them, tho’ it may impede their velocity. 

I HAVE given you this description, my dear sir, 

from a belief that it would give you pleasure, and 

that it might be rendered useful upon our river; 

particularly when the ice is not strong enough to 

bear horses, either for the crossing a ferry, or ma¬ 

king a journey, or even for the transportation of 

boards from Albany to Fishkill, during the winter, 

for they may be made of any size, when they are to 

sail only before the wind ; because in that case 

there would be no strain on the runners but the 

weight. 

“ If you should find this account sufficiently im¬ 

portant you will be pleased to send an extract of 

this letter to the society for useful arts, agricul¬ 

ture, &c. in whose prosperity I continue to inter¬ 

est myself.” 
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A COMMUNICATION 

TO THE SOCIETY FOR THE PROMOTION OF USE*. 

FUL ARTS, RESPECTING THE USE OF THE 

PLANTS OF INDIAN CORN, AS A SUBSTITUTE 

FOR HAY. 

Mtj Doctor ROMAYME, 

It is often important to farmers to have a substio 

lute for hay in dry seasons, when the ordinary crop 

is deEcient. In the south of France, this is done 

by sowing Indian corn, and after a growth of about 

2 feet high, it is cut down and cured as hay. It is 

well known that the plant of Indian corn requires 

no great quantity of moisture to favor its growth. 

In this state, in the month of July or even August, 

indian corn may be sowed on ploughed ground, 

and after obtaining a growth of about two feet, it 

may be mov/cd and used as ordinary hay. 

Albany, March Wth^ 1807. 

LETTER 

FROM R. R. Livingston, president of the so¬ 

ciety, TO Dr. De Witt, on the subject of 

CARRIAGE SPRINGS. 

Clermont^ 26th Nov* 1806. 

Dear sir, 

I FORGOT when I had the pleasure of seeing 

you, to mention an invention which might, if per¬ 

fected, be rendered of very general utility. While 
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at Paris I ordered a carriage for the purpose of try¬ 

ing it, but I was called away by the sailing of my 

ship, before I could execute it. The object of it 

was to contrive some better springs for carriages^ 

than those now in use. Every body knows the u- 

tility of springs in saving the traveller from fatigue, 

and the carriage from being jolted to pieces ia 

rough roads. But it is not so generally known, 

that they enable a horse to go through his work 

with much less fatigue—could they therefore be 

adapted to farming carts, they would be found ex¬ 

tremely useful. The springs, of carriages now in 

use, are made either of wood, or iron. The first 

is too weak, or too clumsy ; the last is not only 

expensive, but heavy, and liable to rust, and above 

all, to snap in very cold weather. Springs of ei^ 

ther of these materials have one common and great 

inconvenience, that of not being able to adjust 

themselves to the different weights that are placed 

upon them. If they are so stiff as to bear a heavy 

burden, they have no elasticity under a light one^ 

or if they spring under a small pressure, they break 

under a heavy one. This circumstance greatly 

limits their utility. To wood and iron I would 

therefore substitute the lightest, the cheapest, and 

the most elastick of all substances—air. This 

can never break, and its spring will always be pro¬ 

portioned to the weight that it acts upon. Place a 

carriage box upon the pistons of four brass tubes, 

each containing twenty inches of air. If these 

were four inches deep, it would require 295ib, to 
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sink the pistons two inches, and four tltnes that 

weight, or 11801b. to sink them three inches, and 

upwards of a tun weight to bring them ^ an inch 

lower ; in every case the spring would continue to 

act with a force proportionate to the pressure. If a 

greater motion in the spring is required, let the 

tubes be deeper. If 8 inches deep the motion un¬ 

der equal pressure, will be the double of those I 

have mentioned. There are various ways in which 

these springs may be adapted to carriages. Of 

these, perhaps the cheapest, and the best, would 

be, two planks united by leather dressed in oil, 

and covered with elastick gum, so as to be perfect¬ 

ly air tight. For a chair, four bladders soaked in 

oil and covered whh strong leather, in the way of a 

foot ball, would make a cheap and excellent spring. 

The leather should be put on before the bladder is 

blown up, so that it may be smaller than the blad¬ 

der, and press them strongly in every part ; this 

would keep them from breaking or loosing any air 

when strained. These balls should be confined in 

boxes, that fit to their lower diameters, and over 

tliese the thorough braces that hold the chair should 

pass, and be fastened to the bars before and behind 

the chair ; this would not only render such a car¬ 

riage much lighter than those now in use, but by 

simplifying the machinery under it, also much 

cheaper. You will judge of the utility of my in¬ 

vention by an experiment I have already made. In 

travelling from Paris to Naples, we were three of 

us, with oiiicli baggage in my coach ; my springs 
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Were English, and of the best quality ; though we 

travelled post with six, and sometimes eight hor¬ 

ses, over paved and broken roads, sometimes hard 

frozen ; they never absolutely broke, but w^ere con¬ 

stantly giving way, sometimes three or four plates 

would crack, sometimes the iron that supported 

them would break, and at other times they would 

tear and wreck the wood to w^hich they were fast¬ 

ened ; scarce a day passed that we were not com¬ 

pelled to have some repairs made, tho’ we strength¬ 

ened them with cords and thin slips of wood, as 

much as possible. On my return from Naples, 

they underwent a complete repair at Rome ; the 

defective plates were taken out and new ones put 

in; they w^ere covered with wood, and the whole 

carefully corded, a precaution without which no 

iron springs will stand travelling post, a thousand 

or fifteen hundred miles ; particularly as the post¬ 

illions instead of having any mercy upon them, do 

all in their power to break them. When they en¬ 

ter or leave a town or village, the pavement of which 

is generally extremely broken, they snap their whips 

in such a way as to bring all the inhabitants to their 

doors and windows, and put their horses upon full 

gallop, to shew their address in driving. Before I 

got to Bologne, I found new repairs necessary, and 

I began to fear that no repairs would enable me 

to complete my journey through Germany with the 

same carriage. This determined me to try the fol¬ 

lowing experiment. At Bologne they make foot 

balls of asses skin dressed in oil, and containing 
z 
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some oil to keep them supple. I purchased four 

of these, and after covering them with calf-skin^ 

placed them between the two folds of the thorough 

braces behind, and before, where the screw springs 

are sometimes placed. These exceeded myiex- 

pectation. Tho’ I travelled in the months of Febru¬ 

ary and March, when the roads were at their worst, 

through a considerable part of Italy, through the 

Tirol and Germany, and through the paved roads 

of France, by the way of Stratsburgh to Paris, a 

journey of many hundred miles, not a spring gave 

w^ay, nor did any part of the carriage break, tho’ I 

found before I arrived at Munich, that the air had 

escaped from one of the balloons that was placed 

under the front spring. The motion of the coach 

was also much easier than it had been before the 

application of the foot balls. 

Perhaps springs of this kind might be adjust¬ 

ed to saddles, so as to render the motion of a hard 

trotting horse as easy as that of a Narraganset. Air 

cushions would be admirably adapted to the seats 

of the common Dutch waggon. These might per¬ 

haps be made out of the stomach of an ox or horse, 

well tanned and dressed in oil, and blown up to 11- 

atmosphere, or 221b. pressure upon a square inch. 

Nor could a lighter, or warmer coverlid for beds be 

contrived than silk, rendered by elastick gum im¬ 

penetrable to air, and stuffed with that material. I 

do not think it impossible even to make beds of it. 

And I sincerely wish it was effected, if it was only 
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to relieve our poor geese from the horrible torture 

our luxury makes them undergo. 

I am, dear sir, 

With esteem, 

Your most ob’t humble serv’t. 

ROB. R. LIVINGSTON. 

Benj. De Witt, Esq. Secretary 

to the society for useful arts^ 

METHOD 

OF PREVENTING SMUT IN WHEAT, 

By EZRA L^HOMMEDIE U, Vice-President of the Society- 

In the first volume of the transactions of this so» 

ciety, there is a communication of experiments 

made in England, to prevent the smut in wheat. 

This has been tried in our western country to good 

effect. A farmer in Montgomery county informed 

me, that the publication had been some thousand 

dollars advantage to the town he lived in ; they 

there soaked their seed wheat in lie, as recommen^ 

ded in the experiments published. For three years 

past, in the county of Suffolk, the wheat has been 

subject to smut, which was never known before.-— 

The soaking the seed wheat in lie or lime water 

was recommended, which had a good effect, and 

prevented the smut the next harvest. Finding that 

it was usual with English farmers to soak their 

wheat in brine, to prevent smut, which was not 
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mentioned in experiments, in the communication^ 

and which took its rise from a vessel’s being strands 

ed on the English coast, loaded with wheat, the 

grain was purchased by farmers for seed, as it 

would not answer for grinding ; and it was found 

that the wheat from this seed was not blasted.— 

This mode of soaking the seed wheat in strong 

brine, was also recommended to the farmers in Suf¬ 

folk county ; and it has hitherto been found equal¬ 

ly beneficial as soaking it in lie or lime water.— 

Soaking the seed wheat in pickle, is less trouble for 

the farmer, than soaking it in lie or lime water 

In many parts of the country, all farmers have not 

lime, and it is considerable trouble to make the 

lie for the purpose only of soaking the wheat, when 

every farmer has brine in his beef or pork barrels, 

which will answer all the purposes without being 

clarified ; and after the wheat is sufficiently soaked, 

the remainder will not be lost, and may be return¬ 

ed to the barrels from whence it was taken. If the 

brine is strong, 12 or 15 hours will be sufficient.—» 

After it is taken from the brine, it will be best to 

spread it on a barn or other floor, and sift over it 

as much ashes or lime, as will be sufficient to pre¬ 

vent the kernels of wheat from sticking together. 

No doubt the plaister of Paris will be preferable 

where the wheat is sown out of the influence of the 

salt air. 
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DESCRIPTION 

OF A LATE DISEASE IN FLAX, ON LONG-ISLAND. 

% £ZRA UHOMMEDIFM, Vice-jxreddcnt of the Society. 

J^\.BOUT four years ago the flax in Bridgehamp- 

ton and part of Southampton, in the county of Suf¬ 

folk, was said to be struck with a mildew ; the next 

year the flax was more injured, and the disorder ex¬ 

tended at the distance of eight or ten miles ; it has 

since extended all over the eastern part of the 

county, so that there is but very little flax raised.— 

Since I have been in this city, I am informed by 

persons from Richmond and Pittsfield, towns in 

Massachusetts, that last year the same disorder 

appeared among their flax. It is very extraordi¬ 

nary, that you cannot observe any injury done to 

the flax while it is yet green ; but as soon as the 

stalk becomes dry, you see a small black speck, 

about the bigness of a pin’s head, a little above the 

middle of the stalk; and in some instances, a small 

black streak of about half an inch or more, pro¬ 

ceeding from the black speck. When' the fia^t 

comes to the crackle or brake, all the stalks which 

have those black specks break off* and become use¬ 

less. I am fully of opinion that this disorder is no 

mildew, as has generally been supposed, but occa¬ 

sioned by some insect not yet discovered, it 

would be very extraordinary, that a mildew should 

strike the stalk of the flax only in one or two points 
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about the middle, and in some pieces more, and 

some less, and that this mildew should continue 

from year to year, and gradually extend further and 

further from the place where it was first discovered. 

It may be remarked, that the Hessian fly was first 

discovered at a place in King’s county, and exteii« 

ded from thence year by year, at about double the 

distance of this mildew, as it is called. I believe 

these black spots on the stalks of the flax, to pro¬ 

ceed from the sting of an insect, which lets out the 

sap or juice, which rots the flax in that part, and 

makes the streak, in many instances, from the 

black speck. I meant last year to have discovered 

this insect if any such there were ; and for that 

purpose frequently viewed the flax in its growth, 

but could observe no black spots or streaks on the 

stalks ; all looked well ; I concluded my flax was 

not affected or injured—but on its changing colour^ 

the black spots and streaks from the same appear¬ 

ed, and the crop was lost. 

If this is occasioned by an insect, as I make no 

doubt it is, I can devise no means to prevent it.—> 

It will, however, be worth while, critically to ob¬ 

serve the flax in the different stages of its growth, 

and if possible discover the insect. The loss of 

the crops of flax in that part of the country, is be¬ 

come a serious calamity, as those lands were well 

calculated for that production, and large quantities 

were raised and exported ; at present, most farmers 

are obliged to purchase their linen or flax from 
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Other parts of the country, where the insect or mil¬ 

dew has not extended. 

Albany^ March 1807. 

LETTER 

FROM R. R. Livingston to Dr. B. De Witt. 

Clermont, 7ih April, 1807. 

Dear sir, 

HE following piece of farming intelligence ap¬ 

pears to me sufficiently important to deserve a place 

in our work, 

Mr. Smadis, a respectable farmer at Rhinebeck, 

told me, that he had kept all his hogs in good or¬ 

der this year, upon no other food than clover hay. 

The hay was cut, and then boiled, and given with 

the liquor in which it was boiled, to his hogs. It 

may be proper to mention, that his hay is preserv¬ 

ed by being salted ; a quart of salt to a load of hay. 

His mode of making the hay, is, to cut it and leave 

it in wind rows about six hours, then to put it in 

small cocks ; the next day about noon to open the 

cocks, and before night to ride it home, and sprin¬ 

kle it with salt, in the proportion I have mention¬ 

ed, which he says keeps it green and juicy all the 

year. He took the hint, be says, for feeding his 

hogs in this way, from a poor former in Ulster, who 
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desired him in the autumn to look at his hogs (I 
think ten in number) which he found quite fat, tho^ 

he was assured that they had had no other food 

than boiled clover. He also shewed Mr^ Smadis 

the spot on which the clover was cut, as he wanted 

it, which was little more than one acre. This ap¬ 

plication of clover hay appeared so new and import¬ 

ant to me, that I thought it worth communicating. 

As another important piece of farming intelligence 

let me inform you, that I have had very good six 

dollar cloth, made from the wool of my half blooded 

Spanish sheep. A clothier has purchased all the 

w^ool I have, (about 80 fleeces) at the following 

rates : Unwashed (which makes at least a difference 

of one third in the quantity) for the full bred Span¬ 

iards, per pound ; for the half and some three 

quarters mixed 5/6. This will bring the fleeces ta¬ 

ken together, to at least 2*;/each ; deduct keeping 

and shearing l(/6, leaves a clear profit upon the 

fleece, without the lambs, 16/6. The profit upon 

a common fleece, after deducting the expense, does 

not exceed 5/ even where the sheep are good of the 

kind, if the hock is composed as mine is of four 

fifths ewes. 
I am, dear sir, 

With esteem, 

Your most ob’t, 

Humble serv’t. 

ROB. R, LIVINGSTONe 

Dn, Benjamin De Witt. 
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A SKETCH 

OF THE TirRNPIKE RoADS IN THE STATE 01 

New-York. 

Bij IiEJ\/\lJMLA/' DE WITT^ Secretary of the Society-—Fello%v 

of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences—Member of the 

Massachusetts Agricultural and Historical Societiesj IFc* Itfc. 

i HE progress of improvements in public high¬ 

ways, turnpike roads, bridges and canals, has ever 

been considered an interesting subject. There is 

an inseparable connection between these, and the 

agriculture, arts and commerce of a country. The 

condition of the former is a criterion of the advance- 

iiient of the latter. The one is a natural and ne¬ 

cessary consequence of the other. Where there 

is no agriculture, there are no roads ; and withom 

roads there can be but little commerce : Hence 

the existence of roads has been considered as a line 

of demarkation, betw^een the civilized and the sa¬ 

vage state. And hence also the excellence of public 

highways, marks the degree of general improve¬ 

ment in a country. Thus the rude essays of the 

early Peruvians, in constructing their celebrated 

great roads, has contributed to rank them amongst 

the civilized, instead of the savage nations : And 

thus the beauty and perfection of the famous Roman 

highways, characterised the flourishing state of that 

ancient empire. Thus also in our own country, 

the contrast between our present turnpike roads, 

and the dismal footpaths of the aborigines, is not 
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greater, than between oiir state of civUization and 

refinement, and their condition of rudeness and 

barbarity. 

Taking into consideration the newness of our 

country, and the infancy of many of its settle¬ 

ments, the people of the United States have not 

been inattentive to the making of roads, and the 

building of bridges. Generally speaking, the pro¬ 

gressive improvement in these things has been as 

rapid as the increase of our population, agriculture 

and commerce. Perhaps no country in the world, 

under similar circumstances, has done more in so 

short a period of time. But as it belongs peculiarly 

to each individual state to encourage and patronize 

its own domestic works of utility and convenience, 

every state may be considered in relation to matters 

of this kind as a distinct country and people Ac¬ 

cordingly a great diversity of condition will be per-; 

ceived in the different states. Some have made 

greater progress in one species of improvement-— 

some in another :-^Some are furnished with ex¬ 

cellent turnpike roads-^—some have opened exten¬ 

sive canals, some have built magnificent bridges, 

whilst others have scarcely turned their attention 

to these subjects. To estimate the various ex¬ 

ertions of the individual states^—to shew what 

each may have done in these beneficial undertak¬ 

ings, and thus to furnish the means of instituting a 

comparative inquiry between them, would be both 

interesting and useful. It would excite a rival 
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spirit of emulation amongst them. One would re¬ 

ceive instruction from the example of the other 

and all would be benefitted by a knowledge of the 

progress of improvement in each. But this would 

be a difficult task for any one person to perform 

My design in this communication is not to go be¬ 

yond the limits of my native state. 

Within a few years past the state of New-York 

has undoubtedly made very rapid advances in im¬ 

proving and opening roads. The legislature have 

from time to time made liberal grants of money,' 

drawn from the avails of lotteries and other sources^ 

for opening new roads in the western and northern 

parts of the state. But so rapid has been the po- 

pulation of the new lands by emigrations principal¬ 

ly from the New-England states, that all the ordi¬ 

nary resources were found inadequate to satisfy the 

demands of the country for roads. Hence the sys¬ 

tem of establishing turnpike companies was resort¬ 

ed to. The prospect of increasing the value of 

lands by the establishment of good roads~the ex¬ 

pectation of profit from the tolls granted by the le¬ 

gislature, and the more fascinating project of spe¬ 

culating in turnpike stock, induced a large portion 

of the community to embark a part of their capitals 

lor these purposes. The spirit of turnpiking con¬ 

sequently spread over every part of the country,-—. 

Millions were vested in stock, and the state has 

become covered with turnpike roads. The num¬ 

ber of these incorporated companies, the great dis» 
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tance of road they are about to make> and the vast 

amount of capital granted to them, constitute so ex¬ 

tensive a system of turnpiking, that important 

consequences are to he anticipated from it. The 

immediate effect of opening and improving a great 

extent of road, and building numerous bridges,f 

must, without doubt, prove beneficial in a high de¬ 

gree to the state, inasmuch as they encourage set-^ 

tiements, open new channels for the transportation 

of produce and merchandize, increase the products 

of agriculture, and facilitate every species of inters 

nal commerce. But what may be the ultimate cf^ 

feet in a country and under a government like 

ours, of the establishment of these numerous in¬ 

corporated companies, with large capitals, having 

all one common interest and object, with the priyi-, 

lege of exacting large contributions of toll from the 

community, for an unlimited period of time, re- 

mains to be determined by experiment. The sue-, 

ceeding statement of the several turnpike and 

bridge companies, with the amount of their capital 

stock, and the distance of road to be made, will 

serve to shew how far we have gone into this sys-? 

tern, and enable every one to draw his own conclu¬ 

sions. It is a document which certainly furnishes 

a pleasing indication of the enterprize and prosper¬ 

ity of the people of this' state ; and whilst it may 

have a tendency to excite the emulation of our sis¬ 

ter states, it cannot fail, I think, to be useful even 

to our own legislators, who, above all, ought to be 

minutely acquainted with the subject. 
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It is proper to premise that the amount of the 

capital stock of the companies, as stated, is taken 

from the acts of the legislature. There is reason 

to believe that at least the whole of that amount 

will be required to complete the roads ; for several 

of the companies first incorporated, have been obli¬ 

ged to apply to the legislature for an increase of 

their stock, to enable them to finish their work. 

The distance of road, as stated, is taken, in some 

instances, where the roads are already finished ; 

such as the Albany and Schenectady, the Mohawk, 

the Seneca and others, from actual measurement. 

The distance of others is ascertained a« nearly as 

could be by measurement on the state map, in 

straight lines from place to place, as designated in 

the laws ; and of some of the short roads where 

the places of beginning and termination are not 

sufficiently marked for measurement on the map, 

the distance is conjectured from the number of 

gates permitted by law to be erected across them. 

On the whole, the statement will be found to be 

not far from the truth. It is at all events sufficient¬ 

ly accurate to furnish a general view of the sub¬ 

ject. 

The roads distinguished by an asterisk in the 

list, are either wholly or nearly finished, and the 

companies have received permits from the govern¬ 

or to erect gates and receive toll for about nine 

HUNDHED MILLS, as appears from the papers in his 
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office—many of the other companies are progress¬ 

ing in working their roads, and have portions of 

them nearly finished, but are not yet authorized to 

erect gates and turnpikes. 

Toll-Bridges, %\)hh their Capital Stock* 

Schoharie-kill bridge. 
CAPITAL STOCK, 

% 10,000 

Catskill, 5,000 

Cayuga, £5,000 

Canajoharie and Palatine, 10,000 

Jericho, 10,000 

1 roy, 150,000 

Union, 50,000 

Fort-Miller, 40,000 

Newtown and Bush wick, 7,500 

Montgomery, 13,500 

Schoharie and Cobleskill, 6,000 

Fort-Hunter, 7,500 

Schoharie-creek North, 5,000 

Wallabought and Brooklyn, 15,000 

Delaware, 20,000 

Stjsquehannah, 20,000 

Canton, 6,000 

Farmers’, 3,000 

Cohoes, 7,500 

Jefferson, 4,000 

Mohawk, (stock included in Mohawk tiirnp.) 

% 415,000 
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List of Turnpike Roads, •with the amount of the 

Capital Stock of the Companies^ and the distance 

of the Roads to be made. 

capital stock. 

^ First Great \¥estern 
LENGTH OF ROAE^ 

turnpike road, S 180,000 52 miles. 
Columbia, 25,000 20 

* Rensselaer and Columbia, 32,000 28 

^ Eastern, (with a diverg. road) 50,000 40 

^ First Northern, 90,000 60 

^ Seneca, (two roads) 177,500 
r 112 
i 45 

^ Sasquehannah, 116,000 80 

^ Orange, 21,000 25 

* Mohawk, 190,000 80 

^ Westchester, 25,000 10 
* Newburgh and Cochechtoii, 80,000 60 

* Chenango, 64,000 65 

Oneida, 30,000 25 

* Union, 50,000 30 

^ Stephentown, 8,000 10 
New-Windsor and Blooming 

grove, 7,500 10 

^ Second Great Western, 50,000 45 

^ Flushing and Newtown, 15,000 5 

Quaker-hill, 10,000 10 
* Albany and Schenectady, 140,000 14 

Troy and Schenectady, 60,000 15 

* Hudson branch, 20,000 10 
* Ulster and Delaware, 125,000 110 
^ Dutchess, 60,000 35 
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CAPITAL STOCK. LENGTH OF 

^ Schoharlej 78,000 60 a 

Newtown, 30,000 20 

Canandaique and Bath, 50,000 35 

Third Great Western, 105,000 90 

^ Ancram, 24,000 20 

Susquehannah and Bath, 300,000 100 

Albany and Bethlehem, 30,000 5 

Fallrhill turnpike and bridge, 12,500 15 

^ Chatham, 10,000 10 

^ Coxsackie, 41,000 25 

Albany and Delaware, 150,000 75 

Little Delaware, 100,000 60 

Lake Erie, 200,000 130 

Fourth Great Western, 40,000 30 

^ Hillsdale and Chatham, 35,000 20 

Cayuga 175,000 120 

Ontario and Genesee, 175,000 90 

Onondaga salt spring, 100,000 55 

Great Northern, 150,000 130 

Delaware, 75,000 50 

Newburgh and Chenango, 162,000 80 

Neversink, 162,000 80 

Popachton, 210,000 90 

Plattsburgh and Chateaugay, 55,000 40 

Utica, 30,000 30 

Rome, 20,000 20 

Greenfield, 26,000 • 20 

Farmers’, 100,000 35 

Ulster Sc Delaware First branch, 40,000 25 

Waterford and Whitehall, 150,000 60 
B3 
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CAPITAL STOCK, tENSia OF ROAO, 

. Waterford, 60,000 40 miles. 
Newburgh and New-Windsor, 5,000 5 
Schenectady and Ballstown, 2,000 5 
Unadilla, 62,500 40 
Jamaica and Roekaway, 20,000 15 
Canajoharie and Charleston, 30,000 20 
Hamilton and Schaneateles, 84,000 70 

Mohawk bridge and Ballston, 40,000 20 
Highland, 250,000 110 
New-Baltiraore & Rensselaer- 

ville, 20,000 20 
Mexico, 50,000 50 

Middleburgh & Rensselaerville, 15,000 15 

Albany and Greene, 40,000 35 

67 turnpikes — — 

21 bridges E 5,141,750 3071 miles;' 
~ Bridge Stock as above 415,000 

88 companies, —-- 

Total B 5,556,750 

From this statement it will be perceived that 

our system of road making is rendered interesting 

at first sight by its very magnitude. Eighty- 

eight incorporated turnpike road and bridge com¬ 

panies, with a capital of more than five millions 

AND AN HALF DOLLARS, established within the 

period of SEVEN years, for the purpose of build¬ 

ing more than twenty large bridges, and 

making more than three thousand miles of 

turnpike road, whereof twenty-eight roads 

/ 
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may be said to be finished, comprising together a 

distance of nine hundred miles of turnpike 

road complete, are facts that shew, in a striking 

manner, the great and rapid progress of the state in 

prosperity, in enterprize, in population, in agricul- 

ture, in commerce, in wealth, in strength, and in 

national resource. 

The greatest extent of road in continuation, al¬ 

ready finished, is from the Massachusetts line, near 

Lebanon springs, through Albany, Schenectady and 

Utica, to Canandarque, in the county of Ontario, a 

distance of two hundred and thirty-four 

MILES, which, with a continuation of about ninety 

miles more to Black-Rock, on lake Erie, to be 

made by the Ontario and Genesee company, will 

intersect the state from east to west by a line of 

turnpike roads, three hundred and menty-four miles 

in length, 

To give a concise view of the general course and 

direction of these roads, and at the same time to 

shew their commercial importance, let,us consider 

the city of New-York as the centre of commerce, 

or the heart of the state, Hudson’s river as the 

main artery, the turnpike roads leading from it as 

so many great branches extending to the extremi¬ 

ties, from which diverge the innumerable small 

ramifications or common roads into the whole body 

and substance ; these again send off the capillary 

branches, or private roads, to all the individtial 
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farms, which may be considered as the secretory 

organs, generating the produce and wealth of the 

state, 

A s we proceed then up the great artery of com¬ 

merce, the Hudson ; the first branch we come to 

on the west side, is from Newburgh to Cochecton, 

on the Delaware, which river there divides this 

state from Pennsylvania, This road it is under¬ 

stood, will be continued westward by that state, 

and will open the nearest and most convenient mar¬ 

ket on the Hudson, for the agricultural produce of 

the northeastern part thereof. From the Newburgh 

and Cochecton road, diverges the Newburgh and 

Chenango, in a northwestern direction, through the 

counties of Ulster and Delaware, across the Sus- 

quehannah river at Jericho, to Oxford, in the coun¬ 

ty of Chenango, where it communicates with other 

great roads leading to the western counties, as will 

appear in the sequel. 

The next great branches we come to, are, from 

Kingston to Jericho, in Chenango county, on the 

Susquehannah river ; from Kingston to the west 

branch of Delaware, in the town of Walton, and 

from Rochester, in Ulst^T county, to. Chenango, 

point. 

As we advance up the Hudson, we meet suc¬ 

cessively, the branches of turnpikes from Catskill 

to Wattles^ ferry, on the Susquehannah river; from 
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Catskill to the mouth of little Delaware river ; 
from the town of Coxsackie, to intersect the 
great western road at Cherry-valley ; from the 
village of Coxsackie to intersect the Catskill 
and Susquehannah road ; and from New-Balti- 
more to intersect the Albany and Deiav/are road* 

We arrive next at the city of Albany, and the 
neighboring villages of Troy, Lansingburg and 
Waterford, at the head of the sloop navigation of 
the Hudson. Here we see a great cluster of ram- 
ihcations, no less than eight turnpikes proceeding 
directly from the city of Albany alone, towards al¬ 
most every point of the compass. The first of 
these I shall mention, is the Albany and Delaware, 
it runs in a direction a little south of west, to the 
town of Otego, on the Susquehannah. Here it is 
to be observed, that Otego, Wattles’ ferry, Jeri¬ 
cho and Chenango Point, where almost all the a- 
forementioned roads terminate, are places on the 
Susquehannah river, not far from each other, and 
are connected together by the Unadilla turnpike.— 
All these roads therefore from Newburgh, Kings¬ 
ton, Cattskill and Albany, are to be considered as 
communicating with, and continued by the great 
road to be made from Jericho to Bath, in Steuben 
county, and from thence along the head of Cha- 
taughque lake to lake Erie, at the westernmost 
point of the state, about three hunbreb anb 

EiFTY MILES from Hudsou’s liver. 
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Another great branch from the city of Albany» 

is the first great western road to Cherry-valley, in 

Otsego county. This sends off one branch from 

Duanesbiirgh, to the Mohawk river, at Canajoha- 

rie : a second, by the second company from Cher¬ 

ry-valley through Cooperstown, to the Chenango 

river, in the tov/n of Sherburn i and is continued 

by the fourth company to the town of Fabius, in 

the county of Onondaga, A third branch, by the 

third company through the towns of Warren, Otse¬ 

go, Richfield, Plainfield, Bridgewater, Sangersfield 

and Hamilton to Cazenovia ; thence to intersect the 

Seneca turnpike in Manlius, or through Pompey 

and Marcellas to the outlet of the Schaneateles lake. 

And a fourth branch from the town of Burlington', 

in Otsego county, to the town of Horner, in Onon- 

daga, where it branches on the right to intersect 

the Seneca turnpike at the Cayuga bridge, and oo 

the left along the head of Cayuga lake, to intersect 

the great road from the Susqueharmah, to Bath and 

lake Erie. 

The next great branch of turnpike road worthy 

of notice, is the Albany and Schenectady, continu¬ 

ed by the Mohawk company to Utica ; from thence 

by the Seneca to Canandaigua, and from thence by 

the Ontario and Genesee to Black-Rock, on lake 

Eric. Of this line of roads the Mexico turnpike 

may be considered as a branch diverging by the 

public road from Utica to Rome, and extending 
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from Rome to the mouth of Salmon river, in the 

town of Mexico on lake Ontario. 

Next in order are the roads from Lansingburgli 

and Waterford, extending northerly on each side of 

Hudson’s river, sending off branches into the state 

of Vermont, and continued by the great northern 

road to the north line of the state at the forty, fifth 

degree of latitude. 

And lastly, amongst these important turnpikes 

may be enumerated, the several roads on the east 

side of Hudson’s river, extending eastward from 

Poughkeepsie, Rhinebcck, Hudson, Albany, Troy 

and Lansingburgh, to the states of Connecticut^ 

Massachusetts and Vermont. 

This transient review of our turnpike roads will 

enable us to form a competent idea of the flourish¬ 

ing condition of the state, and the accelerated pro¬ 

gress of her improvements. It will enable us to 

estimate how far these improvements are calcula¬ 

ted to favor the new settlements, to promote the 

increase of the state, and to facilitate transporta¬ 

tion of produce and merchandize from its interior 

and remote parts ; as well as to draw large supplies 

from the neighboring states. For owing to the 

-natural advantages of our geographical position, in 

relation to the states of New-Jersey, Pennsylvania, 

Connecticut, Massachusetts and Vermont, a large 

portion of whose territories are nearer and more 
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convenient to Hudson’s river, than to any othet 

place of deposit, much of their produce must even¬ 

tually take that direction ; and this will be ma¬ 

terially promoted by opening and making good 

roads* 

LETTER, 

FROM N. CrOOKSHANK, ON MANURING Wlxa 

BURNT CLAY, 8iCC, 

To the honorable the president and tnembers of the 

Agricultural Society of the state of New-Tork» 

Gentlemen, 

T HOUGH I have not the honor to be connected 

with, nor even known to so respectable a body of 

citizens ; I hope that a most ardent wish to pro¬ 

mote the pursuit and improvement of agriculture, 

that genuine source of national happiness and indei- 

pendence, may in some measure apologise for my 

intruding upon your deliberations, with a few re¬ 

marks relative to the culture of clay grounds.-—-I 

am indeed ignorant whether communications com¬ 

ing from any but members cf your society, are ei¬ 

ther customary or agreeable to your rules. But 

since what I am about to communicate, may possi¬ 

bly lead to improvements of considerable import¬ 

ance to a large portion of the community ; I trust 

the magnitude of the object will for this time ex¬ 

cuse the singularity. 
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Having formerly resided in the northern parts 

of the county of Washington, where is perhaps the 

greatest body of clay land of any to be found in 

the state ; and having about the same time had fre« 

quent opportunities to observe the wonderful, I had 

almost said miraculous effects of the plaister 

(gypsum) manure on the gravelly and sandy soils 

of the middle counties-—it became a desirable ob¬ 

ject with me to discover a manure, that on the clay¬ 

ey soil might prove of similar, if not of equal utili¬ 

ty. In the course of my researches, several con¬ 

spicuous circumstances presented ; from each of 

which I have at times endeavored to draw some¬ 

thing favorable to my plan, viz. I always observ¬ 

ed, that where large heaps of logs or brush had been 

burned, the grain and grass, for at least the two 

succeeding years, were singularly rank and thrifty, 

even to that degree, that I have often seen it lodged 

on those places, when the rest of the field seemed 

scarcely worth reaping. But where gravelly ground 

had been burned in like manner, unless it contain¬ 

ed much clay ; I as constantly observed, that the 

vegetation was more or less injured. I at first at¬ 

tributed these beneficial effects on the clay ground, 

to the salts contained in the ashes produced from 

the wood. But I was soon taught to think differ¬ 

ently by observing the same effects where white- 

pine and hemlock logs had been burned, which 

yield very few ashes, and those containing little or 

no salt ; and I have even scraped off the top of the 

ground in some of those places, removing all the 



ashes and cinders, but still the crop was extraor¬ 

dinary, except where I took ofF all the clay that 

had become red in burning, where the burning lost 

most of its effects. Another circumstance 1 obser¬ 

ved, was, that where clay ground had been broken 

up in autumn, and exposed to the winter’s frost, it 

lost much of its adhesive quality ; after which if it 

was planted or sown the ensuing season, it general¬ 

ly produced the best crops. This adhesive quality 

of clay, seems to depend upon its union in some 

way with an acid. For on being burned, this qual¬ 

ity is diminished in proportion to the degree of heat 

employed. So far as to vitrifaction, beyond which 

I can say nothing relating to it. But on being dis¬ 

solved in vitriolic acid, (sulphuric acidj and possi¬ 

bly some other acids, it recovers its ductility again. 

And there is certainly an acid emitted from it in 

burning bricks, as is evident to the smell, after a 

certain degree of heat has been communicated to 

the kilo ; but of what kind this acid may be, I can¬ 

not say, tho’ I have seen curriers learn to their 

cost, that it would stain their leather black, if by 

any means it happened to get mixed in sufficient 

quantities with the astringent juice of the oak bark 

used in tanning. I suspect, however, that clay con¬ 

tains either the sulphurous or the sulphuric acid,, 

which only differ in their degrees of oxygenation ; 

and that the quantity of acid is too great for the 

purposes of vegetation. But as some acid seems 
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necessary for those purposes, and as gypsum^ con¬ 

sists of sulphuric acid and lime, it answers the 

most beneficial purpose on gravelly soils, which 

therefore seem to contain too little acid. That it 

is the acid that acts principally in the use of gyp“ 

sum, seems still more probable from the known 

property of the sulphurous acids, to dislodge most 

if not all the other known acids from their earthy 

and metalic bases, when combined in the form of 

neutral salts ; and that decomposition of the soil 

is necessary, either total or partial, in the progress 

of vegetation, is also probable ; in that those meth¬ 

ods of cultivation, particularly burning and freez¬ 

ing, and those manures that possess an anti-acid 

quality, as lime, ashes, &c. and consequently a 

power of decomposing, or at least of lessening the 

adhesive quality of clay, succeed best in producing 

good crops on that soil ; while if used on gravelly 

soils, lime and ashes answer no good purpose, and 

it is even said they are hurtful, which last is a fur¬ 

ther proof that the gravelly soil contains too little 

acid. But I have not yet found any manure, nor 

method of cultivating clay land that produces such 

striking effects as burning. How this effects so 

salutary a change on the clay, I cannot positively 

determine ; but from the above it is at least prob¬ 

able, that it is by diminishing the acid contained ia 

the clay, which if true, might not burned clay,. 

*The manner in which the gypsum is decomposed in this case, 
may be by its meeting some substance for which it may have a 
neater attractiooj and thus decomposes the sqil. 
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burned plaister, and even quicklime pulverized an¬ 

swer the most beneficial purposes as manures on 

clay grounds ? I have made several trials of these 

but as my situation in life has not hitherto been 

such, as to allov/ me to make experiments either so 

accurate or extensive as is necessary to a complete 

knowledge of the subject; I forbear to particular¬ 

ize them at present ; and most cheerfully submit 

it to the consideration of those whose abilities and 

conveniencies enable them to determine it with ac¬ 

curacy and advantage to the public. 

With sentiments of respectful esteem, and wish¬ 

es for the promotion of the highly commendable 

objects of your institution, 

I am, gentlemen, 

Your friend and fellow-citizen, 

NATHANIEL CROOKSHANK, 

P. So It is thought by many tp be owing to the 

poverty of the soil, that clay grounds produce such 

poor crops as are often experienced ; but I feel 

confident in asserting, that poverty forms no part of 

the characteristics of them. For 1 have often seen 

hard clay, thrown out of the bottom of cellars, 

v/ells, after exposure to a winter’s frost, pro¬ 

duce hemp and other vegetables of extraordinary 

size ; and in one instance I observed like effects on 

a place where some pine logs had been burned, on 

clay recently thrown out of a well eight or ten feet 

deep, and all without the addition of any manure 
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whatever. It is a fact too scarcely to be doubted, 

that those grounds (soils) cannot be so readily if at 

all exhausted, as most of the sandy and gravelly ; 

so that upon the whole, I feel myself fully persua* 

ded, that if a method of tillage could once be found 

or a manure as advantageous to the clay, as the 

gypsum is to the gravelly soils, it would soon bc^ 

come the richest in the country. 

If the foregoing cursory and imperfect hints, 

should induce any gentleman to prosecute the en¬ 

quiry to perfection, I shall feel myself highly grati¬ 

fied ; but especially if the result should realize 

the hope I once entertained, of rendering the clay 

grounds of the north, equally productive with the 

other soils in the more central parts of the state, 

which I cannot yet think, by any means improba¬ 

ble. 

N. a 

ON THE CURING OF BUTTER, 

By PETER GJJVSEFOORT, Esq, 

HE art of curing butter, so as to preserve it 

good and sweet for any length of time, is acknow- 

ledged to be of very great importance. Strong but¬ 

ter spoils every kind of cookery in which it is em¬ 

ployed, and (excepting in cases of absolute neces¬ 

sity) is altogether discarded from the breakfast and 
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the tea table. Regular supplies of fresh butter 

cannot be had in many places ; any method to les¬ 

sen the evil arising from this source, must there¬ 

fore be considered as a very valuable acquisition. 

The English, who have carried the arts of this 

kind perhaps farther than any other nation, give 

the following recipe, as the best hitherto discover¬ 

ed, and from my own experience, I can give my 

testimony to its value. It is taken from the sup¬ 

plement to the American edition of the Encyclo¬ 

pedia, under the article Butter,, 

Take two parts of the best common salt, one 

part of brown sugar, and one of salt petre ; beat 

them up together, and blend the whole complete- 

ly together; take one ounce of this composition 

to every sixteen ounces of butterj work it well 

into the mass, and close it up for use.” Dr. 

James Anderson, from whose view of the agricuU 

tore of the county of Aberdeen, this recipe is 

taken, says, that he knows of no simple improve¬ 

ment in economics greater than this is, when com¬ 

pared with the usual mode of curing butter by 

means of common salt alone. I have seen (con- 

tinues he) the experiment fairly made, of one 

part of the butter made at one timcj being thus 

cured, and the other part cored with salt alone ; 

the difference was inconceivable. I should sup- 

pose thatj in any open market, the one would sell 

for 30 per cent more than the other. The butter 

cured with the mixture appears of a rich mar- 
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rowy consistence and fine color, and never ac<^ 

‘‘quires a brittle hardness, nor tastes salt 5 the 

“ other is comparatively hard and brittle, approach- 

“ ing more nearly to the appearance of tallow, and 

“ is much salter to the taste. I have ate butter 

“ cured with the above composition that had been 

“ kept three years, and it was as sweet as it was at 

“ first; but it must be noted, that butter thus 

“ cured, requires to stand three weeks or a month 

“ before it is begun to be used; if it be sooner 

“ opened the salts are not sufficiently blended with 

“ it, and sometimes the coolness of the nitre will 

“ then be perceived, which totally disappears af- 

“ terwards.” 

T 

The following observations respecting the proper 

method of keeping both milk and butter, are by the 

same author, and we trust may prove useful; 

speaking still of the county of Aberdeen, he says, 

“ The pernicious practice of keeping milk in lead- 

. “ en vessels, and salting butter in stone jars, begins 

“ to gain ground among some of the fine ladies in 

“ this country, as well as elsewhere, from an idea 

“ of cleanliness. The fact is, it is just the reverse 

“ of cleanliness ; for, in the hands of a careful per- 

“ son, nothing can be more cleanly than wooden 

“ dishes, but, under the management of a slattern, 

“ they discover the secret which stone dishes in- 

“ deed do not. In return, these latter communi- 

“ cate to the butter and milk, which has been kept 

“ in them, a poisonous quality, which inevitably 
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proves destructive to the human constitution* 

To the prevalence of this practice, I have no 

doubt we must attribute the frequency of palsies, 

which begin to prevail so much in this kingdom; 

for the well known effect of the poison of lead is 

bodily debility, palsy-—death 1’’ (Thus far the 

Encyclopedia. J 

I SHALL only add, that butter cured with the 

mixture will cost scarcely one cent on the pound 

more than what is done up in the common way, 

and I am sure no one would hesitate to give several 

cxnts more for it. I had some made both ways 

from the same churning in December last, and 

every one that has tasted it is charmed with the ex¬ 

periment—vdiiie that which is cured in the old 

way immediately discovers to the smell and the 

taste strong indications of age, the other is entirely 

free from any thing of the kind. Every one pro¬ 

nounces the diiference to be great indeed, For mj 

own part, I have such a high opinion of the value 

of this discovery, that I think it merits every de¬ 

gree of publicity which this society can give ito 
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METHOD 

OF DESTROYING THE WEAVE! IN WHEAT. 

By EZRA UHOMMEDIEUs Vice-President of the Society 

weavel is an insect well known in the old 

settled parts of the country to be very destructive 

to wheat as well as to some other kinds of grain in 

the sheaf, and when put into the bin, if continued 

there during the summer or any considerable length 

of time. If they get into a barn there is no getting 

rid of them. I have known farmers to take up their 

barn floors, and take out baskets full of them, and 

yet, by moving the wheat in the barn, did not ex¬ 

perience much relief by their endeavors to destroy 

them, and were obliged to stack their wheat at a 

distance from the barn. They are an insect that 

multiply exceedingly, and if they get into a heap 

or bin of wheat they soon destroy it. I was never 

troubled with this insect till last year. I had a bin 

of wheat, which I kept over the summer, and on 

examining it found it alive with those insects. I 
endeavored, by winnowing, to separate them from 

the wheat, but, finding that process would not an¬ 

swer, I desisted, and went to a miller, who I heard 

had been much troubled with them; he informed- 

me, that he had tried many experiments to clear his 

mill, and a heap of wheat he had on hand, from 

them, and, on hearing that imslaked lime would 

destroy them, he made use of it, by mixing it with 

the heap of wheat, and strewing it over every part 
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of the millj where he supposed it would be of any 

advantage, and they left the wheat and the mill in 

a short time. On this information, I took ail the 

wheat out of the bin, which I white-washed, and 

after it was dry, put the wheat back into the same 

bin, adding a handful of line unslaked lime sprink¬ 

led over every 4 or 5 bushels returned into the bin, 

’till the wdiole was put in, and over the top was 

sprinkled 5 or 6 handfuls, and wdthin 10 or 12 

days the weavel all left it, there not being one to 

be discovered. I then used the wheat, after win¬ 

nowing it, and there was no injury experienced to 

the wheat on account of the lime, it all blew off by 

winnowing with the dust made by the weavels in 

eating the wheat, which was very considerable* 

After the experiment was made, the wheat did not 

remain long in the bin before it was sold or used. 

Had it stood any considerable time after the lime was 

slaked and lost the effect of slaking, this experi¬ 

ment docs not prove but they might have returned, 

notwithstanding the lime remaining with the wheat 5 

but, should this be the case, Uis only removing the 

wheat again, and adding unslaked lime in the man¬ 

ner I have before mentioned, though I should not 

think they will return, for a considerable time, to 

the bin when there is so much lime, if at alL 
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A SIMPLE AND EFFECTUAL METHOD 

OF PREVENTING THE DESTRUCTION OF SHEEP BY 

V/OLVES, 

Communicated by EZRA L^HOMMEDIEUs Vice-President of 

the Society, 

WALTER BRIGGS, a respectable farmer 

in Schoharie, who keeps a large number of sheep, 

informs me that he loses none of them by wolves, 

who are plenty in that part of the country, and can¬ 

not be driven off or destroyed, except by traps. 

He makes an ointment, composed of gun-powder 

and brimstone, powdered floe, and mixed with tar 

and gurry or currier’s oil-^-with this he anoints the 

under part of the throat of the sheep. It must be 

renewed as often as the ointment becomes dry or 

loses its moisture, which will be four or live times 

in a season. He says that he has lost no sheep by 

the wolves since he has been in this practice, and 

has often seen the wolves’ tracks among the sheep’s 

tracks in the fields. He has a parcel of sheep, 

which had been out a number of weeks, and no 

care taken of them, except their necks being anoint¬ 

ed with this ointment, when he w^as informed by 

his neighbor that the sheep were at his house, and 

that early on Sunday morning they came running 

into his door-yard~he looked out of the window, 

and saw a wolf among them, who ran from one 

sheep to another, and jumped on them, but did not 

offer to bite any of themo The sheep were brought 
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home, and none of them injured by the wolf. I 

thought it advisable to make this communication to 

the Society, as many parts of our country are so 

infested by wolves that they are obliged to yard 

their sheep every night to prevent their being de¬ 

stroyed by those voracious animals. 

CENSUS 

OF THE STATE OF NeW-YoRK, AT DIFFERENT PE¬ 

RIODS, SINCE THE YEAR 1731. 

A COPY of the following census was furnished 

by the President, with an intimation that its inser¬ 

tion in the proceedings of the Society would tend 

to preserve an interesting document, and afford a 

pleasing contrast with those taken since. 

The county of Albany, at the time of taking it, 
comprehended all the territory of the colony north 

and west of Dutchess and Ulster. 
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in irSl in 1771 in 1786 in 1791 in 1801 

-New-York; 8628 21163 23614 33131 60489 
Siiflfolk, 7675 13128 13793 16440 19494 
Richmond} 1817 2847 ! 3152 3835 4563 
Queens, 7995 10980 13084 16440 16893 
Kings, 2150 3623 3986 4495 5740 
Dutchess, 7727 22404 32636 45266 47775 
Westchester, 6033 21745 20554 24003 27423 
Orange, 1969 10092 14069 18492 29355 
Ulster, 3728 13950 22142 29397 24855 
Albany, 8573 42706 72360 75736 34043 
^Montgomery, 15057 28848 21700 
Washington, 4456 14042 35574 
Ontario^ 1075 15218 
Cliiaton and Essex, 1614 8053 
Columbia, 27732 35322 
Rensselaer, 30442 

Saratoga, 24483 
OtBCgO, 21636 
Herkimer, | 14479 
Onondaga, 7406 
Oneida’, 22047 
Cayuga, j 15871 
Tioga, 1 6879 

Chenango, 15666 
Steubc n, 1788 

Delaware^ 10228 

Schoharie, 9808 

Rockland, 6355 

Greene, 12584 

Totalj , 50291 163338 238896 340120 586141 
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AN ACCOUNT 

OF THE WEATHER, FOR THE YEAR 1788, AT 

Springfield, in Pennsylvania, Toulouse; 

AND FOR 1801, London. 
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thermometer. 
q q 

Mean degree 1 
of heat, 3 

deg, -A deg. I 
To- deg, A 

January, 4 1 4 4 4 4 7 9 
February, 1 0 8 8 3 9 4 14 
March, / ■ 3 1 8 8 6 4 3 13 
April, 9 0 11 4 7 2 13 5 
May, 14 0 16 1 10 9 13 9 
June, 17 2 16 6 13 7 . 9 ,15 
July, 19 0 19 5 14 0 13 5 
August, 19 4 19 2 15 1 11 7 
September, 14 9 15 9 13 0 7 14 
October, 9 9 11 4 9 5 8 7 
November, 7 5 7 0 4 6 14 9 
December, 0 9 I 2 2 9 1 4 
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New - Tor 
1797. 

FarfTt, 
therrn'r 
^at sun 

rise. 

Toulouse^ 
1802, 

therm r at 
7 o'^clock 

morn. 

N, Tork, 
therm’'r at 
2 o’*clock 
even''g. 

Toulouse^ 
1802, 

therm’'r at 
2 o’'clock 
ei^eri'g. 

August 4 70 72 ■ 71 78 
5 75 74 80 80 
6 71 75 78 81 
7 70 75 79 85 
8 71 78 73 88 

i. , 9 69 : 78 81 90 
10 65 75 ■ 78 90^ 

^ 11 65 72 76 87 ,, 
12 67 70 75 85 
1-5 73 72 81 89 
14 65 75 74 9'3 •" 
15 56 75 76'. 95 - 
16 62 74 77 90 . 
17 65 71 78 ' 86 

18 70 70 79 90 1 
19 68 74 81 85 1 
20l 1 68 70 81 87 1 
21 67 ■72 77 85 
22 71 74 71 86 

23 66 73 76 88 

24 67 74 82 88 

25 68 71 68 68 

26 72 63 71 71 
■■ 27 66 60 • 78 72 

28 66 67 76 78 
29 61 66 74 82 • 
30 64 69 71 81 
31 67 71 ■ 76 80 

Sept, 1 73 71 84 85 
2 73 72 87 83 
3 63 72 76 83 
4 63 75 73 85 
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The Jotlo%\)ing extract from the first volume of the 

Transactions of the American Philosophical So^ 

ciety^ “ on the raising and dressing of hempp by 

Edivard Antil^ Esquire^ is added as a proper sup- 

plement to the Communication of William Thomp- 

^oUy on the same subject-—page 120. 

W V V HOEVER would raise hemp properly 

and to advantage, should set aside two pieces of 

ground, of such dimensions each as he shall be able 

to cultivate every year, and sow the one whilst he is 

manuring and preparing the other for the succeeding 

year’s crop ; the higher and dryer the ground the 

better, provided it be well dunged and made strong 

and mellow; the ground should not be too sloping^ 

least the good soil be v/ashed away with hard rains; 

if it droops toward the south, so that it may have 

the full influence of the sun, it will be an advan¬ 

tage ; low, rich, warm, dry grounds will also pro¬ 

duce good hemp; but wet land, though never so 

rich, will by no means do. The ground being 

prepared and made very mellow, I now come to 

that part which must be particularly and exactly 

attended to, since the success of the crop greatly 

depends upon it. Sometime in May, the ground 

being moist and in a vegetating state, but by no 

means wet, it must be well ploughed, the furrows 

close and even, the soil lying light and mellow, it 

must be sowed very even, with two bushels of seed 

upon one acre; a man with an iron tooth harrow 

follows the sower, and harrows in the seed with 
E 2 
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two horses without any balks, for the less the 

ground be trampled the better ; if harrowing one 

way be not sufficient to cover the seed, though it 

Would be best if that could be done, it must be 

cross harrowed. The ground being moist, as I 

said before, but by no means wet so as to clod, 

which would ruin the crop, the seed will all start 

and come up together, which is a sure sign of a 

good crop, and nothing after that, but too much 

wet, will hurt it j for hemp, thus come up, bids 

defiance to weeds and grass of every kind 5 its 

growth is so quick, and it so effectually shades the 

ground, that nothing below can rise or shew 

head, and it so preserves all the moisture below, 

that the hotter and dryer the weather the faster it 

grows. Whereas if the seed be sown, when the 

ground is dry, the seed that lies deepest where the 

moisture is, will come up first, and these will 

shade and starve those that come after, bv which 

means the first comers will be too large, and the 

last will be much too small, so that the crop will 

be greatly damaged every way : So much depends 

upon this one circumstance, of sowing the seed 

when the ground is moist and fit to receive it : 

The crop, thus rightly managed, will stand as thick 

as very good wheat, and be from four to six feet 

high, according to the strength of the ground, and 

the stems will not be thicker than a good wheat 

straw; by this means the hemp will be the finer, 

it will yield the greater quantity, and it may be 

plucked from the ground like flax, which will be a 

very great saving : But if it be sowed tliin, that is^ 
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one bushel to an acre, which is the common prae-: 

tice, it grows large, the hemp i's harsh and coarse, 

and then it must be cut with hooks, which oeca- 

ssions great waste, for four or five inches just above 

ground is left, by way of stubble, which containa 

the bss)t and heaviest part of the hemp. 

When the hemp has got its growth, and is fit 

to be plucked, which you will know by the under 

leaves of the' carle, or ht hemp, turning yellow an4 

falling off, the sooner it is pulled the better ; it 

must then be bound up with straw bands, in single, 

band sheaves, rather small than large, and each^ 

sheaf must, be bound; in two places ; and tire sooner 

it is carried to the water to rot the better : Water 

rotted hemp, if k he rightly managed, is every way 

better than that which is rotted- on the ground ; 

there ist less Waste in it, when it comes to be dress¬ 

ed;, it looks brighter and fairer to the eye ;- it is: 

esteemed? to be stronger and more durable, and it aU. 

ways fetches a better price; besides k is much soon^ 

cr done, and k is rotted more even'andvalike, andv 

with greattr certainty and ex^actness. Many people 

in America are acquainted with the method of rot^ 

ting hemp in waiter, but as many more are not yet 

acquainted with it, I shall, for their information, 

set down the method of doing it. Hemp may bo- 

TfOttod in stagnated or standing water, such 

ponds,, poolsv or bro^ deep ditchos, and in &uch^ 

Water k is; g-enerally four or five days and nights % 

rotting, and- sometimes longe-r, aceording to thor 

or eQiolnes,s^ of. the weather; it may also be 
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rotted in running water, as in a brook or river 5 

and in such water three or four days and nights are 

sufficient, according to the weather. To know 

whether the hemp be rotted enough, in either case, 

take a middling handful, out of the middle row, 

and try with both your hands to snap it asunder ; if 

it breaks easy, it is rotted enough, but if it yet ap¬ 

pears pretty strong, it is not, and must lie longer, 

till it breaks with ease, and then it must be taken 

out and dried as soon as possible ; in handling the 

sheaves, take hold of the bands, and set them up on 

end against a fence, if one be near, or lay them 

dow^n upon the grass, for the w^ater to drain off, 

and then unbind them carefully, open and spread 

them to dry thoroughly; then bind them up again 

and house them in a dry tight place : The reason 

of handling the hemp in this careful manner is, that 

when it is well rotted, whilst it is wet the lint comes 

off with the least touch, therefore if it be handled 

roughly, or if, whilst it is wet, it be thrown into a 

cart, and carried to a distance to be unbound and 

dried, it would be greatly hurt, and the owner 

would receive great damage by it, but when it is 

dry, it is handled with safety. 

. If the hemp be rotted in a brook or running 

water, the sheaves must be laid across the stream, 

for if they be laid down lengthways with the stream 

the current of the water will wash away the lint and 

ruin the hemp ; It must be laid down heads and 

points, two, four or six thick, according to the 

depth.of the water and the quantity'of hemp ; if the 
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bottom of the river be sand, gravel or miid, three 

good strong stakes must be driven down at each 

end, above and below, and three long strong poles 

must be laid on the hemp and fastened well to the 

stakes, in such manner as to force down the hemp 

under water, where it remains till it be rotted 

enough ; though if a muddy stream could be avoid¬ 

ed it would be best, because it is apt to foul and 

stain the hemp. If the bottom of the stream be 

rocky or stony, so that stakes cannot be drove 

down to secure the hemp under water and from 

floating away, then a rough wall must be made at 

the lower end of the hemp, and along the side to 

keep it in, and strong poles or rails must be laid 

upon the top of the hemp, and pretty heavy stones 

upon them so as to sink the hemp under water, 

tvhere it must lie till it be rotted enough. ^ 

What hemp is intended for seed, should be 

sowed on a piece of ground for itself, which must 

be made very rich and strong; it must be sowed in 

ridges six feet wide, and the seed must be of the 

largest and best sort and sown very thin, at the rate 

of a peck upon an acre, or rather six quarts; for 
the thinner it is sown, the more it branches, and 

the more seed it bears ; it should be sown sometime 

the middle of April, and then the seed will not be 

ripe till some time after the other hemp is done 

with. If you have no convenient place to sow your 

seed hemp by itself, then sow a border of six feet 

/ wide along the north and west sides of your hemp 

field ; the reason of sowing your seed hemp in such 
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siarrow ridges or borders, is that, when the cajrle 

he hemp' is ripe, and has shed its farina on the hm- 

ble or feniaie hemp, by which the seed is irapreg«» 
Slated, and the leaves of the carle hemp fall off and 

the stem grows yellow, you may easily step in 

the skies, and pull up the carle hemp without 

hujiuing the female,, which now begins to branch 

out, and kx)ks of a deep green colour and very flou¬ 

rishing, and when the seeds begin to ripen,, which 

is. known; by their iaHing out of their sockets,, you 

may all along both sides bend down the phuats and 

sh ke out the seed upon a cloth laid on the ground, 

for as they ripen they scatter upon being shaken by 

9 hard wdnd, o-r otherwise; then it must be watch- 

edy and the fowls and yellow birds kept li*om it,, fat> 

they are inmiaderately foiid of the seed ; as the first 

ripe seeds are the fullest and best, they are worthy 

of some pains to save them ; and the best way to do, 

that is^ tO' bend down the plants all along, on each 

islde of the border or ridge, as is said above, and 

shake them over a cloth spread on the ground to 

receive the seed ; if one side of the plant be rooted 

out of the ground by forcing it down to shake out 

the seed, there will be no damage, for the seed that 

remains w*iil ripen notwithstanding ; and the plant 

must thus be shaken every two or three days,, ’till all 

the seed be ripe and tlms saved and this is much 

better than pulling up the plants by the roots, and 

shaking them on a barn floor, and then setting them 

up against a fence, or the side of the barn, for the 

seed to ripen, and shaking them morning and even¬ 

ing on the barufloor ^ for by this: method,, which is 
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the coiimon practice, one third of the seed at least 

never comes to maturity. 

<( It is well known to every farmer, that in the 

three bread colonies at least, the spring and suni- 

Mer seasons are of late years become very dry ; so 

that a crop of flax is become very precarious,, 

scarcely one year in seven producing a good one ; 

This is a constant compkiot in the mouth of every 

husbandman : Now hemp does not require half the 

rain that flax does ; this is a circomstiince that is 

well worth the notice and attention of every farmery 

and therefore, by his raising hemp in the manner 

before directed, and by preparing it in the best 

manner for spinning and weaving into good clotb., 

he can, with greater certainty, supply all the neces¬ 

sary uses of his family ; and by selliiig the overplus 

he can purchase such things as his wife and daugh¬ 

ters m.\v think convenient on extraordinary occa;* 

sions. This however need not hinder him from rais¬ 

ing some flax every year : But I think that it is -mare 

for his interesL to fix ins chief dependence upon his 

crop of hemp, as that is more sure, and every way 

more profitable, the general rim of seasons consi¬ 

dered. And let him not be disgusted, and think 

that I am about to persuade him, his wife and 

daughters to wear oznabrigs, for I can assure him 

that I have seen dowlass, which is made of hemp, 

worth five and six shillings the yard, which no 

farmer need be ashamed to wear. 
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I SHALL now endeavor to instruct the honest 

husbandman in a few easy rules, for preparing his 

hemp, which he has raised and managed in the 

manner before directed* 

“ Know then, that the best preparation of hemp 

for the manufacturing of cloth, is to render it as 

soft and as fine as possible, without lessening its 

strength, and the easiest and cheapest way of doing 

that, is certainly the best. This is to be found out 

by a variety of trials and experiments ; but till a 

better way be discovered, which I hope will not be 

long first, and with which I should be greatly 

pleased, take the following method, which is the 

best I have yet been able to discover, 

“ If you have a large wide kettle, that will take 

in your hemp at full length, it will be the better; but 

if your kettle be small, then you must double your 

hemp, but without twisting, only the small ends 

of every hand must be twisted a little, to keep them 

whole and from tangling; then first of all lay some 

smooth sticks down in tlie bottom of the kettle, so 

as to lie across one another, three or four layers, 

according to the bigness and deepness of your ket¬ 

tle ; this is to keep the hemp from touching the 

liquor; then pour some lie of middling strength, 

half as strong as what you make soap of, gently 

into the kettle, so much as not to rise up to the 

top of the sticks, .they being kept down to the bot¬ 

tom ; then lay in the hemp, each layer crossing 

the other, so that the steem may rise up through 
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the whole body of the hemp, which done, cover 

your kettle as dose as you can^ and hang it over a 

very gentle hre^ and keep it simmering of=*stewing, 

but not boiling, so as to raise a steam for six or 

eight hours ; then take it off, and let it stand cover¬ 

ed till it be cool enough to handle ; then take out 

the hemp, and wring it very carefully,as dry as you 

well can, and hang it up out of the way of the wind, 

either in your garret or in your barn, shutting the 

doorSj and there let it remain, turning it now and 

then till it be perfectly dry ; then pack it up in soma 

close dry place, till you want to use it; but you 

will do well to visit it now and then, lest any part 

of it might be damp and rot. You must know that 

wind and air weaken and rot hemp, flax and thread 

Very much. Then, at your leisure, twist up some 

of the hands, as many as you intend for present 

use as hard as you can, and with a smart round 

smooth hand-beetle, on a smooth stone, beat and 

pound each hand by itself all over very w^ell, turn¬ 

ing it round from side to side, till every part be 

Very well bruised; you then untwist it, and hatch^ 

el it, first through a coarse, and then through a 

fine hatchel : And remember, that hateheling must 

be performed in the same manner as a man would 

comb a fine head of hair, he begins at the ends be¬ 

low, and as that untangles he rises higher, till at 

last he reaches up to the crown of his head. The 

first tow makes good ropes for the use of the planta¬ 

tion, the second tow will make very good oznabrigs 

or coarse sheeting; and the hemp itself will make 

excellent linen. The same method of steaming 

softens flax very much.’’ 
f y 2 
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A FLOATING BATTERY, 

ON A NEW CONSTRUCTION, 

By the late ABRAHAM BLOODGOOD. 

HE model of this battery was exhibited to ih6 

society, with a verbal description only. The an¬ 

nexed plate shews an exact profile view of its body, 

the shape of which, as seen from above, is circular. 

It is to be connected at the centre of its bottom 

with a strong keel, in such a manner that while the 

keel is held by cables and anchors in one position, 

the battery is made to turn round on its centre. 

This motion may be given to it, either by the tide 

acting on float-boards, attached to the body of the 

battery; by sails raised on its exterior parts, or by 

manual application. In this last way it may be ef¬ 

fected by men in the hold, drawing on a lever fast¬ 

ened to a post fixed to the keel, and rising through 

a well-hole in the centre of the battery. The 

strength of horses might perhaps be applied to the 

same purpose. The cables, by which the keel is 

held, are to be entirely under water, and thus se- 

cure from an enemy’s shot. 

The advantages of such a battery tvould be : 

1^/. Its rotary motion would bring all its can¬ 

non to bear successively, as fast as they could be 

loaded, on objects in any direction. 
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the whole B^cly of the hemp^ WhI(Sh done, cover 

your kettle as close as you can, and hang it over a 

very gentle fire, arid keep it sitiimering or stewing, 

but not boiling, so as to raise a steam for six or 

eight hours ; then take it off, and let it stand cover¬ 

ed till it be cool enough to handle; then take out 

the hemp, and wring it very carefully as dry as you 

well can, and hang it up out of the way of the wind,, 

either in your garret or in your barn, shutting the 

doors, and there let it remain, turning it now and 

then till it be perfectly dry ; then pack it up in some 

close dry place, till you want to use it; but you 

will do well to visit it now and then, lest any part 

of it might be damp and rot. You must know that 

wind and air weaken and rot hemp, flax and thread 

very much. Then, at your leisure, twist up some 

of the hands, as many as you intend for present 

use as hard' as you can, and with a smart round 

smooth hand-beetle, on a smooth stone, beat and 

pound each hand by itself all over very we|^l, turn¬ 

ing it round from side to side, till every part be 

very well bruised; you then untwist it, and hatch- 

el it, first through a coarse, and then through a 

fine hatchel : And remember, that hatcheling must 

be performed in the same manner as a man would 

comb a fine head of hair, he begins at the ends be¬ 

low, and as that untangles he rises higher, till at 

last he reaches up to the crown of his head. The 

first tow makes good ropes for the use of the planta¬ 

tion, the second tow will make very good ozriabrigs 

or coarse sfieeting; and the hemp itself will make 

excellent linen. The same method of steaming 

softens flax very much.’’ 
X' 2 
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A FLOATING BATTERY, 

ON A NEW CONSTEUCTIONj 

JBy the late ABRAHAM BLOODGOOD, - 

rr^ 

A HE model of this battery was exhibited to the 

society, with a verbal description only. The an¬ 

nexed plate shews an exact profile view of its body, 

the shape of which, as seen from above, is circular- 

It is to be connected at the centre of its bottom 

with a strong keel, in such a manner that while the 

keel is held by cables and anchors in one position, 

the battery is made to turn round on its centre* 

This motion may be given to it, either by the tide 

acting on float-boards, attached to the body of the 

battery; by sails raised on its exterior parts, or by 

manual application. In this;; last way it may be ef¬ 

fected by men in the hold, drawing on a lever fast¬ 

ened to a post fixed to the keel, and rising through 

a well-hole in the centre of the battery. The 

strength of horses might perhaps be applied to the 

same purpose. The cables, by which the keel is 

held, are to be entirely under water, and thhs se« 

cure from an enemy’s shot. 

The advantages of such a battery would be t 

1st. Its rotary motion would bring all its can¬ 

non to bear successively, as fast as they could be 

loaded, on objects in any direction. 
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2nd. Its circular form would cause every shot 

that might strike it, not near the centre, to glance. 

2rd. Its motion, as well as its want of parts on 

which graplings might be fastened, would render 

boarding almost impossible. 

Ath. The steadiness with which it would lay on 

the water would render its fire more certain than 

that of a ship, 

5th. The guns would be more easily worked 

than is common, as they would not require any 

lateral movement, 

6th. The men would be completely sheltered 

from the fire of the elevated parts of an enemy’s 

ship, 

1th. The battery might be made so strong as to 

be impenetrable to cannon shot, See, 
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Jl^TRA^T FROM THIS M|NI7TES OF THE SoCIETY. 

February Wth^ 1807. 

HEREAS five different specimens of wool¬ 

len cloth of a superior qirdity, manvifactured iri the 

family of Mr» Walter Briggs, of the county of 

Schoharie, in this state, have been laid before this 

society ; And whereas it is represented, that the 

said cloths were made from the wool produced from 

his flock, consisting of about 300 sheep, and that 

about 1200 yards of different kinds of cloth are an¬ 

nually manufactured by the daughters of the said 

Walter Briggs, in his family. Therefore, for the 

encouragement of this important and useful branch 

of domestic manufactures, 

Eesohed^ That a piece of silver plate be pre¬ 

sented to the said Walter Briggs, as a testimony of 

the commendation of this society for his laudable 

attention to the raising of sheep, and for the indus- 

try of himself and daughters in the manufacturing 

of cloth ; and that a committee be appointed to di¬ 

rect the making of the said plate, to devise a suita¬ 

ble inscription for the same, and to present it, in 

the name of this society, to the said Walter Briggs. 
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AN ACT 

TO INCORPORATE A SOCIETY FOR THE PROMO-, 

TION OF USEFC'L ARTS, 

Passed April 2nd, 1804. 

HEREAS the institution of a society, caU 

culated to promote, collect and preserve the know¬ 

ledge of useful arts, is intimately connected with the 

public welfare and prosperity ; Therefore, 

Se it enacted hy the people of the state of JSFew^ 

Tork, represented in senate and assembly, That all 

such persons who shall, at the time of the passing 

of this act, be members of the society for the pro¬ 

motion of agriculture, arts and manufactures, and 

such other persons who shall from time to time be¬ 

come members of the society hereby intended to 

be incorporated, and shall within ten months after 

the passing of this act, signify their intention ia 

writing, subscribed by them respectively, to Sam¬ 

uel L. Mitchell or Benjamin De Witt, the present 

secretaries of the said society, to become members 

of the society hereby intended to be incorporated, 

and shall pay to either of them two dollars for the 

use of the said society, shall be, and hereby are, 

constituted a body corporate and politic by the 

name of “ the Society for the promotion of Useful 

Arts that by that name the said society shall 

have perpetual succession ; and that the said so¬ 

ciety and their successors shall be capable in law 

to sue and be sued, plead and be impleaded, answer 
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and be answered, defend and be defended, in all 

courts and in all actions, suits, matters and causes 

whatsoever, and to purchase, take, receive, hold 

and enjoy, any real or personal estate, in fee simple 

or otherwise, and the same to lease, sell, dispose 

of and convey, for the purpose of the better ena¬ 

bling them to carry into elFect such measures as to 

the said society shall seem best calculated to pro¬ 

mote agriculture, arts and manufactures within this 

state : Provided^ That the clear annual value of 

such real and personal estate shall not exceed the 

sum of two thousand five hundred dollars ; That 

the said society shall have a common seal, which 

may from time to time be changed or altered at its 

pleasure. 

And be it further enactedy That the said society 

shall, from time to time, forever hereafter, have 

power to make, constitute, ordain and establish 

such by-laws and regulations as they shall judge 

proper for the election of their officers, for prescri^ 

bing their respective functions, and the mode of 

discharging the same ; for the admission of new 

members into the said society ; for the govern¬ 

ment of the officers and members thereof; for as^ 

certaining an equal annual rate of contributions 

towards the funds thereof ; for regulating the times 

and places of meeting for managing the affairs of 

the said society, and for suspending or expelling 

such members of the said society, as shall neglect 

or refuse to comply with the by-laws and regula- 
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tions thereof, so as such by-laws and regulations 

shall not be repugnant to the laws of the United 

States or of this state. 

And be it further enacted^ That a president arid 

one or more vice-presidents, nine counsellors, two 

or more secretaries, a treasurer, and such other of¬ 

ficers as the said society shall, by any by-law, from 

time to time appoint, shall be elected by a plurali¬ 

ty of yotes of the members of the said society pre¬ 

sent at any election : That such election shall be an¬ 

nually held in the senate chamber, or at such other 

place as the said society shall from time to time by 

by-law direct and appoint, on the Tuesday next 

succeeding the day on which both houses of the le¬ 

gislature shall have been formed, ready to proceed 

to business, after the first day of January in every 

year : That the said officers shall respectively hold 

their offices until the next annual election day, or 

until others shall be elected in their stead : That 

if the annual election shall not be held at any of the 

days for that purpose appointed, it shall be lawful 

to make such election at any other day; and that 

the president, or one of the vice-presidents, with 

any twelve or more of the said society, meeting at 

the place designated for that purpose by any by-law, 

shall constitute a legal meeting of the said society. 

And he it further enacted., That the books, papers, 

monies and effects of the society for the promotion 

of agriculture, arts and manufactures, shall be and 
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the sjime! are hereby with the iipprobation, and at 

the instance of the last mentioned corporation, vest¬ 

ed in the said society for the promotion of Usefal 

arts, from and after the fourth day of May next, on 

which day the corporation aforesaid expires by its 

own limitation. 

J?td he it further enacted^ That the members of 

the legislature shall in that capacity be honorary 

members of the said society ; but shall not vote at 

elections, or have arty voice in the disposition of the 

funds of the said society* 

And be it further enacted^ That Robert R. Li¬ 

vingston shall be the president, and Ezra L’Hom- 

medieu the vice-president of the said society, until 

the second annual election day. 
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^nd. Its circular form would cause every shot 

that might strike it, not near the centre, to glance. 

^rd. Its motion, as well as its want of parts on 

which graplings might be fastened, would render 

boarding almost impossible, 

Aith. The steadiness with which it would lay on. 

the water would render its fire more certain than 

that of a ship. 

The guns would be more easily worked 

than is common, as they would not require any 

lateral movement. 

The men would be completely sheltered 

from the lire of the elevated parts of an enemy’s 

ship. 

1th. The battery might be made so strong as t@ 

be impenetrable to cannon shot, &c. 
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E^ctraot from tkr minutes of the Society, 

February Wth^ 1807» 

HEREAS five different specimens of wool¬ 

len cloth of a superior quality, manufactured irt the 

family of Mr. Walter Briggs, of the county of 

Schoharie, in this state, have been laid before this 

society : And whereas it is represented, that the 

said cloths were made from the wool produced from 

his flock, consisting of about 300 sheep, and that 

about 1200 yards of different kinds of cloth are an¬ 

nually manufactured by the daughters of the said 

Walter Briggs, in his family. Therefore, for the 

encouragement of this important and useful branch 

of domestic manufactures, 

Resolved, That a piece of silver plate be pre¬ 

sented to the said Walter Briggs, as a testimony of 

the commendation of this society for his laudable 

attention to the raising of sheep, and for the indus¬ 

try of himself and daughters in the manufacturing 

of cloth ; and that a committee be appointed to di- 

rect the making of the said plate, to devise a suita¬ 

ble inscription for the same, and to present it, in 

the name of this society, to the said Walter Briggs. 
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AN ACT 

TO INCORPORATE A SOCIETY FOR THE FROHO-- 

TION OF USEFUL ARTS. 

Passed April 2ndj 1804. 

AV HEREAS the institution of a society, cal¬ 

culated to promote, collect and preserve the know¬ 

ledge of useful arts, is intimately connected with the 

public welfiwe and prosperity : Therefore, 

Be it enacted by the people of the state of New- 

Tork, represented in senate and assembly^ That all 

such persons who shall, at the time of the passing 

of this act, be members of the society for the pro¬ 

motion of agriculture, arts and manufactures, and 

such other persons who shall from time to time be¬ 

come members of the society hereby intended to 

be incorporated, and shall within ten months after 

the passing of this act, signify their intention in 

writing, subscribed by them respectively, to Sam¬ 

uel L. Mitchell or Benjamin De Witt, the present 

secretaries of the said society, to become members 

of the society hereby intended to be incorporated, 

and shall pay to either of them two dollars for the 

use of the said society, shall be, and hereby are, 

constituted a body corporate and politic by the 

name of ‘‘ the Society for the promotion of Useful 

Arts that by that name the said society shall 

have perpetual succession ; and that the said so¬ 

ciety and their successors shall be capable in law 

to sue and be sued, plead and be impleaded, answer 
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and be answered, defend and be defended, in all 

courts and in all actions, suits, matters and causes 

whatsoever, and to purchase, take, receive, hold 

and enjoy, any real or personal estate, in fee simple 

or otherwise, and the same to lease, sell, dispose 

of and convey, for the purpose of the better ena¬ 

bling them to carry into effect such measures as to, 

the said society shall seem best calculated to pro¬ 

mote agriculture, arts and manufactures within this' 

state : Promded^ That the clear annual value of 

such real and personal estate shall not exceed the 

surn of two thousand five hundred dollars : That 

the said society shall have a common seal, which 

may from time to time changed or altered at its 

pleasure. 

And be it further enacted^ That the said society 

shall, from time to time, forever hereafter, have 

power to make, constitute, ordain and establish 

such by-laws and regulations as the}^ shall judge 

proper for the election of their officers, for prescri¬ 

bing their respective functions, and the mode of 

discharging the same ; for the admission of new 

members into the said society ; for the govern¬ 

ment of the officers and members thereof; for as¬ 

certaining an equal annual rate of contributions 

towards the funds thereof ; for regulating the times 

and places of meeting for managing the affairs of 

the said society, and for suspending or expelling 

such members of the said society, as shall neglect 

or refuse to comply with the by-laws and regula- 
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tioils thereof, so as such by-laws aiid regulations 

shall not be repugnant to the laws of the United 

States or of this state. 

And be it further enacted^ That a president and 

one or more vice*]J)residents, nine counsellors, two 

or more secretaries, a treasurer, and such other of¬ 

ficers as the said society shall, by any by-law, from 

time to time appoint, shairbe elected by a plurali¬ 

ty of votes of the members of the said society pre¬ 

sent at any election : That such election shall be an¬ 

nually held in the senate chamber, or at such other 

place as the said society shall from time to time by 

bydaw direct and appoint, on the Tuesday next 

succeeding the day on which both houses of the le¬ 

gislature shall have been formed, ready to proceed 

to business, after the first day of January in every 

year : That the said officers shall respectively hold 

their offices until the next annual election day, or 

until others shall be elected in their stead : That 

if the annual election shall not be held at any of the 

days for that purpose appointed, it shall be lawful 

to make such election at any other day; and that 

the president, or one of the vice-presidents, with 

any twelve or more of the said society, meeting at 

the place designated for that purpose by any by-law, 

shall constitute a legal meeting of the said society* 

' Aifid be it further enacted^ That the books, papers, 

monies and effects of the society for the promotion 

of agriculture, arts and manufactures, shall be and 
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the same are hereby with the approbation, and at 

the instance of the last mentioned corporation, vest¬ 

ed in the said society for the promotion of useful 

arts, from and after the fourth day of May next, on 

which day the corporation aforesaid expires by its 

own limitation. 

And be it further enacted^ That the members of 

the legislature shall in that capacity be honorary 

members of the said society ; but shall not vote at 

elections, or have any voice in the disposition of the 

funds of the said society. 

And be it further enacted^ That Robert R. Li¬ 

vingston shall be the president, and Ezra L’Hom- 

medieu the vice-president of the said society, until 

the second annual election day. 
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